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THE LANGUAGE ARTS GURRICULUM: A PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE

Which objectives should pupils achieve in the language arts? The-

language_arts curriculum maybe perceived as emphasi'zing,practical learnings

for,student attainment Toward'the other end of the 'ontinuum

tialist or basics curriculum may be stressed.

There

essen-:

Practical Learnings in the Language Arts

are selected educators who believe that the language arts em

Ithasizeutilitarian objectives. What:is useful in society'needs'adequate
-

emphasis 1n the school curriculum.: ThuS, school and -ocie y become in-
- ,

tegrated, not separate entities. The language arts emphasizes students

'beceming proficient in four vocabularies--listening,,speaking, reading,,

and Writing. Critical, thinking, creative thinking and problem salVing

skills need',inclusion within the framework of developing thefour voca-

bularies.

Which objectives then might be,emphasized in language:arts curri-

mphasizing the concept of practicality?

writing business letters to order needed goods and services.

An ample number of addresses can be located to which students may write

and receive actual responses

'Again

with

letters.

Igriting friendly letters to pe rs -friends, and relatives.

students should receive a response to each letter written.

. writing announcements. The:announcements: written needHti deal

lifes's situation A.laand of themselves'. Thus, learners may-write
,

announcements to their parents involving open house in,school; parent- ,

teacher conferences ilational'school lunch'week, and parent-teacher

ganization meetingsi



4. umiting thank you notes for birthday and holiday

ived.

if ts

tters of syrrpathy to persons who are ill or fairlies

who have experienced death.

6. filling data in properly into job application form

7. writing letters of application in order to secure a job.

8. using the telephome properly emphasizing --flexible viable rules.

9. learning appropriate concepts and gpmeralizations involving

income tax forms. Students may receive practice completing the forms

when readiness permits.

10. being able to introduce individuals to each other properly.

Functional situations existwhen parents, visitors, and new students

come to the class setting.

11. conversing uith others in functional situations,

school ltuzchroom, as uell as before the school day begins and after i

ends.

12. being a proficient umber in a discussion group. Real problens

may be solved here, such as developing and inplenenting appropriate

standards of conduct.

13. reading orally to others to conveyneeded information.

14. acquiring content from reading recipes in order

food items.

15. reading directions to sew, construct, or repair an item.

16. listening critically and creatively to nms itens and utilizing

the content to develop predictions.

Philosophical beliefs inherent in a utilitarian language arts

emphasizes the significance of learners being able to utilizeCOrla
2,

in society that which has been learned in the school curriculum. Sociey



es and thus the language arts uust also change in scope and sequence_

Perhaps, the curriculum as emphasized in the school and class setting

needs to take the lead in changing society reflect that which is worth-
while wid relevant.

Much time is wasted in teaching-learning situations if learners can-

not use and apply that whi has been learned. Careful attention then

needs to be givea in selecting objectives, learning

appraisal procedures which truly enphasize useful subject matter. Pro-

cess objectives are definitely in evidence in utilitarian objectives.

With the mass amatint of subject matter available to learners it be-

hooves the teacher to select those processes adequately comprehens

which guide learners to attain viable facts, concepts, and generalizations.

Subject matter attained tnight heccre outdated, however, worthwhile pro-

cesses (skills objective ) iill always be relevant in school and in society.

er1listed the following skills goals which may be incorporated into

a functional language arts curriculum:

reading for a variety of purposes such as reading to
acquire facts, generalizations, 'main ideas,- sequence of ideas,
as well as evaluate content, engage in divergent thinking, and

-solve problems.
2. identifying new words through-the use 'of phreetic

analysis, and configuration clues.
3. developing increased proficiency in the correct spell-

ing of words.
4. writing for a variety of pm-poses such as in writfrq

business letters, friendly lett j, poems, stortes, plays, an-
nouncements, thank-you notes and congratulatory messages.

5. developing increased skill in utilizing oral corn-
runication for a variety of pm-poses, such as in situations
involving conversation, discussions, dialogs, panel presen-
tations, creative dramatics, buzz groups, and oral reports.

6. worlttng cooperatively with the teacher and other
learners in dewloping reconnended guidelines to be used in

"Marlow E&ger, The Elei-nelitary_Surriculum a Handbook. Kirksville,
Missouri: Sinpson Publishing Con any, 1977, pag-i- B.



evluating learning experienr es ino1vitc t. A3e oral cora-
murr__± c at ion .

7. developing increase ski iii -rieng leftibly in order
to communicate written 'conter-it efilit0ative1w.

8. developing skills pi-ta4 -W-.4.3i,_ to t I 'nig' elt7 cs of wrlt
in such as in capitalization narai -pilnctual en .

9. using, the concepts o--.T zyress, pitCh, anxi, juncture when
communidating content to othrs..

10.: utilizing diverse szritItFlp: pattpTn,s 1.ti writing such as
th subject-predicate pattern_L sO!.:)j4ct-piVIticute-direct object
pa.t.'7tern, subjectlinking TIAJ*Ztive pattern, sub-
je----t-linking Verb-predicate 71.43tdo 77:-51-tertf, iktd the subject-pre-
dic=ate7indirect object-direct aktiiRCt patte011.

11. developing proficiency' !:=°:1; iti'arious kinds of sen-
temces such as interrogative, i'*irativt, declarative, and ex-
cla_mat ory sentences,

12. developing increased _ skill, ih expanding sentences
thr-.ougli compounding, modifying, subordinating, and using appCos-

. .

13. being able to write .diverse kinds of poetry such as
cotia31ets, triplets, free vers.-le , quatrains, limericks, tankas
and. others .

14. putting more of the ...child's own thoughts and feelings
iwtdc creative story and poem .4riting.

15. developing an adequa.--..-te reading writing, speaking,
and listening vocabulary.

An Essentialist Language Arts Curriculum

believe that the bas'i cs need to be emphasi

Lilo.. 'a-he basics generally is pe of as containing the 3

rithmetic) he language arts ern-Certainly,

s hea\rly the first two reading and w ing f the 3 r's, How-
ever the lisitening speaking reading, and writing vocabularies are also

third r Carithmetic).

sts attempt to eliminate frills and fads from the langua e

basic learrangs reed to he emphasized Which ob-

then need stressing in the lanuage

usin.2 proper punctuation marks in sentences, such as periods,.

questi mark, exclamation points, cenm=aas, semi-colons, apostrophes,

and colcns,

Z. writng paragraphs emphasizing t -.e concept coherence and



sequence.

3. 14st-ening to content involving a:Variety _of purposes. The pur,

poses include listening to acquire facts, directions main-ideas, and

sequential content. -Also, learners need to listen critically, creatively,

as well as to solve preblems.

4. emphasizing proper capitalization

and paragraph

d usage in writing sentence

_astering words from lists in basal spelling textbooks as well asa

spelling words correctly in formal

Using legible handwriting. Legibility involves correct letter

formation, spacing letters properlywithin anclbetween words, ,proper slant= ,

of letters, and appropriate',alignment of content.,
'

7. mastering the rul es7(5f:, grammar in
,

meaningful ways.

S. reading proficiently

order to s eak and write

To identify words correc pupils need

o master phonics, syllabication structural analysis context clueS, and

configuration clUes. Also diverse kinds of reading comprehen onne

emphasizing. These include reading to ecure factual conten unde and

directions, determine sequence of ideas, and select main ideas. Learners

also need to achieve comprehension skills in reading to solve problematic

situations, as ell as to read critically and creatively.

speaking proficiently using a variety of purposes. Thesein-

elude giving directions clearly, discussing proficiently, introthudng

debating effectively, giving impromptu speeches

in aninteresting manner, reading otally in a proficient manner, 'MW '

presPrIting facts meaningfully to others. ,

10., developing a will/desire to achieve optimally in listening



speaking, reading, and writing

Esse=atialists believe that basal le
an be idntified. What

cUrricuhum.

for each student to attain
hdc needs empham_sizing

Interest within tudontS for leax=rning

n the language a 4-"tS

a sole &er-.f_-_-erminer in terlss o salecting objtellirtives, learning activite ,

and evaluet ion procedurOs

reach out and achieve vital goals

ant regadless of inherent studott

nt. The student must a=so

objectives needing attai_n-

of the pig:anvil is signi nt Oemphasize in tfizlhe teaching arena.

The Late William ChandlrBagley2 C1874-133.946) wrote about the faM.-

lowing in=aorrect trends in education:

(a) The complete abandonment in roaltemy school systems of a r-
ous standards of scholastic aci-mmieveinent as a condition
of promotion ITen grade to greclEle, and the passing of arT 1
pupils "on scbedule."
The :_tEEtragpazt.. of f.'1..L1 ancllia sequence in
and aldogniatic denial of any yalue in, 'even of any p9si-
bility, of learning through', the logical, chronological,
and causal relationships or lea,tarning materials.

vn(c) The wide vogue of the so-called-I !Tactivity movement,
d) The` discrediting of the exact ain=ind ,ave.-tiai studies.

41(e) An increasingly heavT thn studies
f) tjA11-14 the lower schools to estalThlish a new social orderMg) The cu culus-revision" inoveine.-ent and itia vaRardes.

11COnClUSiOa

How rumv_ght a practical- language arta c

as a Separate philosophy 0

odd be pie.laced on uci tartan goals as co

Language ar=ts? Educators roeedto discuss,

thesize a Language arts curtiulum emphasi

practical if Trnnework of emphasizing living i

caulurn be haroraonized ml

! .a=ntion? How much eaphaai ---

tapa=ored to the basa.cs in the

anaLIELyze and ultimately yn
g essentialism within a

in thame societal arena_

C. Bagley, "An,Essentialist Platf Tfforra for the Advancement
of American, Education," Educational Administ a mition and

193=), pages 241-256.
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The e are,n

sider

ISSUES IN TEACHING THE LANGUAGE ARTS

erous releve_ t which language arts teachers need to

and analyze. -Each teacher

resulting study,

Computer Use And The Lan

Computer

then impi ent desired content frOm

sisted instruction ha

uage Arts

uch to offer students in a relevant

language arts curriculum. Quality softwa

selected on the basis of

(b)

for the ci_puter needs-to be

pro-J.ding sequential learnings.

containing vital content.

(c) ensuring optimal success In learning.

(d) being relatively easy for students to utilize.

(e) giving students quality feedback .

Generally computers operate In thefollowingapproximate ays:

) the involved student' types in on the keyboard his/her name or identi-

fication number correctly.

(b) one or a few sentences are in evidence on the screen. Thejearner

reads the ensuing sentences.

,
a response -isjaade' to a question raised (on the screen) directly

related-to the sentences read.

multiple choice item may be p esented on the screen the student

types onto the keyboard which of the four dis tractors is correct--

or d.

(d) a correct response given by'the larner might"be followed by a happy-
,

face shown on the screen. An incorrect answer given may be followed by "try

again on, the screen. After a second _incorrect' responses a correct answer'



hen shown on-the sc

a tabulation of per cent of correct resonses for:each student usually

s also portrayed on the screen pertainingto a Miven lesSon or unit,

Involving:the use of computers in teaching; 111bson1 wrote:

Computers are a relatively recent .iaddition to tbe
educational scene. Yet they havebeen. -used and tested
at all educational levels, front kinder=.arten through
graduate school.

The computer has a remarkable capacity for collecting,
processing, storing, and retrieving lam-ze amounts of infor-
mation. This is its key asset han ear---cational program.
Individualized Instruction methodshavP- particular need for
computer assistance. The camputernan jprovide background
data for each student and care stem tes=it results. It can
provide a complete listing of theinster-J_als used by each
student during each class. The eoinputir evaluates and
scores student responses with reekab3,fa speed. It develops
special plans of study geared totbe in=4:711vidual learner.

Computerized instruction does not etaphasize

1. teacher-pupil planning f
,

student aell evaluation

3. learners being involved in -equ 11% thir awn unique s_ les of

learning activities.

persw=mally developed criteria.

learning.

4. a variety of learning activities inteaclbuing and learning.

5, studentsmaking decisions

relevant problems

Utilitarian Purposes in the :Languag Arts

as to identifyng _nd solving perceived

Tea hers and students emphasizing leaning V.L.at which is useful in

society would

identify vital problems which need solvig

(b) gather needed information from reliable =eference s

1 anet T. ,dibson,,L. Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey, 1976, pageS 321-And 322.

11_



develop related hypotheses in answer to the chosen problematic

uation(s)'.

(d) testt e hypothesis in fOnctional -activities and experiences.

(e) revise thetested:hypothesis. f'necessary.

Thus in the:language artS',-an actuaLbusiness letter may need to be,

,.written, by learners., indivItlually,or-in committees, to order needed materials

for-a lesson or:- unit. To athieVethelAentified utilitarian purpose, the

student withteather guidance needs t

Studki)roper models in.jwriting a business letter.

(0" utiliiba recommended model in actually'composing a letter.

:proofread the written content. Make revisions where necessary.

address and Mail the business correspondence.

evaluate the response to the mailed letter. Modified approaches

need to be used in ensuing situations in writing quality business letters.

Kennedy2 listed the following possible writing activities for students:

1. Situations requiring letters:
a. Social notes of thanks, sympathy, invitation, etc.
b. Business letters, orders for materials, preparations for a

triP, or requests for information
c. Friendly letters to pen pals br foreign friends
d. Gift tags and greeting cards
Situations needing a record:
a. Plans made
b. Class activities, events, sports, excursions, or science

discoveries
c. Minutes for clubs
d. Room histories, diaries, or logs
Situations requiring filling out forms:
a. Registrations slips, examination blanks, or applications
b. Telegrams, cablegrams, messages
Situations requiring:
a. Reports by individuals
b. Panel discussions

Directions and recipes
Lists of materials needed for class plays or similar activities

e. Copyino of fnformation or directions

12



5. Situations needing publicity:
a. Advertisements, notices, or announcements
b. Articles for room newspapers
c. Headlines for newspaper articles
d. Legends for bulletin boards and exhibits
e. Room duties to be posted

6. Situations stimulating:
a. Word pictures of people and places
b. Editorials, news stories
c. Science reports

3d. Mathematics games, puzzles and reports

Utilitarian purposes in the language arts do not

1. advocate teacher determined objectives and learnin_ activities for

students.

2. emphasize the use of programmed learning unless the acquired content

is used directly in society.

3. stress teachers solely appraising student progress.

4. propose a structured curriculam com7ton to all students.

Textbooks and Workbooks

Numerous teachers make rather heavy use of textbooks and workbooks

in teaching the language arts. These materials need to be carefully selected

in terms of quality criteria. Presentations -ade by the teacher based on

the use of textbooks and workbooks should be:

challenging to aid each student to attain optimally.

(b ) purposeful in that learners perceive value in studying and learnimg.

(c) functional in that kno ledge acquired can be utilized in nem

si ations.

d) meaningful so that students understand vital facts, concepts,

and generalizations.

Larry D. Kennedy, Teaching the ElglintEy. Languartt Arts. New York:
Harper and Row, 1975, page 175.



(e) interesting in order to motivate learner achievement.

Pertaining to the use of t- tbooks in teaching, Wilson and Hall3 wrote:

After assessing text materials, the teacher will realize that,
regardless of what he does to adapt it, certain material is not appropriate
for particular children. In such situations, a teacher has several
alternatives. First, he may ask other pupils to read to those students
for whom a book is too difficult. Second, he may decide that instruction
should take a form other than reading, in which case he will tend to rely
more heavily on pictures, film strips, and discussions than on independent
reading. Third, he may locate alternative materials which cover the same
content more simply, making it possible for children to learn the content
without being frustrated by reading difficulty.

Opposite of the rather heavy use of textbooks and workbooks in teaching

are the following:

I. a variety of activities and experiences being available to learners.

2. learners assist in identifying relevant objectives and quality

learning activities.

3. students are involved in determining their own preferred styles of

learning.

4. sequence resides within the student not within the confines of

published, printed materials.

5. learners should be Involved in appraising their own achievement.

In Conclusion

There are advantages and disadvantages in using computerized instruction,

utilitarian, and textbook/workbook methods of instruction. The major

strength of each plan is as follows:

1. CAI emphasizes students being highly successful in each sequential

step in learning.

2. Utilitarian means emphasize that which is useful to students in

Robert M. Wilson and Maryanne Hall, Readinand the Elementary
School Child. New York: D. VanNostrand Company, 1972, page 203.



school and in society.

3. Textbook/workbook methods advocate the ideas of specialists in

the language arts determining what students are to learn.

Regardless of which approaches are utilized in lessons and units, each

student should be guided to attain optimally.
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THEORIES OF LEARNING AND THE LANGUAGE ARTS

It is importan teachers _f 1 :guage arbs to develop recommended

:guiding principles when sele-ting ob -Aives, learning activities, and evaluation

procedures in the 1- guage arts curriculum. All teachers possess something that

guidea them in teaching-learning situations if this can be verbalized or not.

Thus, teacher may believe strongly that textbook writers in the language

a :s have relevant learnings that all pupils need to develop sequentially. A

different teacher-believes that much rote le rning and memorization are methods

to use in-acquiring complex knowledge, skills, andattitudes in Ongoing lessons an

,units. This same teacher then has a selected theory of learning which isa

guide in implementing the curriculum. It may well be that a teacher of this

. description cannot describe.orally or in writing which theory of learning is

adhered to The theory of mental discipline, emphasized in the United States

prlor to the 1900's, may .then be in evidence. Basic principles back of the

theory of mental discipline would-be the follo ing:

1. Difficult content :must be learned by-pupils to exercise-the muscles

- in the mind.

2. Memorization of content is important to exercise the muscles in the mind

3. A formal classroom setting-is 'needed so that pupils may learn. much

con ent.

It. Content objectives become iortant to the'exclusion of skills and

attitudinal. objectives.

Stimulus-Response Theory of Learning

StimulUs-response school of thought in terms of how pupils learn



important for all educatorsto e knowledgeable about. This theory emphasizes

the following criteria:

1. Programmers mey determine what pupils are to learn, using micro-

compute s or textbooks.

2. Pupils progress forward very slowly at each sequential step of learning.

3. Learners know immediately if their response to an item is correct

or incor ect.

4. Reinforcement is inherent in programmed learning. Thus, pupils

basically are correct in each sequential step in learning.

The use of behaviorally stated objectives also stressess stimulus-response

psychology in teaching-learning situations. Behaviorally state objectives

generally follow the following criteria:

1. Specificity is important in the writing ofstated objectives.

2. It must be possible to measure pupil achievement after instruction, to

determane if the desired ends have been achieved.

3. Learning activities are selected in terms of having pupils achieve

the desired objectives.

4. The objectives are stated in terms of what pupils will be learning.

The following are examples of behaviorally stated objectives in the

language arts:

1. Each pupil will spell correctly nine out of ten words.

2. The pupil will write a haiku poem.

3. The pupil will write a two hundred word. paper on a topic of his own

choosing.

4. Pupils will write a sentence following each of these sentence patte

noun-verb or subject-predicate
noun-verb-noun or subject-predicate-direct object
noun-verb-noun-noun or subject-predicate-indirect obje
object

(d) noun-linking verb-predicate adjective or subject-p edicate-
predicate adjective
noun-linking verb-predicate
nominative

or sub ect-predicate-predicate



The pupil will write a paragraph of forty words using a topic sentence.

6. Given a paragraph of fifty words, the pupil will find five errors in

spelling.

In each of these objectives, the teacher can determine if pupils have or

have not achieved the desired end or ends.

Behavior lly stated objectives written by the teacher for teaching-learning

situations differ from programmed learning in the following' ways.

1. Behaviorally stated objectives may be achieved by pupils in more than

one class session. Pupils need to follow learnings sequentialy as determined

by the programmer in programmed learning.

2. Sequential steps in learning using behaviorally stated objectives are

not as specific as compared to programmed learning. In programmed learning,

the pupil moves forward very gradually from one sequential step to the next.

1

3. The teacher will need to do much of the evaluating when assessing

pupil achievement in terus of behaviorally stated -bjectives, whereas in'pro

ammed learning, the pupil gene ally knows immed ately if he is

making a response by noting the answer given by the programmer.

4. The classroom teacher -writes behavio ally stated objectives for teaching-

learning situations)whereas the programmer determines what pupils are to learn in

programmed learning.

The following would be an example of programmed learning in the language

t or wrong-after

ar

Which word has a different ibeginning letter -scomparedto the othertwowords?
batbat cake cat

Which,two words of the following have the same beginning letter?
apple bat ban

Which words in the following set have the same beginning letter?
bat,ban,,

bat, b

bat ban cat banana dad



Which of the following words have two beginning letters which are alike?
bin cat bit saw bin bit

Sequential steps for pupils to achieve are smaller in programmed learning

as compared to the use of behaviorally stated objectives written by the teacher.

In programmed learning as well as in using behaviorally stated objectives, the

following criteria must be followed:

1. It definitely can be measured if pupils have been successful in

achievinr desired objectives.

2. Pupils are to be successful in each sequential step of learning.

3. The child does not sequence his or her own learning; the teacher or

programmer determines the correct order of experiences in learning for pupils.

Criticisms given of stimulus-reponse school of thought in terms of how

pupils learn include the following:

1. It is mechanistic and emphasizes lower levels of cognition on the part
f learners.

2. Attitudinal objectives may be slighted in teaching-learning si uations.

3. Sequence and content in learning should be determined more by children
as compared to programmers and/or teachers.

b. Selected pupils may find that this approach in teaching does not
harmonize with their own individual learning styles.

5. A sincle method used extensively in teaching may not aid in developing
and maintaining pupil interest in learning.

Gestalt Theory of Learning

Gestaltist emphasize the importance of wholistic learning. Thus, indi-

viduals have a tendency to preceive content in terns of the wholeness of the

situation. After preceiv ng the wholeness of an object, scene, or situation,

specific facets or parts of the whole are then noticed. In reading and spelling,

a pupil will view a complete word and then notice the parts that make up this

In the teaching of readings the teacher may utilize the following

teaching procedures in the gestalt approach:



1. The teacher would guide lesTners in getting an overview of an entire

story before discussing relevant parts. Thus, in developing background information

within learners prior to reading, related ideas would be stressed emphasizing

content covering the wholeness of the situation.

2. In introducing new words which pupils would encounter in reading,

learners see these words in sentences on the chalkboard prior to engaging

in the act of reading. The words may then be analyzed phonetically to aid

learners in gaining impo ant learnings pertaining to word recognition and

identification.

3. Pupils attach necessary meanings pertaining to the new words within

context. Thus, meanings to words are-not learned in isolation but within a

wholistic situation such as in a sentence.

4. From these experiences above (numbers 1, 2, and 3), Pupils are

encouraged to ask questions for which related content can be obtained through

reading.

Following the reading of content on an i dividual basis, content may be

discussed answering previously identified questions or purposes. Further

learning experiences emphasizing wholistic approaches in teaching and learning

emphasize the following:

1. pupils in a committee developing a mural pertaining to ideas gained

from reading.

2. selected learners cooperatively dramatizing content taken from the

completed reading acti ity.

3. individual pupils summarizing major generalizations achieved.

The gestalt school of thought in terms of stressing how pupils learn

emphasizeds wholistic lea nings initially. These initial wholistic lear

be followed by analyzing facets or parts of the whole.

ings then



Structure of the Disciplines

Selected ldeading educators in the United States emphasize that pupils

inductively develop key 7Jain ideas of a discipline. Thus, for example college

and university professors cooperatively would identifY structural ideas pertaining

to the academic discipline in which they specialize. Linguists then may identify

stru tural ideas such as the following which pupils would achieve inductively:

1. diverse sentence patterns such as the subject-predicate pattern; the

subject-predicate-direct object pattern; the subject-linking verb-predicate

adjective patte the sub ect-linkingver edicate noun pattern; and the

subject-predicate-indirect object-direct object pattern.

2. ways of expanding sentences through the use of modifiers, appositives,

subordinate clauses, and compounding parts within a Sentence.

3. word patterns such as those which represent consistency between symbol

and sound, e.g. c t hat mat, fat, and. bat, as well as understand word families

where consistency is not in evidence between symbol and sound, e.g. box and fox, or

weight and neigh.

4. differences in meaning of grammmar as compared to usage in developing

major concepts pertaining to the study of the English language.

5. the English language changing in terms of new vocabulary terms being

added as well as meanings changing of selected words. Other changes are also ident-

ifiable such as spelling of words and word order in Sentences.

Summary

It is important for teachers, principals, and 'supervisors to study

develop a theory or theories of learning pertaining to the teaching of language

arts. In making decisions pertaining to the selection of objectives, learning

-xperiences, and assessment procedures faculty members in ichools must be

greed upon principles and theories of learning.



INDIVIDUALIZING THE LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULU1Y1

Each individual pupil must experience interest, purpose and meaning

in the language arts curriculum. Thus, the pupil needs to have ample

opportunities to engage in decision making practices not only in deciding

upon,what to learn but also in selecting the desired learning experience's.

The use of learning centers has strongly emphasized that pupils b_ in-

volved in selecting objectives, learning opportunities, and assessment

procedures in the-school setting.

Learning Centers in the Class Setting

Teacher-pupil planning should be utilized to plan and develop

diverse learning centers pertaining to the language arts in the class

setting.

1. A Writing Center. Here pupils could view and discuss the

contents of a set of interesting, meaningful pictures. These pictu ee

may relate to an ongoing science ocial studies , mathematics, or reading

unit. A pupil individually or lea ners in a committee may select a

picture to write about. The contents of the written product may pertain

to

(a) a creative description of the actions _i the picture.

(b) what might have happened prior to or after actions presently

revealed in the picture.

a poe -(eouplet triplet, quatra_n or limerick ) relating to

the picture.

pupils a an opportunity to select a picture and wri



related content of their own choosing. Objects, models, and replicas

may also serve as stimuli to encourage pupils to participate in writing

activities.

2. A Listening Center. Commercially prepared as well as teacher

developed tapes may provide excellent content for pupils to listen to.

These tapes may relate to an ongoing unit of study such as in the area

of reading. Pupils may reveal co prehension and at the same time

increase interest in listening by

(a) periodically answering selected questions pertaining to the

listening activity.

(b) writing a mystery story, an adventure story, or a biography

or autobiography of the related content.

(c) developing a related tall tale.

(d) cooperatively developing a related mural or frieze.

e) dramatizing selected incidences and events.

A Reading Center. A variety of interesting, appealing library

books on diverse topics and different levels of achievement need to be

available for pupils. Filmstrips relating to favorite stories of chil-

dren should also be available at this center. Experience charts developed

by pup ls may also be an inherent part of this reading center. Thus,

each learner may select reading materials that harmonize w.th his/her

interests and achievement levels.

The child may wish to share content read by

(a) developing individual pictu es pertaining to

(b) discussing main ideas with the teacher.

telling stories read

selected events.

o other children in a commit ee setting.



a reference center needs to be separate or an inherent part of this

learning station. Pupils then may gain needed informati n from

selected slides films, filmstrips, pictures, models, replicas, maps,

.globes, transparencies, and reading materials. Content obtained from

these reference sources may be utilized in the following speaking

ac ivities:

(a) presenting an oral report to others on a specific topic or

area of interest.

(b) being a member of a panel to prese t content to listeners.

(c) participating in a buzz session to obtain information

related to solving a.problem.

(d) taking part in a discussion, with teacher direction,

obtain consensus in attempting to solve a problem.

(e) participating in creative dramatics activities in which

speaking parts are developed as needed.

(0 hypothesizing about an object or picture of an object as to

its use.

5. Other Learning Centers. Various other learning centers may be

developed involvi g teacher-pupil planning and development. As the need

, these centers may include

spelling center.

a handwriting center.

choral reading center.
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In Summary

The teacher of language arts must implement as an overall objective

that each pupil achieve to his/her optimal potential in the areas

listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Interesting, meaningful,

a d purposeful learning experiences in the language arts should guide

pupils in achieving this objective.



EVALUATING ACHIEVENENT IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS

The teacher of language arts must be proficient in evaluating pupil

achievement. Thus it can be noticed which learners are or are not achieving

desired objectives. If pupils are not achieving stated objectives additional

learning experiences need to be provided to aid learners in attaining desired

ends.

The teacher,through evaluation, can also diagnose pupil difficulties in

learning and work in the direction of remedying these deficiencies. How can

pupil achievement be appraised appropriately in the language arts curriculum?

Techniques of Appraisal

There are diverse techniques which may be utilized to notice gains made

by pupils in learning. A major approach which may be used pertains to

teacher observation. The teacher may observe pupil achievement in different

facets of language arts growth .

praising pupil growth in identifying and using different sentence

patterns through listening, speaking, reading, and writing Thus, the

learner may develop needed understandings, skills, and attitudes pertaining

o sentences following

the subject-predicate pattern.

b) the subject-linking verb-predicate adjective pattern.

c) the

(d) the

(e) the

subject-linking verb-predicate noun pattern .

subject-predicate-direct object pattern .

subject predicate-indirect object-direct object pattern.

Teacher observation may be used during and after a variety of learning



activities have been provided for pupils to notice if learners are attaching

meaning to these diverse sentence patterns.

2. Evaluating pupil progress in being able to expand sentences.

variety of interesting, meaningful, and purposeful learning experiences

must be provided for learners so they may speak and write more effectively

by incorporating needed subordinate clauses, independent clauses or other

compound parts, modifiers, and appositives within selected sentences. Thus,

for example, a pupil may join two sentences together so that a complex

sentence is in evidence (one independent clause and one or more dependent
,pr more

clauses ) or a compound sentence results (twoiindependent clauses in a

sentence Or, a learner may add modifiers, such as adverbs and adjectivus

toclari content. Plipils may also inject appositives within a sentence

to present content in a more meaningful manner.

By observing pupils'.written products or listening to the learner's

spoken voice, the teacher can determine if objectives are being achieved

pertaining to expanding sentences.

3. Assessing learner achievement in appreciating the history and

development of the English language. Learners would then develop needed

understandings skills, and attitudes pertaining to

(a) changes in spelling of important words in the English language

covering selected periods of time.

(b) modification of sentence structure, word usage, and word meanings

when comparing earlier periods of time in American history with the present.

4. Appraising pupils' achievement in the use of juncture, pitch, and

stress. Thus, for example, pupils would ultimately reveal, as a result of

carefully selected sequential learning experiences, if content is presented

effectively orally in which pauses (juncture) are of adequate duration

between words and sentences as well as within a word Learners would al o



reveal their understanding of how a specific sentence can change in meaning

if words are pitched higher or lower in context. Pupils then, for example,

would notice how in a short sentence such as the following, the ending

words would be pitched differently depending on the kind of sentence

involved:

(a) John ran. (declarative sentence)

(b) John ran? (interrogative sentence)

Also, pupils may reveal learnings obtained pertaining to the concept

"stress" by explaining how a sentence changes in meaning if modifications

are made as to which word or words are stressed more than others in con-

text. A learner, for example, may say the following: "I received an A

in social studies.tt If heavy stress is placed on the word "I, emphasis

is placed on "I, not someone else receiving the A grade in social studies.

Or, if the pupil in the preceding sentence stresses "A" more than any of

the other words in the sentence, emphasis then is being placed on receiving

"AP grade as compared to B, C D, or F grades.

Evaluating learner progress in vocabulary growth. Learning activ-

ities need to be provided pupils whereby relevant objectives are achieved

in developing the listening, speaking, reading, and writing vocabularies.

After an adequate number of interesting, meaningful, and purposeful

learning opportunities have been pr(nTided for pupils teacher observation

can be utilized to determine growth in all four vocabularies of learners

SU

comprehending content more effectively through listening.

presenting ideas orally in a more proficient manner to others.

understanding, better than previously, content gained from

rea ing.

(d) writing more clearly, accurately, and crea ively as compared



to previous attempts.

6. ppraIsing learner achievement in listening. Pupils need to

develop skills pertaining to a variety of purposes involving listening.

The teacher may observe which pupils learn to listen to content

(a) to think critically and creatively.

(b) to gain factual information, main ideas, and generalizations.

(c) to arrange ideas sequentially or in a selected order.

(d) to obtain directions.

The teacher must provide learning experiences for pupils in which

they develop needed listening skills relating to comprehending ideas from

the spoken voice. Pupils should experience success in gaining relevant

information as a result of learning activities involving listening in the

language arts curriculum.

7. Evaluating pupil growth in reading achievement Learners need

to experience continuous progress in reading. Thus, each pupil will

develop to his/her optimum in reading. Andividually, learners rust develop

skill in utilizing phonetic analysis syllabication, picture clues context

clues structural analysis, and configuration clues in attempting to

identIfy new words. Also, pupils need to comprehend content for a variety

of purposes such as

a) to obtain facts and skim for information.

(b) to realize main ideas and generalizations.

(c) to think creatively and critically as well as to solve problems.

(d) to appreciate ideas gained from reading.

(e) to gain proper order or sequence of ideas.

(f) to understand directions

The teacher must guide each pupil to experience continuous succe s

,lanA4-.%m fli rrnencie 1 Aiffirilltipc hv the teacher must be



inherent'in a good program of reading instruction. Deficiencies in reading

must be remedied through a variety of interesting, meaningful and purpose-

earning experiences.

. Assessing achievement in speaking. Pupils need to become

increasingly proficient in different purposes involving oral communication

of content. Thus pupils should develop needed skills in conversing with

others, discussing ideas, reading orally-with expression and intonation,

interviewing selected individuals, storytelling, reporting content to

others, impromptu speaking, and other forms of oral communication. Pupil-

teacher planning may be utilized to develop criteria to appraise pupil

progress in communicating content orally to others.

9. Evaluating progress in writing. Bach pupil must be guided to

develop optimal growth in learning experiences Involving writing. Learners

then need to progress continuously in writing business and friendly letters,

poems (haiku couplets, triplets, limericks, free verse, and others) cre-

ative stories all tales, legends, myths, adventure, mystery, and suspense ,

as well as engage in writing in a more serious vein (reports biographies,

autobiographies, announcements, notes extending sympathy or congratulations

and engage in taking notes and developing outlines.

The mechanics of writing such as improved handwriting, spelling, usage,

capitalization, and punctuation are important to stress in teaching-learning

situations. However, content or ideas developed in written work should

receive considerably more emphasis in ongoing learning activities as com-

pared to the mechanics of writing.

In Summary

Objec ives in the language arts for pupils to achieve need to be

qp1prtemi rwrefullv. Each objective chosen must be relevant for learners



to achieve in terms of developing the listening, speaking, reading, and

writing vocabularies of pupils. Learning opportunities for pupils to

achieve desired objectives nust be selected in terms of being interesting,

meaningful, and purposeful. Pupil achievement may then be evaluated in

terms of having attained stated objectives in the language arts curriculum.



READING: THE BASICS VERSUS PROBLEM SOLVING
BY

MARLOW EDIGER

M-ch is.being written and.ppoken about Ehe basica in
cur iculum. Generally, reading, wri.ting, and arithmetic are
perceived by lay.people, as well as numerous-educators, to

comprise the. basics. Examining, the first of the-three r s
a vital question that heeds ans ing :pertains to Which basie
learnings pupils should acquire in the reaaing curriculum.

Readirlg may also be perceived as a currIculum area which
provides needed content within the framework of solving.real

life-like problems for learners. Content is then read to

provide vital information to solve problematic situations.

.The balance of this paper pertains to a d cussion .ef

reaaing as a basic in the curriculum versus the use of r ading
ap data gathering directly related to iden_ fled probl

Reading as a Ea ic In the Curriculum

The .eoncept basic or b ics refers to essential learnings
for all learners to acquire. ThuS, common learnings in reading
need to-be acquired by eaeh and every pupil. These basi
ings are necessary to guide each pupil to b-come a contributing
SUCC ssful adult. The reading curriculum then needs to emphas-

ential learnings to develop proficient readers

ell as in the future adult world. Wh_ch skills need -:

7-iger is prole so Education at N



emphasizing as objectives in the reading curriculum_

Those who believe, in basic learnings in reading, no doubt,

emphasize a systematic program of phonics instruction fOr:

pupils. The teaching of phonics has remained rathex:signi4icant

in tiie in the reading program. Thus pupils need to develop

skills to associa:te sounds with selected symbols,to identify

new word . PhOnetic analysis is perceived to be a vital key

in the unlocking of new words. Dividing a word into syllables

may al o be considered as an essential learning for-Pupils

Thus, a new word may be recognized after it has been divided

into syllables. Using phon tic analysis and syllabication

skills may have disciplInary values for pupils. These

skills can be measured rather effectively, if acouired by

pupils. Other Word recognition techniques may also be empha

ized in teaching-learning situations, such as the use of

context clues, picture clues, configuration clues, and ruct-7

ural analysis.

Comprehension of con-Len-LA.8 vital in any:program of

reading instruction. A ba s reading curriculum may e pha--ze

reading content to acquire factual information. The teacher

can measure, if after instruction, pupils have gained vital

faets. Reading to follow directi n8 proVi es precise and

Speeific content which Is measurable as well as Useful'. Addit-

ional purpo-e- in reading Comprehension include critical read-



ing, creative reading, skimming, and recreational reading.

These purposes may also be added tO. the basics in the r ading

curriculum.

A systematic curriculum can well be emphasi -d in a

basics reading curriculum. Thus the teacher may sequentially

choose measurably stated objectives for pupils to attain in

reading. The teaeher also needs to select specific learning

activities to guide learners in achieving each objectiVe.

Ultimately, the teacher can measure if pupils individually

have achieved each stated desired ends.

A sTstematic reading curriculum is preplanned far pupils.

Thus, objectives, experiences, and evaluatiOn techniques are

selected:prior to instruction. Generally, little or no pupil ,

teadher plannang ais involved in developing a systematic cu

culum.

Problem Solving In the Reading Curriculum

If pupils truly identi y and attempt to solve problem

Areas, a preplanned reading curriculum developed'prior .to

instruction is not possible. The teacher needs t develop'a

stimulating learning environmrnt in:order that problem solving

activities might be in evidence. If pupils, for example, are
:udying.almit -cin the Middle. East area .of the world; learners

may. identify problems/ queationb Sbehas the Sollowing:,



1. Why is the Wailing Wall Important to Israe17..

2. Why

Arabs?

3. Hbw relevant is the Mosoue of Abraham to both Arabs

Dome of the Rock ignificant to Moslem

a

and eWS?

4. How significant is.the Church of the Holy Sepulchre

to selected groups in the Christian religion?

To locate related content,pertaining to these iden ified

problem areas, amongLother experiences, pupils may'read vital

information. R ading activities.are emphasized to assist pupils

to hypothesize or to obtain answers to questions. The reading

curxiculum is not predetermined fOr pupils 'prior to instru t

ion. Rather, the skills of r ading are emphasized as the need

.arises to obtain content directly related to pupil purposes.

'J'Aiverse purposes in r ading may then be emphasized as content

is needed to solve problems and answer questions

Vord recognition skill- may be emphasized as the

: need arises. These techniques may include us pg phoneti

analysis ...syllabication- context clues, picture clues, stru

ural analysis, and conriguration clues.

Word recognition techniques and diverse kinds of c mpre

hens 6n skills emphasized Must:

1. be On the present achievement levels o

pupils.



ment.
2. stimulate pupils attain optimal levels of achieve-

3. be meaningful.and purposeful to learners individ-ally.
4. çrnphasize the interests and needs of pupils.-

Other Programs -f Reading Instruction

There.are numerous additional plans of ta.Ching reading
emphasizing otherphilosophIes of teaching and learning.

Individual reading. The learner with teacher guidance
in the best position to select which library books toa

read sequentially. The involved pupil may also choose appraisal
techniques to evaluate comprehension, attitudes, and purposes.a

Pupil-teacher conferences may be:posi ively used to ass ps

learner progress in reading.

2 Linguistic procedures..One linguistic school of
thou ht In initial reading instruction emphasizes that p pils
master word patterns. In beginning reading instruction, con
tency between symbol and sound ShoUla be in evi6'encg. Thus pupils
with teacher guidance may initially learn to read sen ences
containing the following word patterns: bat, cat hat fat,
mat, Nat pat, rat, and sat. A new word comes into being by
changing an initial consonant, e.g. bat and cat . Later,

sequence pupils with teacher guidance may recoe,nize words
which contain irregular spellings. Thus, the following may



come rather late in the instructional sequence: cough., thrqugh,

rough'i.and bough. ft this stage of reading achievement, a

mixture of regularly and irregularly spelled words compri-e

sentenced, paragraphs, and.stories read by pupils. How_ver,

it still would be relevant for pupils to master words sing
the patterns approach. Sentences in reading may also follow-

spe ific patterns, e.g. the subject, predicate attern; the

subj ct, predicate, indirect object, diredt object pattern;

the subject, predicate, direct object patte the subject,

linking verb, Predicate adjective pattern; and the subj ct

linking verb, predicate noun patterns.

3 Basal readers. Basal readers may well be incorporated

into a basics method of reading instruction. Lay people, as

well as selected educators, might emphasize that essential

word recognition and reading comprehension skills are inherent

in the sequential proper utilization of basal readers. The

use of basal readers and their related manuals indicates that

teachers, principals, and supervisors belIeve that

reaaing speci ists possess the best known in helping pupils

achieve optimally in reading.

The e are basic assumptions Inheren in each/ VITITTgeth__

teaching of reading. Teachers princ pals, a d supervisors

need to analyze each program of instruction, and ultimately

choose that whiChguides:,.eadh pupil to attain optimal:progress



GOALS IN THE READING CURRICULUM

Which goals should learners achieve in reading? Reading is the firs

of the three. r's (reading, writing, and arithmetic). Society expects learners

in schools-to .be able-to function well in the reading area after graduation

from formal schooling. To'develop pupil proficiency in reading, which ends

-might be stresSed by teachers-in teaching-learning situations?

READING GOALS FOR LEARNERS ATTAINMENT

..Reading specialists advocate general goals which need attainment in

order to develop productive readers.

First of all, learners need to-master word recognition techniques to

identify new words... Using phonetic..analysis skills guides pupils inunlocking

'unknown words, If a pupil does not recognize:a word, associating .sounds

with abstract symbols definitely helps to identify vword. Many times,

ia.Oupil can identify an initial sound of a Word, that-might--be -adequate-

since other clues may also be utilized to unlock an unknown word.

A second word-recognition technique includes the utilizationof syliabica-

tion. Thus, if -.learner cannot identify a word, he/she may-divide it into

syllables. ahd -thus be-Able to correctly pronouncethe word..

A third word recognition technique includes the .use of structural

analysis A child can..not identify a word. By dividing the unknown word

Oreftx, root word, and suffix, proper identification -f.that word may

beAn-evidence..

kfourth means of word identification involves usingcontext clues. By

'Lisih-g Context Clues the pupil identifies the unknown wordin terms of .iL

making sensein 'relationship to other words within a sentence,



Fifthly, a beginning reader may use picture clues ,to..identify.an: unknown

word. For example, a pupil-is unable tounlock-a word in reading, by looking

at the picture, located-on the.same page as.ere the abstract words being

read,- the unfamiliar becomes familiar. Thus, the picture tells what the unknown

word is..

.The whole _word method, as an identification-teChnique, has much to-recommend

itself. 'Each word differs from other words, in most cases, by betng lenger-.

or shorter inlength. Or, selected letterswithing a-word mey be teller:_

. 'or shorter.

The:teacher of reading needs t- guide -learners .at-any stage of -deVelopment

. to become:proficient in-identifying new words.. ..'Each and every teecber must

be a teacher.or-reading.-

..-Heilmen, Bleir,..and-Rupley --wrote:

Children need.to have a variety of word reco nition skills to get .

at the-Meening of what they.-read.-

Phonics,..-strUttural. analysts, end bontextualanalysis ere the three.-..
word identification skills.that children should be taught so
.-that...they..can. comprehend writterOanguage..

Opportunities-Inust 'be provided:for-the-children:. 0 apply their.
AdentifiOation,skilis in-meaningful...context.

The major purpose .of .teaching word identification skills is to .provide
children with tOols-for-getting meening from what-they read.

Children need-to--developflexibility-in-Adentifying-Words-so that:-
...they 'car-ruse:all' available cue:SystemsHto.get at meaning..

addition.-to..developing.skill in word:recognition- techniques, learners

need.to.achieve relevant comprehensioiv,skillsOne' type-of 'comprehension

learnerS-reading to achieve-vital facts. Factual--knowledge is

..precisei.vlact and.objective. Higher levels,of thinking..mighteccrue-1

significantenderstooct-facts-.provide:-.the'necessery.rew materials,'



seCand type of comprehension Skill is that pupils learn to read directions

carefully. An end product may turn out well if directions are read and

followed'accurately.

ThirdlY, learners need to.achieve appropriate sequence in reading subject

matter.. With proper sequential learning in reading, pupils may realize that

events happen in a specific order. To attach meaning to what is being learned,

pupils- need -to have proper order of occurances or events in a story or

....series of happenings-.

Fourthly, it is important for pupils to read to develop generalizations.

.A generalization is supported by facts. Generalizations are broad understand-

ings. and may-come about from reading a page, a chapter, or an entire book.

Critical reading skills emphasize higher levels of cognition in Comp-

.rehension. A pupil is able, to separate facts from opinions fantasy from

realitY, as, well- as accurate from inaccurate statements in the critical

reading arena.

Creative reading, a sixth type of comprehension. skill-, -involves_revealing

:un que, *rvel, and-original ideas. Thus, a pupil reading creatively is-able

to place-the personal self in the "shoes of ah individual .orseveral individuals

in the story being read. Or, the reader is able to predict what might happen

next in the reading selection.

A reader might also comprehend content in reading to solve a problem.

Subject matter being read is not an end, in and of itself, but a means to an

end. That end being to a rive at a solution in the solving of problems.

A proficient reader then does not merely identify words.but also comprehends

what has been read. Capabilities developed in utilizing diVerse word recog-

AlitioptechniqUes should guide-pupils to achieve comprehensipn understandipg

and meanipgl:of subjectmatter in.the reading curriculuth



Tinker and McCullough 2
_wrote:

Although comprehension and interpretation are not exactly
synonymous, they are closely related and interdependent. By
interpretation we mean the thinking side of comprehension, or, we
might Out.it,thoughtfut interpretation.

. In many situations
satisfactory comprehension- dependS primarily upon how much in-
terpretation is involved. ExamPles:

1. To arrive at Conclusions or to draw'inferences from what
is read'are marks of interpretation.

2.- -To obtain-the-intended meaning from graphs, maps, statistical
tables, and certain pictures denotes interpretation.

3. To relate and co-prdinate information derived from different
soOrces'demands interpretation. The same is true for relating textual
material to pictures.

4... To recognize the main ideaof a passage and to marshal
relevant supporting details is largely a matter of interpretation.

5. To recognize the problem -and to efficiently seek its solution
in reading for a specific purpose often involves considerable
Anterpretation.

There are alsorelevant .study 'skills which each pupil-should develOp.

Being able to utilize-an index can be invaluable for learners. A pupil may

'quickly find content desiredin a reference bOok by using the index. .There

'are subskills..which must be achieved to use,en index. These subskillS:include:

1. .knowing flow words are alphabetized.'

2. .finding an entry in the index which covers.the purSued subject matter.

3. being able to read the related subject matter in the reference! book.

4. taking .notes and/or summarizing what has:been read.

DevelOping proficiency in the use of a table of contents may alsobe

'.invaluable 'to many learners. Thus, in using a reference .book to secure.needed

information, the-involved pupil may survey.entries.quickly In the table of. .

.'contents. Using the...table_ of contents may well be a great time_saver in

lo6atin6 pi-e6As.e infermation.

iMiles:A. Tinker and Constance M. McCollough, Teaching E1uientary Readiha.
Second edition. New York Appleton Century Crafts, 1962, page 157.
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A learner may need to obtain subject matter involving a specific topic.

By effectively using a card catalog, related reference books may be secured.

A card catalog contains the following cards:

1. subject card. If a pupil, for example, wants to locate content on

copper mining, he/she-may look for the card in the catalog in the library

on copper or copper mining. The learner may then notice the Dewey Decimal

System or Library of Congress call number. The call number may be written
from

down to secure the needed library book /the open stacks. If open stacks are

not utilized in the library, the call number may be given to the librarian

who in turn secures the needed library book.

2. title card. If a learner knows the exact title of a desired library

book, he/she may look for the title card in the card catalog. The title

card will provide the call number of the needed book.

3. author card. In using an author card, the pupil must know the

exact name(s) of the author of the wanted book. Again, the call number will

then appear on the author card.

Other usable reference materials in which pupils need to develop

relevant sequential skills include

.1. dictionaries' 4.. slides, films, and filmstrips 7. illustrations
2. almanacs 5. records_and cassettes 8. film loops
-3. atlases 6. transparencies 9. study prints

.jarolimek37 lists the following reference materials for pupils in ongoing

units:of study:

Books
Textbooks
Supplementary reading books
Picture books
Biographies
Historical fiction

Special References
Encyclopedias
Maps and globes
Atlases
Dictionaries

John-Jarolimek, Social Studies in
MacMillan_Company, 1982, page 251.

Miscellaneous Materials
Advertisements
Magazines and periodicals
Recipes
City and telephone directorie
Labels
Guidebooks and tour books
Letters and diaries
Travel folders
Postcards
Newspapers and news clippings
Comic books
Pictures

ementar Education. Sixth edition. New"York:



World Almanac
Charts and graphs
Yearbooks
Legislative Manuals
Who's Who in America
Junior Book of Authors
Statesman's Yearbook

Reference Aids
Card Catalog
The Reader's Guide
Bibliographies

Schedules and timetables
Pamphlets and booklets (such as

those from the information
services of foreign countries,
Superintendent of Documents,
conservation departments, his-
torical societies, art galleries)

Weather reports
Manufacturers' guarantees and

warranties
Money, checks, coupons for premiums,

receipts
Reviews, government documents

EVALUATION OF ACHIEVEMENT

A quality teacher is a proficient evaluator of learner progress. A variety

of ar raisal procedures need to be utilized. Among other evaluation techniques,

the following may be utilized:

1. teacher observation
2. anecdotal records
3. sociometric devices
4. teacher written tests
S. checklists and rating scales

6. standardized achievement tests
7. personality tests
8. interect inventories
9. criterion referenced tests

10. self-evaluation by the learner

Robert Carlin4 developed the following checklist to appraise pupil achieve-

WORD RECOGNITION
Sight Vocabulary
Use of Context Clues
Phonics
Structural Analysis
Use of Dictionary
COMPREHENSION
Vocabulary
Literal Meaning
Inferential Meaning
Critical Evaluation
STUDY SKILLS
Location of Information
Selection of Information
Organization of Information
Retention of Information
Use of Graphic Aids
Following Directions
Flexibility

Robert Carlin, Teaching Elementary Reading. Third Editi n.
New York: Harcourt, Brace, and davanavich, 1980, page 115.
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IN CONCLUSI

Each pupil needs to perceive interest, purpose, and meaning

in the reading curriculum. Thus, each learner may be gudied to

achieve optimally. Ediger5 wrote:

A vast amount of knowledge is available for con-
sumption in society. It is important to
select carefully what should be taught in terms of
understandings. The teacher definitely does not want
to clutter the mind of the child with many unrelated,
irrelevant facts. Nor does the teacher want to empha-
size only one facet of the child's development.
Children need to develop well intellectually, as well
as physically, socially, and emotionally. One facet
of development is not adequate when teaching pupils.
For example, if the teacher only emphasizes the
importance of pupils developing well intellectually,
then the child will suffer in other areas of growth.
A child who does not achieve well socially of course,
can become an isolate. A school is a social situation
with many people; an individual does not live unto
himself only. Pupils who do well in intellectual
development only, may find school life to be unenjoyable
due to lacking in social development. A pupil who
lacks in positive attitudes or emotional development
may dislike various curriculum areas in the elementary
school thus hindering his total development. Thus,
it behooves the teacher to emphasize all facets of a
child's development.
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PROBLEMS IN THE TEACHING OF READING

Learners in the school setting may experience difficulty in associating

mt=cinds with symbols in ongoing learning activities involving reading. The

pupwolopil who cannot relate specific sounds to particular abstra t symbols in any

lartmguage no doubt, is at a disadvantage in developing op imal proficiency

h reading.

There are diverse methods and programs of instruction available to aid

pup= ills ta associate sounds with symbols in the reading curriculum.

The Initial Teaching Alphabet

The Initial Teaching Alphabet (hereafter called ITA) emphasizes a spe-

philasophy when guiding pupils to make proper associations between sounds

(phaner.te ) and symbols (graphemes) in the reading and spelling of words.

1. There are selected symbols in traditional spelling of English words

whicz.=h are consistent in sound, such

h,fil as in lam, k, l m, n, p, r as in run, s, t, v, w, y, and z as in zebra.

nes==e same symbols are used in content printed using.ITA symbols.

2. There are too few vo el letters in the EngliSh alphabet. Thus, for

exaszple, the short a vowel sound. is written the same way using

traditional and ITA symbols. This would be true of the same symbols being

in traditional Spelling and in ITA for the rest of the commonly used

as the letter c, d, f, g as in .spat,

shor-r :awel ymbols: bet; i as in bin, o as i_ and u as in &der.

=:=Kamples of new symbols utilized in ITA to show consistent sound-symbol

relaertx_I-ships, commonly used long vowel sounds ore written in the following:

reap, ie as in sight, oe as in rope and ue as



Thus, ITA advocates recommend a one-to-one relationship between symbol

and sound in the curriculum area of reading. Unique symbols are utilized,

other than those used in traditional spelling of words, to guide pupils in

perceiving that the same sound can be attached to a specific symbol consis-

tently. .--r-tereate forty-four symbols tepresenting forty-four sounds in the

Initial xiing Alphabet.

The Language Experience Approach

The language experience approach pertaining to reading instruct on

involves criteria such as the following:

.1. _Learners must first of all have meaningful experiences with the

use of excursions filmstrips, films, slides, study prints, pictures and

records. Following- the use -f one or more of the above named learning exper-

iencea, early primary grade pupils dictate related content to the teacher;

the ideas presented are encoded using man _cript letters. Pupils with teacher

guidance'may then read the recorded .ideas -n these experience charts'. With

.an increased number of completed experience charts, based on diverse learning

pupilscan become increasingly proficient in reading.

As pupils progress through diverse levels of schooling, the experience

chart-concept pan -be utilized .in teaching-learning situations. Thus, learners

may complete_ their . own experience charts based on experiences after having

achieved an adequately developed writing vocabulary.

2. TUpils may pace their own progress in
. reading, as well as in writing,

when developing'end-Completing

determina-sequence.of learning of pupils in reading and writing using the lart

experience charts. Thus, theteacher does not

Tguage experience approach. The eacher may, of course, :structure the title'or-

opic to be: Considered in writing :these experience chart_ such __ Select _

4 7



specific audio-visual mater els centering around specific main ideas and

generalizations.

Programmed Reading

Programmed reading emphasizes tenets, such as the following, per aiming

to the teaching of reading:

1. The programmer determines what pupils are to learn and the order or

sequence of these learnings.

2. Pupils move forward very slowly in small steps, thus insuring con-

tinual success in learning.

3. Learners know immediately if they are right or wrong when responding

to a specific item. They may check their own response to an item with the

correct ans er as given by the programmer.

4. Positive reinforcement is in evidence if pupils respond corre 4-y

to each sequential item7of learning. If a pupil gives an incorrect response

to an item, he/she can notice immediately which tte correct answer is and

move on to the next sequential item.

5. Pupils individually can work at their own optimal.rate of speed in

reading using :programmed materials. Thus, provision may be made for slaw,

average and fast achievers in reading.

6. Programmers utilize the part to whole method in having pupils learn

in the reading curriculum. Thus, specific bits of information are learned

sequentially; eventually, main ideas or generalizations are achieved.

:Diacritical Marking Systems of Reading Instruction

There are selected reading specialists who emphasize using a diacritical

marking system in'helping..pupils,progress in.reading instruction. Edward Fry



has developed a rather comprehensive diacritical marking system in the t-ach-

ing of reading. Among major criteria stressed by Fry, the following are

important:

1. the spelling of each word remains the same as it exists in traditional

orthography or spelling of words.

2. silent letters within a word contain slash marks, e.g., gnifi, gnei.

rolb.

3. long vowel sounds contain a bar above the related letters, e.g., spZgik,

there are other diacritical markings within the framework of printed

words, such as a dot located directly above a schwa sound, e.g., ago.

gradually, pupils develop increased proficiency in reading without the

use of these- diacritical_marks.

6. Fry's diacritical marking system in some ways is related to selected

marking systems used in dictionaries, such as a bar being located directly over

a long vowel. sound..

7. short vowel sounds and consistent consonants contain no diacritical

marks, run, hat, and pet.

Individualized Reading

Many library books pertaining to diverse achievement levels and on a

variety of topics are necessary for an effective individualized reading pro-

gram. Ind vidnalized reading programs stress the impoitance of the following

generalizations: _

pupils select library book to read of their very own choosing.

many difficulties are hurdled by learners in reading due to intr

-ontent being read.

pupils do their own pacing in terms o



content.

4. diverse methods may be utilized to appraise learner achievement in

having read content from a specific library book. One method of appraisal

may well include the teacher conducting a conference with a pupil after the

latter has completed reading a library book.

5. each pupil basically sequen s his/her own learnings in terms of the

order of library books to be read. The teacher guides pupils in selecting

library books to read if the latter is not able to choose and actually com-

plete reading specific library books in sequence.

pupils who reveal specific common difficulties in reading, such as

in w rd attack skills, may be placed in a particular group for reading in-

struction in the diagnosed area of difficulty.

Heavy emphasis upon phonetic analysis in identifying new words would

definitely not be emphasized as being important by advocates of individ-

ualized reading.

Phonemic Approach

.There ar- selected linguists who define reading in terms of pupils

making associations between sounds and related symbols. Thus, In beginning

reading instruction, pupils with t--cher guidance would learn to read words

in a word family. For example, in the following words, there is a consistent

relationsh p between each symbol and its related sound: ban, can, Dan, fan,

man, Nan, pan rart tan and van. In the preceding list of _ords

, initial consonants ar- changed to develop new words,

_1 the word 7bare,

formed.

Later on, as pupil! pro

the letter '131!

changed to the lette thus a new word (can ) is

ess through the early years n_ schooling

50



emphasis in sequence is placed upon pupils maste -ng the identification of

Irregularly spelled words. Thus, content written for pupils at this stage

of achievement may well be much more representative of the terms, concepts,

and sentences used by learners when communicating content orally. There,

of course, are problems inherent in writing meaningful sentences for pupils

to read when utilizing a strict sound-symbol relationship in beginning

reading instruction, such as content pertaining to a specific set of words,

such as ban, can, Dan, fan, Jan, man, Nan, pan, ran, tan, and van. Yet,

there are few other patterns of words as consistent and as numerous as the

"ban" pattern of words.

Generalizations inherent in the phonemic approach or method of reading

instruction would Include the following:

1. advocates stress the importance of pupils noticing patterns of words

And Consistency bet een symbol and related sound.

2. pupils develop confidence in identifying new words through the pat-

terns approach. Thus, for.example, the word "cat" patterns with the loll ing:

fat, hat, mat Nat, pat, rat, sat, and vat.

3. reading may well consist of mastering sounds with symbols in ongoing

experiences.

In Summary

Numerous approaches or methods a e available to guide pupils in develop-

ing optimal achievement in reading. Each approach has a unique philosophy

per aining to the teaching of _eading.

1. The Initial Teaching Alphabet emphasizes using to y-four symbols

epresenting fortyfour diverse sounds -for pupils to master. There are selected

of, course do not exist in traditional spelling



words.

2. The language experience method stresses the importance of using

pupils' personal experiences in developing materials in the reading cur-

riculum.

3. Progr ed reading puts much emphasis upon pupils learning content

sequentially in which success basically Is inherent for each small step of

p ogress made. Learners individually may achieve at their own unique optimal

rate of speed.

4. Edward Fry's diacritical marking system emphasizes the use of t

tional letters in reading and spelling of words. Diacritical markings are

used with these symbols to aid pupils in reading achievement, e.g., slash

marks appear on silent letters within each word.

5= Individualized reading st esses the importance of pupils choosing

their own books in reading as well as learners sequencing content to be read.

The interests of pupils are a primary consideration to use in establishing

an individualized reading program.

6. Phone ic methods emphasize strongly that pupils learn to associate

individual sounds with a specific symbol or specific symbols. The patterns

approach in lea ning to read'words is strongly emphasized.

7. There are many other approaches which may be utilized in read ng

instruction, such as color coding, a specific color appears over a

particular long vowel sound; and rebus, e.g. , a small'picturetaking the

place of a complex printed word in conte
-,, "rr--



HEADING, THE PUPIL, AND PARENTS

Parents need to have adecuate kn- lenge of the readihA

-rieulum to help their children to achieve as much as pos ible

in this important area of development. Tw- __emes need to be

avoided in helping pupils do well in readinz. One extreme is

ively high achi vement from a pupil. The otherto desire

is to expect too little in t rms of pupil progress in reading.

Thus, realistic level of achievement in reading must be the

lot of each learner.

Developin- ord At _ck Skills

Adequate time in tea hing mus' be given to aid each pupil

become profici nt in recognizing

acheY' of reading will assist pupils

to rec gnize new words:

n worcs. A skilled

-v lop the folc l,

use of context clues. The pupil is able to choose

word (to represent the unkno n word) which

makes sense within a sen_ence. Sometimes,

pupil may selec

sense in a sente

words which may well make sense in a given

ntence. For example, in the s n ence--"I see

there are many words -h -h make $

such as the words hors- cat mouse,

Some words, of course, do not make

word which does not make

There, of course, are many

and. -th

-se such as mice, gees_p horses dogs, whe _

and o hers Thus, it becomes appa

needs to utilize o her means to re



2. use of phonetic analysis. Here, the pupil relates

a sound wi,,h a letter or veral letters. In the

w ord. e..ta- le, each letter _ its own

unique sound. The word "chair has two letter

which

cannot identify a spe ific word, relating sounds'

to letters can aid-in the ide tification Process.,

One must - ize that selected words and parts of

words contain some or considerable irrelzularity

in relaui g 'sounds to letters, e.g. one, phone'

and where. A

instruction then should emphasize the use of

Phonetic analysis to identify ntw -w ever

there are, of course, iimtatonz in usina

apprp ch as a wordr tion ique.

one sound, e.g, ch. Thus, if a 'pupil

zram _ading

of syllabication.. A puPil may

d is new and c-

syllables

-1 a soeci.

be identIfied until comj

ized. The fol7c ing words

can readily be divided into syllables unlikely.

Thus, forsinzer, 1_ gular, and transport.

example, a pupil may think that unlikelv' is a

word -until it is divided into the'following syllables*

un like ly. The involved puloil may

the .un syllable in other word.s.

alSo have r ad

'as

he word like previ

i or s _e may

well

may then be recognized by r

gained learning_

lated

ly,

The word

pr viously

4



4. use of sight words. When learning to read, ounils

notice that some wop s are shorter in length as

boy, nizht, andcompared to others,

bicycle. Same w rds contain taller letters than

others--ball, noon, and horse. Some lett&

below the line--yellow, b by, d Pan,

go

With practice in reading, pupils then develop

the abil_ty to us the sense of sight to notice

likenesses and differences in worda. With meaning-

ful practice in reading, learners may well develoo

a large sight vocabulary,

using picture clues. Good read ng materials

sh_uld Contain relevant illustratio s. Pupils

learn much -ontent from the study of these pictures.

Also, when a pupil is not able to identify

specific -ord, he or she may obtain relevant

clues by stu ying the re .:,ted illustration on

page of content being read. Thus, for example

Dupil may be

The

ading the stn ence -"He washed the

earner cannot identify the -.las

tence. HoW

picture on the same page

by looking _at the

pupil may actually see

a dog being washed. The new word to be read then

i- Not alway , of course, will a plot

gi e clue as to what

above example perL.s.1-

ch ld may use phon

unknown word is. In the

the urrnown word "d

lysis as a further

gn
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h d i- Identifying a speci d. The

sound usually is consIstnt wi h that lett

e.g. day, done, do, does, and did.

A word of caution n eds to be mentioned here pertaini_

selected techniques which may be utilized to rec gnize new

words. There are punils who cannot benefit from instruction

in phonetic analysis. In othe_ words, they cannot associate

a sound with a letter or letters. Also, certain pupils may

not be able to divide a word into component syllables in order

to recognize a new word. These learners cannot h ar specific

syllables within a word. Expectations in learning to r ad

on the part of each pupil should be realIstIc. Pressuring and

forcing nupils kto learn to read is rely successful. If

punils Instead develop wh lesome attitu toward rcadin, they

should individu Ily become the best readers possible. A

should not ov rdo the teaching of any word recognition

bechnlqus to nupils.

:_mprenension of Content

Having skill in utilizing diverse word recognition

nioues is useful only as they aid upils to comprehend or

understand what is being read. There are several important

kinds of comnrehen-ion which need emphasizIng in teachlnz a d

learni

_ocomprhend and u

The t need

levant

ide pupils to

Important factual inf_ =ation.



2, re-ding to ski7 content. There are important

names dates, and Places for Pupils t- gain

through skimming of a oaragraph, several pa agraphs

a page, or pages of written materials.

reading for sequenti 1 ide so Here, the pupil

nCCd3tO develop zktll in attaching order to -hat

is being read. There are, for exampl- events

that occurred first, second, third, and so forth

in a specific sequence

reading for a main idea. 13upil- learn to develop

a main idea by relating specific facts. The main

Idea obtained can be suPport d by factual ideas

gained,

r ading critically. The pupil learns to se a

facts from opinions, and acc- -te statements from

ina curate statements when reading critIcally,

6. reading creatively. As a result of reading, the

learner achieves unique, new ideas when engaging

in creative reading.

Some Concludi Ideas

The following ReneralIzatlons a' _ important f r

and teachers to consider in terms of the child's welfare in

reading curriculums

1. Pupils individually should be successful in progressin

-ntinuously in the reading curribulum.

Labels of failure should de initeiy not be attached.

to any:pupil.



Lerners on an individual basis should be praised

when improved achle ement is in evidence in the

curri_ulum area of readl

There are many plans of reading instruct on to

help pupils Ln learning to read well. If

pupil does not benefit from the use of one method of

reading instruction, other methods are also

available.

Reading mat -ials utilized shoUld

to pupils.

Parents and guardians should do much readlng and

thus set an example for their children In th

importan_ curriculum area.

The home should have ample readinr ma - ials

which ea h learner can benefit from,

Parents and guardIans need to snow much ___teres

in the reading achievement of each learner,

cres -g
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DEVELOPING THE READ NG CURRICULUM

Situations in society reflect change and modification. The curriculum

in the school/class setting must also change. Reading, the .first of the

three R's (reading, writing, and arithmetic), needs to be evaluated rather

Continuously to reflect needed change in objectives, learning activities.

a-d appraisal procedures.

OBJECTIVES IN READING

-Teachers and.supervisors need _to select carefully those objectives which_

pupils..are toattaln..._ Each objective selected.must guide learners to achieve

optimally in. reading...

-There .are numerous questions which need answers pertaining to assisting

.pupils to read well. These questions include the following:

-L.-Should measurably stated or general objectives be utilized in --each-
ing/learning situations?

2.. How much emphasis should phone Ac.analysis receive in the reading
curriculum?:

.3.-- Should a unique code be utilized in beginning and reMedial'readin-g
-.programs?, .These-.codes might include the Initial.. Teaching Alphabet,

. color ..coding,",and, diacritiCal marking systems. .Each of the above:named
:plans of.--readinginstruction isAeared to -helping pupilssociatesounds
-(phOnemes ) with SymbolS (graphemes) in a Onsistent manner._ Thus, ir7.-
regularlY spellecrtounds:would then be greatly.minimized.

-How shoul.d.objectiveS in the.reading.curriculmf be sequenced.? The
involved -issu&pertains- to who should.be involved in determining':.order

.

.in.learning.. The teacher? Pupils with _teacher .guidance?. The programmer?

-The aboVe nameTittues- need studying and analyzing'. ...Desired tenets,then

need to be.implemented.

-Which objectiveOlight many reading specialists.- recommend for Oupfra

:tainmen

I. diverse wo d attack skills. These include phonics, syllabication,
use of context picture and configuration clues, as well as structural
analysis.



2. vari.ety An kinds of comprehension. -Thus, reading to follow direc-
tions, to acquire sequence of content, to gain facts, to achieve main
ideas, and to attain generalizations are relevant. Additional worthy
.kinds of comprehension skills to emphasize in teaching and learning in-
dude critical reading, creative reading, and reading to solve problems.

3. positive attitudes. Pupils then develop an inward desire in wanting
tolearn to read as well as wishing to read in order to learn. Atti-
tudinal goals are relevant for pupils to achieve. If pupil's possess
desirable attitudes, they should increase skills to identify new 'words
correctly. -Also, increased skills should be in the offing to compre-
hend subject matter more effectively in reading.

.Eachgeneral objective listed above may be stated in measurable terms,

f.desireth The following measureable objectives, for example, might be

written involving word attack skills:

I. ._Given five new words, the pupil will identify each in context.,
utilizing.phonetic analysis.

2. Given ten new words, the pupil will identify each by dividing i

syllables.

Olson and Dinner I
lis_ valuable studyskills which provide objectives

for pupils to achieve. The listed skills are:

LOCATING INFORMATION

using card catalogues
using.encyclopedias
using maps .

Alsing_telephone books
readingAraphs
reading tableS

ORGANIZING INFORMATION

'taking notes
_Outlining

"using tables
.,using indexes
using glossaries
.using chapter headings
using chapter subheadin s

LEARN NG ACTIVITIES

IMPROVING RATE

skimming
adjusting rate to purpose
applying study skills

N READ

Learning activities in reading need to be varied. Why? The learning

Styles :of each pupil need adequate attention. By: using AHvariety of materials'

,-Joanne P. Olson and Martha H. Dillner% :Learnin
'the Elementary School. New York:_ MacMillan Pub, Co'. 9-6, page

_60
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in the reading curriculum, each.pupil may be guided to achieve optimally.

How might reading then be taught so that each pupil may achieve as well as

individual differences permit?

I. Use of programmed materials. Programmed textbooks might utili.zed in

selected classrooms in the teaching of reading. The programmer determines

what puOils are to learn (the objectives) as well as the means learning

activities to achieve the desired ends.

Thus-, a pupil reads a short paragraph, answers a completion item

posited by the programmer, and checks his/her responses with the correct

answer as given by- the. programmer. In a prograMmed textbook, the Pupil then

reads a-short selection and answers A- completionitem- appearing-Underneath

'theselection read.- After responding, the learner checkShis/her response

with that-given by the programmer. Read, respond,and -check are utilized

continuously -and consiStently in methods of instruction emphasizing the

.utilization of programmed materials.

Advantages given for utilizing programmed materials include the following:

A. learners individually may progress at their own unique optimal levels
of achievement.. kpupil does not peed to keep up with any other ,
iearnerjnrecommended uses of programmad instruction.

learners .rather continuously. may_exper_ience .success_la each sequential
step of learning.- Good programmed materials have been- field te-sta
:.i.n .pilot studies.:- Thus-, eachsequential:Atem provides-opportunities
for continuous auccesSful progress of the involvediearnar. Gen.-.

.erally-, pupils individually shoUld be..successful:on_.90 to 95 per-
cent of items respcinded to in quality programmed materials...

each learner knows immediately if his/her reSponse was right or
wrong.. By checking.the personal' response with thatiiven by the
programmer, immediate:knowledge of results is possible.

_reinforcement.. of laarning.can be: in evidence if a pupil .responda.
-correctly-to ajirogrammed item. If A pupil responded _incorrectly,-
: he/she still.-.knows-thecorrect anSwer and is also ready forAn-
,...teracting withthe next sequential item.-

-



Arnstine
2
writes the following involving disadvantages in using pro-

grammed materials:

Effective teaching that results in genuine learning is hard to
Come by; it will always require great effort and good judgment--often
performed,on the spot, when confronting students. A world in which
teaching were virtually always effective, and learning always assured,
might be a benign one in which to live (even if men, with no further
proglems to.solve, Might throw down roots and turn into vegetables).
But it is.not the world that we live in. In our world, we try to do
better whai we think is worth doing, and our potential means andin-
strumentalities. must- be judged in that light. Programmed materials
'will not perform miracles; they might be judged in -the same waY in
which we judge wordbooks, filmstrips,, and pencils. Nor, are any of.

. these things simply.neutral-7equally capable of being used for- good or
ill. If a pencil were neutral, we should have-.no qualms about giving
one to an infant. Programs,- too, may. cause Some damage if swallowed:
indiscriminately,

2. Uses of basal-readers. -there are nUmerous educators who reCommend uti-

lization of basal :readers to-guide-learner progress.in reading. Basal readers

are.published by reputable publishing companies., in most caSes. :Quality in-

dividuals-in the area of _reading In many situations, are writers and editors

of-basal .readers.

No doubt, the physical appearance, the illustrations, and subject matter

. content-in basal readers are .more appealing to- learners than ever before.

.Textbook publishing companies spend considerable money in revising content in

basaLreaders -to provide for needs,
. interests, and purposes of individual

pupils. fhe manual section of basal readers provides-new-and experienced

:teachers numerous objectives, learning activities, and.evaluation procedures

for each leSson andunit ofstudy.

Advantages An utilizing basaireaders in the curriculum include:

A.*basal,readers may provide.learners appropriate scope ancFsequence to
--.acquire'needed,skills in. reading:,

2
Donald Arnstine . Rote or ReasOning: Some Cautions on Programmi

H1211 School Journal, 40, 1968 , pp. 353-364.
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B. the manual section of a reputable basal reader may provide teachers
with a set of learning activities which guide learners to develop sequen-
tial skills in word recognition and comprehension.

C. most schools use basal readers to guide learner progress in reading.
Thus, basal readers provide stability in the curriculum in terms of uti-
lizingteacher procedures which have-endured in time and-space.

D. a deyeloped curriculum, such as the utilization of basal readers,
needs to be in the offing for teachers. Otherwise, to develop a reading
curriculum from its beginning might consume an excessive amount of time
on the part of the teacher.

Lapp and Flood3 list the following pertain ng to disadvantages in using

basal readers:

1. The vocabulary and sentence patterns do not match the spoken language
of . the children...

2. The content is not interesting to children.

3.- The books are developed for graded leVels andthe.child is forced to
read in the .book for his grade level.

4. The manual .is.166ked.on. as the last word in instructional..- guidance
and muSt be .followed to_the last letter. As a result, the -program is-not--
adjusted to-individual. needs and instruction often becomes sterile-and
uncreative.

5. Use of. a basal leads-to a. uniform three7achievement-level group ng
plan.

6. Children-are asked-to do-workbook pages-.-which -they may have mastered.

7. The' basal reader provides the sole source of materials esed in teach-
ing -reading skills to children. .

8.. Basals do not provide -for different learning styles or- dif_erent modes.:
of instruction.

.9.. Basals are not based on a sound theory of learning.

.10. Basal series-4o not--provide instructicinal procedures.

11. The content often furthers sexual and-claSs stereotypeS...

3Diane Lapp and James Flood.
MacmillanTublishing Company,' 197_

Teaching. Readitig to Every Child. New York:



3. Use of individualized reading. Individualized reading emphasizes the

utilizing of appealing library boo in guiding pupils to develop int-,rest and

purpose in comprehending content. An adequate number of books on diverse

topic and different readinglevels needs to be available for pupil choice.

The teacher may introduce selected library books to learners to encourage their

development of appropriate skills and attitudes in reading. However, the

pupil individually selects which library book to read. If a learner cannot

settle doWn in reading a book, the teacher then needs to suggest possible

titles.

The pupil, after having comp eted the reading of a library book. needs

conference time with the teacher to appraise word recognition skills, com-..

prehensionabilities and attitudes toward reading. The teacher may wish to

record'progress of each pupil .after the conference has been completed. Learn-

ers,..individually, may also- wish -to-seleCt. appraisal_ procedures _to assess

progress in, reading. 'The .selected evaluation procedure might involve one or

more of -the following:

1. drawing a picture or a series of illustrations covering content read.

2. writing a different ending for the story read.

3. dramatizing selected porti ns'of a --library- book-.

4. making a diorama coVering major generalizations read.

There are numerous adVantages given in emphasizing individual zed reading

in the curriculum:

-1'. pupils may pacettheir own progress in-'reading individual. library . .

books. When,basal.....readertare utilized, pupila.in a groop being .taught
.need,to adjust their progress to other learners in the Set. Thus,. Andi-
vidualdtfferences among.learners. might not be adequately'.provided for.
In indiVjdualized reading','however,Heach pupil may progress. optimally.'

. 2-. :the-Oupil.:may aelect reading materials that are personaliy..interes 1.rig
meani,ngful,--..as well' _as purpbseful

.

3_.,.. eath.'..pupil may.pacellisiiier-own. rate . of progress.in read ng'...:,Silice
pupils mayM,ffer Much from.eachother-in reading aChievemen '4 .each :

.-learoercan,progress'asyrapidlY as PossibleAn-reading'self- eletted
materials.

:
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4.. individualized reading might well meet personal learning styles of
selected.learners. The existentialist desires to make choices and decisions,
as well as accept ultimate consequences._ Individualized reading may well
provide for'personal needs of learners who possess existentialism as a
philosophy of life.

Carlton and Moore
4
list significant questions pertaining to using.in

vidualized reading in the curriculum. These questions are:

1. 'What is individualized reading?

2. What is the teacher's responsibility?

3. What is the best time to begin an individualized program?

4. .Are there any Special materials needed for an individualized reading
program?

5. .:How does .a teacher acquire enough materials for an individualized
reading program?

5. Howdoes a-teacher know which books to give a p6pil?

7. Howcan a teacher be su e a child is reading at the level. where
'shOUld be?.

8. Can children,be.expected to select their own reading material,: wisely?.

9.. How-do-pupils .develop.almicvocabulary in an individualized reading
program7,. ,

10. How are 'word recognition skillsincorporated into individualize&
reading, programs?-:

_theedvantage -f_using individualized :reading instead,of the'
basel'reader approach?

12. Howdoes the teacher evaluate pupil progress in an individualized
reading program?

13.... Why. do .some .studiesshowlittle difference'in.results between indi-
vidualized reading.programs and_the more traditional approach of using
-basal reading.with the group?

14. What are' some of the advantages of the individualized read ng approach?

IN SUMMARY

Teachers and_supervisorsneed tO analyze.diverse plins'andprocedures In

the teaching of reeding. Each recommended-method has its strengths and Weak-:

neSSes .UltiMately, .a chosen reading program must provide ..for the needs:-

interests and abilities of a given set of learners. Each pupil then might

4
Lessie Carlton and Robert H. Moore. "Indiv dualized Reading", NEA

Journal (November, 1964) pp. 11 and 12.



attain optimally in the Treading curriculum.

Cooper and Worden
5

wrote:

The reading program in the elementary school is a systematic plan
for teaching reading that includes objectives, needs of learners, in-
struttional -precedUreS, and resources. This program Should center around
classroom instruction and should not follow a remedial concept. There are
certain programmatic and instructional characteristics of the effective
reading program'that should be Considered in deciding what a school will
do toimprove its reading instruction.

.... 'The frameworkwithin which-the classroom reading program should
operate is the diagnostic teaching concept, which is'an ongoing -five-step .
process that includes (1) gathering relevant background. information,'(2)
generating alternative actions, (3) evaluating and selecting alternatives
to carry out, .(4) teaching and (5) evaluating'the results to determine the
next. steps-needed. Diagnostic teaching is' a systematic procesS that de-
pends-on-the teacher as a decision mtker-who- uses teaching and tetting as
diagnostic tools.

..- An.effective --diagnostic teacher understands the reading process,
uses a variety ofassessment procedures, 'has many organizational patterns
to- folloW, is. able -to select' from a variety of instruCtional strategies
-and materials appropriate to stu ent needs, and has a-management system
that-encompasses,more than recor -Keeping.. -.-

5i
J.-David Cooper and Thomas W. Worden, The Classroom Reading_Emanynia

Hthe Elementary School. New York: Macmillan Publishipd C6m0anyi- 1983,. pp. 23
and 24.
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DETEI :PIING READING LEVELS

Thereare diverse Meant to determine reading levels of individual

students. N most situatiolltis, a learner is plaCed with other students

emphasizinga given grade 1%plvel in reading achievement. However, a.

vital Auestion is raisedp 117-taining to- the'actual reading level of that

student. :Chronological age kurnay mean verY little in terms ofireading

levels of-specific studentsi, Thus, a younger student may read better

than an olderstudent.. It Lhooves the teacher to determine-the reading

level of euhinvolved lear.-emer.

Irvutilizing the

An WInformal Method

:e Ft-Orlin§ Word method ateacher needs,no s an-

dardized tot to ascertain ..student s present achievementlevel in read-

ing. In thepresint textbcolc4k being utilized ,in any curriculum..area,

the teacher at,the beginning of,the school year needs to mark off one:

hundred commutive words-. 1-111-he one hundred words must come frowthe

beginning dthe text and sJculd be a representative selection.

Atesting area needs t be in evidence..whereby.the teacher. and a-,

learner havea private placei. removed from other students, to administer

the 100 rundng wor& test. Trrhe student reads the selection orally to the

how many words out of 100 were not identi-teacher. Ihe teacher reco-

fled correctly.-..- for a text ok to be on the instructional'level

involVed stAmt.needs'te idimentify 95'to_'98%..ofthe running..wordS::

correctlY% If a learner tclOrstifiesa

the

Vmerds-aorrecte, theinVolved

book,is on ,the recreational-1 ivel of reading There,is no room for

.ze new words wi hin the scope of the reading

n. Ifa student %got/ lord increasingly miss words:below that of get-

lng 95 percent correct ip ofAdentification, the selection becomes

complek. Them aretoo Many hannew'words then for-the student to' master

growth in learning to reco



-hin the framework of each 100 words read.

A second dimension exists in terms of evaluating reading levels of

individual students within the framework of the 100 running words, des-

cribed previously. The involved student also needs to be able to answer

three of lour,questions correctly covering the context read. Thus,

comprehen-ion of contentisalso being avTaised. kelevant,yital -ques-

tions need to be selected by...the teacher.to evaluatelearnercomprehension

inyeading.

:Pertaining to the'100 running Word Method in ascertaining reading

levels..of students, -Ediger I wrote the followtog pertaining to reading iii
the SedialstUdies:

There:are several .ways to assist the social-studies.teacher in
Hdeterming-theinstructional level- of reading for each. pupil. An informal
Method-..may be used.-, Here,.the teacherwould have a .pupil.read.orally; :
approximately,:100.running words-from.the.beginning of.his-or her
social studies teXtbeek. Thechild has 'no-tpracticed'reading the.content
previously'. ,1he learner should be able to orally-readCorrectlYas. a

--: minimum about-95..words.. Perhaps the maxiMum number .of words a child.
should.be ableto read correctly' v.-iota& by 98 out:of 100yUnning words.

.Ahrrevealinghis:coMprehension- on the'material read, the pUpil should be'
able-to. answercorrectly. about three:out:of:four 'questions aSked.by the .

teacher.:.-There is...a.;problem involVed here in doterMingthe
icoMpleXityof questions'theAeacher ShoUld select to ask pupils- in.aSses- :.
-sdng',comprehension..'The.above .standards -relating to oral pronunciation
ofwords as wellHAS: Comprehension-Of content are approximate.' The''
informal..method of-determingyvadinglevels of-children should-be given
at .the beginning of.. a'..school Year. SUppoting..a-pupil readscorrectly
50-percentof'the.words'reacLorallYlo the teacher,'.thechancesare...:.

...ComprehenSion.Will-suffer greatly when struggling eVer_wordrecognition.
164 situatiOn.suCh'as'this; a child cannot'benefit much froth ,reading
contentjrow,i,soCial. studies:teictbook. written .for hit-or.her:level.-
Ifa Oupil-Without,previous practidecah ConsiStentlyyead 100 running -,
WordS'correctly_from.'his---social StudieStextbook -and -answer all ques-
tionOrreCtly,.-theChancesare.Ahislearbing:aCtivitY..is ritit'as
challenging as..itcoul&be. .1ThereAs.no-Yeam for this child to learn.to

,identify.new words. Since 'he/She....knoWS-..alLthe..Words 'read .from selections
'Withobt:anY-previ-ObSpractice.:.Thissituation Might be eXcellent for
'the.learner-if newlearningsjhsocial,Studie.S..ard:-:beingdeVelOped.con
iinuoUtlyind.:meaningfUlly.-:Infermalmethods-of helOing.to evaluate .

..thereadingileVel:of.,.each:child.are of doUrse, not-a panacea.' ItAsah ,

'Approath':,that-canAvused'ilong--Withother_,techniCues;-

Marlow-Ediger, Social Studies Curriculum in the Elementary School,
2nd edition. Kirksvine, Missouri; Northeast Missouri State UniversftY,
1980, pp. 70 and 71.
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The 100 running word method does not:

1. utilize standardized tests in determining reading levels of
learners.

2. have a norm group with which to compare test results of learner
achievement in the classroom.

3. emphasize using other reading materials to determine reading
levels, other than content presently utilized in the reading curriculum.

The Cloze Method

The cloze method also does not.use standardized norm referenced

tests to determine present reading levels of individual learners. Rather

reading materials presently used in any curriculum areaprovide-content

to use in- the cloze method. Approxiamtely 250 words should be 'inherent

in the reading selection. Every fifth word needs to be deleted and shOwn

-.with a line for the-blank space. The blanks for each missin6 word should

be congruent in order_ to provide no clues to the reader as to the identi-

fication of the unknown word.

In a one to one siteation, the student reads the selection orallY to

the teacher. A proficent.reader will be-able to Ascertain which words will

t t in context into the blank spaces- For.A bookto be on the student'S

presentreadipg level the involved learner needs to respondWith 44 to 57

per cent.accuracy in determining the unknoWn words. Going,above...the above

nar oet .4,,,nts given the bookbecomes:increasingly on the recreational

whereas_ going belbw the giveh_ per cents, the reading

rp.esnet more,so the frustrational level of reading subject:-

mattet.

Jnvolving a doze method in deterMining .indiyidual reading levels

,of..learners Hal12- et. al.-.wrote:

2
Hall, Ribovich, and Ramig, BeDiling and the

2nd edition. New York, 1979, pg. 124.
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An activity that can be used to show the use of combined context and
phonic cues is a modified Ooze procedure, in which the first letter or
first two letters of words are given while the rest of the word is deleted:

The children wanted to b a treehouse. They wanted to have
one big enough for six p . They were looking for a good
pl to put it. They lboked for a sh tree with lots of

They picked the oak tree in JoETTry . It took
them six days to f the treehouse.

For children who do not yet have much reading vocabulary, the above pro-
cedure can be used with single sentences using known vocabulary except
for the word with only the first or first two letters given.

A cloze method in determining reading levels emphasizes:

1. using content that learnentwill actually be reading to determine
his/her present reading level.

2. a personal relationship between teacher and pupil to ascertain
the latter's present level of reading accomplishment.

The Maze Method

The maze method-to:determine readinglevels of students is closely

related to the doze approach. In the maze method, every fifth word is

deleted within a given selection. The learner should have no previous

practice in reading.the selection to.detemine reading levels. For

each omitted word, the reader.selectsfrom among three alternatives as

towhich is the correct word.

- :Involving the maze. method Harris and. .Sipay- wrote:

.Another.-technique that-mayl3e used to assess .or to monitor-com-.-
prehension is the maze technique (Guthrieet al. 1974).. Basically,
inVolves',:selectinga .series..of 120,word passages'from gradedmaterials
thaehave-nbt beenpreviouSlyread., Eachsentence ismodified.byde--
..leting every fifthorHtenth. word-.end_proViding'-three choiceS for.it.
This, modifled:cloze tett is_reed silently by theChildren,.whb are :to.

select-the aPpropriate--word.-frOmhamongthe three ChoiCee(theCcirrect
..answer.andtWo.Ancorreat'answers,.one.of Which is the samepart""of
--spakh as the correat answer0.the.other, a different,part bf 'speech)..

3Albert J. Harris and Edward R. Sipay, How toTeach Readin ,. New
York, New-York- 1979, pp. 330 and 331.
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Teechers should not wait until a standardized test or mastery test
is.given before assessing.tomprehension. There should be ongoing assess-
Ment, -the frequency of which will-depend upon how well the child has maS-
tered the skills; the weaker the skill or ability, the more:frequent the
need for assessment. Daily reading lessons provide an excellent opportunity
to sample a child's ability to comprehend written language. CoMprehen-
sion questions may be answered orally or in writing. After the questions,
havebeerLanswered, they can be tompared during a group sessionand the-.-

Hanswertabout -which there is tome disagreement or question can be dis-
cussed is to WhY certain responses are corrett, why some are moreaCCept-
ablethan others;-and-why others are-unacceptable. If a 'child is. having

.

difficulty enswering questions, the reasons for the...difficulty should be
determined.

The Maze Method:

1. is one approach In afcertaining reading levels of students..

2 emphasizes a multiple choice method in .having learners select
the unknown word-from among given eiternativet.

3. may be utilized-along with other means tO ascertain reading
levels of learners.

.

Standardized Tests to Determine Reading.LeVels

There are numerous reading tests which are ttandardized and useful

in determining reading levels ofindividual students. Readers are.refered

to the Mental:Measurements:Yearbooks:of which Oscar Buros is the Editor

to read:reviews of diverse standardized tests in reading, as wellas

other curriculum areas. Specialists provide the reviews in terms tof

Strengths and weaknesses of.published, standardized tests. The Eight_ti

Mental Measurementtlearboa is the most recent-publitationi..published

by-Gryphon .Press.
. . .

Measurement:specialists- cr t tally appraise two releVant concepts in

the Mental ileasurements-learbooks. These ere validity andreliability.

.yalidity. pertains to,a testmeasuring,whatAt purports.to measures,' Thus, .

doet',especific standardized.test-measure a students reading ability?

Reliability, as a" measurement concept pertains to consistency of reSUlts

obtained when a student's achievement is measured using a specific,

standardized test. Thu's', for example, if a student takes a test:to deter-

)11ine reading levels and takes the:test7tWo:times are the reSults consistent

72
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truly ascertain a student s specific level of reading? If a learner

measures 9.2 grade-level the first time and 4.6 grade level the second

measurement, the discrepancy ls great as to test results. No judgement

can then be made of the student's present level of progress, in situations

such as these.

The Mental Measurement Yearbooks-w ll'provide data on validity and

reliability for each published standardized test. The data given is..

evaluated by specialiSts in testing and measurement. Thus, to be Valid,

a test must measure present athievement of each person inreading in
.

order to ascertain mirrent reading leve s. -Also -the test needs to measure

consistently to be reliable.

-TheGilmore Oral. Reading Test, among others,Hattempts..to determine

the present reading level of .the involved student.- -The teacher, principal,..

or supervisor may Administer the Gilmore Oral Readint-tast to one-student

-at a time. A guiet place -needs to-be found to administer the test whereby

other learners cannot listen in. The-Manual must.be followed with utmoSt

care in administering.the.test.

As-the. student reads content to the test giver, the kinds,of:erroi-s.

made in-reading are.written by the teacher. .The following kinds of errors

in reading:are recognized in the GilmoreMral Readina Test.
4

Type of Er or Rule for

SUBSTITUTIONS

1

A sensible or reAl word Wri e in
substituted for the word.
word in the para-
graph.

subs

arking Examples

black
ituted J The boy is back of the

girl.
girl

See the girls.
most

He is almost ready to

- John V. Gilmore New=Y
9.

k: Harcour_ Brace and World Inc . 19
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MISPRONUNCIATIONS

A nonsense word which
may be produced by
(I) false accentu-
ation; (2) wrong
pronunciation of
voAels or conson-
ants; or (3) omis-
sion, addition, or
insertion of one
or more letters.

Write in.word phoneti-
cally (if tiMe permi
or draw line through
word.

WORDS PRONOUNCED BY EXAMINER

A word on which subject Make two checks above
hesitaites for 5 sec, word pronounced.
onds. 1. (The word is
then pronounced by
the examiner.)

DISREGARD OF PUNCTUAT ON

Failure to observe
punctuation.

Mark punctuation dis-
regarded withan "x.

INSERTIONS (including Additions)

(1) iT,Ttollicikor)
r.ymboli.c

Wee-40 _

(2) blissful (or)
144st4,4

(3) or)
bent

is a fascinat-ing
story.

Jack, my brother, is
in the navy.

the
A word (or-words) in--- Write in inserted word. The dog andcat are
serted at the begin4 or words). fighting.
.ning,- in the middle, I

or at the .end .of a. -See the girl.Asentence.orline of
:text...

HESITATIONS

A pause of at least
2 seconds before a
pronouncing a word.

Make a -check.above the It-is a fascinatinT
.the_word on which story..
hesitation -occurs

f the sub ect-hetitates on a.word for 2 seconds, a check mark
is placed above the word to indicate a hesitation (see Hesitations
If the word is pronounced by the examiner, a second check mark is made_
above the word. This counts as one error--a "words pronounced by Ex-
aminer" error.

If a pupil hesitates and then makes a mispronunciation or sub-
stitution error, this is counted only as a mispronunciation or sub-
stitution error.
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REPETITIONS

A word, part of a word Draw wavy line be- e hou9ht he saw
or group f words, neath word (or words) a ale e.
repeated. repeated.

OMISSIONS

One or more words
omitted. (If a
complete line is
omitted, this is
counted as one
omission error.)

Encircle the word (or
words ) omitted.

Mother does all
her work withg_eat
care.

. The Manual section indicates which of ten sequential selections
0

-contained in the-test-provides a starting point for any Student taking

the test. Also, in the Manual, it indicates at which point to stop testing

any given student taking the test.

Comprehension questions:Also appear in the test. These questions a e

. asked of learners after,reading a selection.

.A standardized test used to determine reading levels of students

'emphasizes:

1.. results of involved students presently taking the test to be
compared_ with a norm .gropp.

2. results from the test being-utilized to determine specific
reading materials in the ongoing language arts curriculum

3. uniformity of test ftems .and procedures-being. utilized.in
-selecting textbooks for the present' reading curr'culum'in-the school and
.dass setting.. .

Using an Informal ReadingLInventory

nformal Reading Inventories, :hereinafter called IRI, may also be

used to ascertain reading level's of studentS. Content for developing,

3Even if a pupil repeats a word, part of a word, or group of words
several times, this is considered as only one error. If a pupil makes a
mispronunciation or substitution error and then corrects himself,immedi-
ately,' do not count as a repetition error, but only as a mispronunciation
or substitution error.



an IRI comes from the series of basal series presently being utilized in

the reading curriCulum. The subject matter then needs to reflect content

on the present grade level that the learner is in. Also, one grade

level below and above the student-s present grade level needs to be added

tothe IRI. Thus, theresOlting IRI will have content from the series

presently being-utilized tovering-one-grade-1evel7belowitheHpresent--

grade level ofthe involved student,.and one grade level above. The

student to.be tested, for example, is in gradethree., therefore the reading..

materials:in the IRI,would 'come from the.present readirg.series being

utilized convering grades twa,-three,Hand four. A representative selec-

tion needs to come from the beginning of each grade -level.textbook. To-

check on the selection being representative, a readability-formula may be

used to ascertain if.the selections for each-of. the grade levels are

representative for that respective grade level involved.

The pupil reading the content orally to the test giver should pro--

nounce-approximately 95 per cent.of the Words.correctly from, the. .Selection

covering any specific grade level, if the contents are on the instructional

level ofthe in)idived reader. Word recognition that increasingly.goes-

below the 95 per cent figure will hinder in coMprehension of :ideas. .

Of comprehension questions responded to,-.approximately seventy five

per eiiht- shoUld be Answered correctly.involving each selection. Thus,..a

third:grederreading on his/her present grade level satisfactorily,needs. to..

identify-approxamately 95 per cent of the running words correotly, at..well.-

aJ:. answer correctlY15Hpercentof-thecomprehensionquestions. If the-

involved:third vrader.cannot achieve:these-levels-ofproficiency,- he/she

needs.:to'try the second grade reading selection...;The learner may then

...be able. to -achieve'the.95per...centword-identification level: and-.beable

o answer 75,per t of the comprehension items correctly.
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A third grader who recognizes 100 per cent of the words correctly

and answers all comprehension 'questions correctly on the third grade

level of materials.used might, of course, need more challenging readina

content, such as on those used on the fourth grade level.

Each student needs to read subject matter that is meaningful and

understandable. Thus, the presented reading achievement level of each

student needs to be determined and appropriate materials selected.

Using Isolated Words

New basic words from a textbook may be taken to ascertain reading

levels of students. Thus, for example, a third grade basal reader pre-

sently being utilized in the third grade may provide the needed words.

In the manual section of the involved basal reader, the authors have

listed new words for each story or unit. A given set of words may be

selected for student oral reading. The learner should have no previous

practice with these words. Other students should not listen to the

words being pronounced by the involved reader since each will also be

tested later to determine if the basal reader is on his/her present level

of achievement in reading.

If a student can identify eighty per cent of the listed words cor-

rectly, the reader should be on the learner's present level of achievement.

If the identification of the listed words goes below the eighty per cent

level, reading comprehension will go downhill. Should the student recog-

nize ninty per cent or higher of the listed words, the involved learner

may need a more, challenging reader.

Harris and Sipay wrote:

The cleverness that some children show in using context clues makes
it possible for them to conceal many of the uncertainties that plague
them in attempting to recognize or decode words. To get a true picture
of sheer word-recognition ability, one has to test for ability to
recognize words when they are out of any meaningful content. For this
purpose, a child should read a list of unrelated words.
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A word list has two purposes. First, we want to know if the child
can recognize.the word at sight, with little or no hesitation. If the
word is notrecognized at sight, the next question is whether the child
can work out' the pronunciation. In this, an understanding.of the child's
method of decoding an ,onknown word, and-the-factors thatcontribute
to success or failure, js more important theO getting a score. The
child should be encouraged to think-out:loud as-he-tries-to figure out
the word. A child staring blankly at a' page .does not reveal much, but
if he_can verbalize his thoughts, we_ca find out what he is tryingto
do and perhaps why he succeedsorfails,

The word list approach emphasizes that:

.1.. .the-new words are representative of those listed by the authors
in the manual section.

2. the.number selecl should harmonize with child growthand
development characteristiL. Fatigue and .tiredness in identifying an
excessive number of new-words should not beinherent in the testing
situation

In Summary

There are numerous means available to ascertain reading levels .of.

.studenti.

1. The 100 running word method-is an informal approach. Students
'need to.recognize 95. to 98%.of the,Tunning words. correctly. Comprehen-
sion of content should be at ;he seventy' five.percent 'level:of what has
been read. , There are no expenses involved'inutilizing the 100 running
mord...approach, other that tiMe investments in admin4ttering the test. to '..
individUal'-learhers. A. place remoVed from other learners needs to be in.;
evidence -to.secure.meaningful. resUlts for each student. ThuS,...--other

students' should 'not be 'Able to.listen.,to'...ongoing testing situations.
Eaah student.mUst not haveprevious practice-On the' Content being read
orally . to..the.adminiStrator of thetest.

,2.A.cloie:method alse-requires..no...expenses in securing..and'huying
tests..: As is true of the 100 running word method, the cloze procedure.
utilizes -content from the basal textbooks being-utilized.- 'Every fifth-
wordismitted in. 6. reading.electicnNo previoUs.practice should be-
inherent.in the' selection:being read OrallY. by-the 'involved learner.
Thereaderneeds to identify-correctly 44_to.,57...per.cent.of...the omitted

-.WordS,Jfthetextbook (from-which:the readinTselctiOnWasused ) is-ow
...the:reader's.personal level .of reading. .

,

. . . . . .

3.... A maze method .also uses .content from basal.textbookS presently
Theing.:Utilized.,todetermine reading levels of.learnerS. .EVery fifth H.
werd .is deleted. from.,the-representatiVe 'selection ChosenlOr students to -.
readorallY'.' For-eaah...deletion, there.are three multiple ChoiceAteMS

Albert J. Harris and Edward R. Sipay. New Yo k: Longman, Inc.,
1980, page 233.
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--each emphasizing a single word... The involved reader-chooses the cor-
rect-response.from among the three choices. There needs to te approxi-
mately nintY.'per cent of correct responses if involved textbook being
utilized is on'the present reading level .,of the, student. Going .below
the nintieth per-cent figure indicates comprehension of .content will. in-
creasingly Income more difficult for the individual. student.

4. Standardized tests, such as the Gilmore Oral Readin- Test may
"be u§ed to determine reading levels of stddeilts. COntent for alT&mining
thepresentachievement level of a learner then does not come from,the
teXtbooks.presentlyteing utilized. However;-valuable information .amy
be obtained of the learner from the results of the Gilmore. Oral. Readin9 .
Test. Speaific kinds of reading errors are then identified. Remedi7

. ition efforts should be emphasized to overcome these difficulties.

5. Informal Reading Inventories (IRO are based'on content from
the present series of textbook§ being utilize0. Selections covering '
content from below and.above the present grade level of the learner
are utilized.in the test, as well as content from his/her present grade
level-ofrachievement.-

6., Isolated'words.may also te utilized to determine reading leve_s
of students.' These .words come from a basal reading series to be'used
in the'curriculum'. The ManUal-tettion Of a basal reader generally
lists.the neW words contained in the textbookas determined by the writer_s).-
of the series.

Afterdeterminim present reading- levels-of..each student,- suitable_
materials to read need to be selected for learners individually.
Students need to.achieve optimally in reading.



THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING AND THE HANDWRITING CURRICULUM

There are selected criteria which psycholog - em-

phasize as being vital to implement in teaching-learning

nituations. EMphasizing relevant s -ndards guides each

Pupil -Lb achieve optimally 3_11 the handwriting curriculum,

as Well as in the curriculum of life. Which principles

from the psychology 'of learning might a teacher then em-

phasize in handwriting?

Principles of Learning

The t acher needs to provide interesting experiences

for pupils. Too frequently, drill is utilized In attempt-

ing .to -have pupils-achieve -goals pertaining to .legibility

In the handwriting arena. The use of ex6 ssive drill may

hinder pupils from betoming In -erested in learning. Rather

learners need-to experience diverse kinds of handwrithg ex-

:1:.eriences... These might inclu e writing business andfriend-

ly letters announcements, plays, poems, stories, and thank

you notes. Viithin the framework of each of these activitie

pupils can be guide& to. .rite I



Pupils need t_ perceive purpose in learning. Thus

each pupil may see reasons for participating in ongoing

activities. Each learner -then -must -underttand why-there

needs to be proper proportion of lower and upper'case letts_

appropriate alignment of words, proper spacing-between let-

ters within a word as well as between words, legible slant

of manuscript and cursive-letters, and proper formation of

eachwritten letter. To guide pupils to perc ive purpose

in learning is time well spent.

Provision needs to be made for pupils on individual

diverse levels of achievement. Not all pupils, for example,

ready to make the transition from man_script to

.cursive writing at the same time. Nor will pupils In a

Class be st the same/similar level of achievement in the

writing of-business and friendly letters. Thus, the teacher,.

need- to notice-the-present- achievement level of each pupil

in'handwriting. Learning exeriencesHthen need to= be pro-

vided to_gui'de each pupil to achieve sequential, continuous

optimal progress.

iLearners.need ample opportunities to appraisethe

own.progress. no doubt some of ..the_best appraisal

Self-evaluation. If a *person can perceive the need (0

needs) to achieve optimally, the chances .are greater efforts



may be applied in this direction. Thus, in evaluating the

handwriting, the pupil may appraise his/he' own p_

ducts against that of models presented-in .reputable hand-7

.writing scales. Or, theHinvolved pupil may compare p:-sonal

exhibited handwriting with models' in reputable handwriting

textbooks. The pupil may also be guided .to compare' preVious

samples of handwriting .with that exhibited presently 'to not

ice. progress. Self evaluation-may. well stimulate a per-on

to greater efforts.

pi411 succesS needs reinforcing.
. .Each.learner. can do

betterthan previously in handwriting. Thus, sucCess on

.an individual basis in learning may be in evidence.... Suc-

cess may well be its_own reward for learning. PraiT-

verba134 and/or nonverbally, from the teacher for-Improved

individual pupil performance may .also'' serve .asa reinforcer'.

There are.selected _educators whe-recommend' physical-- prizes,.

be'.given 'for specific'levels of performance and progress.

Motivation in learning 'is vital.. Pupils.' individually
.

need'to experience' Challenging learning activities. How-

-ever, that.which is overwhelming to any puPil ShOuld :gener-

ally not be emphasized. ThUs to develop motiVated

new.objectives need to be achievabl

easy to achiev the learner

If ends are excessively

ay ..ri-ot-fe.el. mativated fro



achieve reasonable objectives, pupils need to experience

ac ivities which release adequate energy to attain op-!

timally In handwriting.

Issues in the Teaching of Handwriting

There are numerous issues inheren

handwriting Situations then exist in

clearcut right or wrong answe s to the

in the teaching

which thA-e are no

teaching of han Writing.

Which issues need analyzing and untimate synthesis?

1. Should reputable handwriting textbooks provide

major sequential learnings for pupils? Or, should_ an ac-

tivity7centered approach be utilized In which handwriting

skills are emphasized 7s needed in rune

uation

2. Who should select objectives, learning activities

and evaluation procedures In the handwriting curz.lculum?

nal writing sit-

Shouldthe teacher be the-domina t determiner of the cur-

riculum should teacher-pupil planni g be utilized to,

means to achieve objectives, as well as

raisal :techniques?

Should measurablysta

be erphasized in the

Thus,: rith these

area

pecific end

if a pupil has/has not at aine

3

ed objectIves (behavIorIsn
ndwriting in truction.

the teacler can measure

the desired objectives"



after instruction.; Or, should humanism be the dominant psy-

cholo.,y of learning being followed in the handwriting cur-

riculum? Humanism emphasized that pupils are involved in

the making ofcurricular decisions. Thus, not all 'pupils

wial be achieVing the same objectives, nor will the objec-

tive
more

be stated in measurable terms. General objectives harmonize

ith humanism as a psychology of learning.

In Conclusion

There are numerous relevant issues in the handwriting

curriculum which need resolving. A recommended procedure

to resolve these:discrepancies might well be to utilize

relevant criteria pertaining.to teaching and learning

from the psychology:of education.. Learnings for pupils then

-need tobe interesting, purposeful,- and mgnivating- PUPils

nee4 to experience sucCess in learning on an Individual

basis. Reinforcement in learning is relevant; thus succes

in learning is vital!



40-J CTIVES IN THE HMDWIUTING CURRICULUM'

Teachers, principals, and supervisors need to se

lect vital objectives,for ptpiIs to achieve in the Schbol

curriculum. Legible handwriting, amiong other endS, is

vital for learners to acquire.- Pupils need to coMmunicate

written content to others in an effectiVe manner. Thus

relevan- skills in handwriting need incorporating Into

purposeful.writing experiences _such as writing business:

and friendly letters announcements, thank you notes,

notes of Commendation, poems, -tories, plays, and letters

Apathy.

E sentials In Teaching Handwriting

There are selected ldnguage arts educators who rec---

ADmend a basics or essentialist Means of teaching handwriting.

-Thtsla- reputable series of handwriting textbookS May

provide appropriate scope and sequence in the handwriting

curriculums Each lesson in the textbook needs appropriate

-readiness experiences pr or to pupils acttally practicing

that which is stated in the recommended objectiveV. Learn-
. .

Sired ends may be thote-



adopted
specifically presented by writers of the basal handwriting

series. Continually, as well as ultimately, the teacher

mist appraise if desired objectives have been achieved by

pupils.

Assumptions underlying the utilization of handwriting

textbooks In teaching-learning situations may well include

the following:

1. Textbook writers do an adequa e analysis of worth-

while objectives for pupils to achieve. Appropriate se-

quential tasks and appraisal procedures are also in eviden e.

2. Textbook writers are specialis s in the handwriting

curriculum. Teachers could not duplica e or surpass text-

book writers endeavors.

3 The teacher does not have the time to select ob-

jectivass

curriculum.

textbook can sav

eriences, and evaluation procedures _in each

Utilizing a _reputable -basal handwriting -

the teacher much time in preparing for

teaching-learning situations.

Handwr-

have selected vi

attain. Resear

these handwritin

ng _experts in

al', basic learnings for all pupils

studie- might also have beeninClu ed'in'

extbook



Reasons which might be given .for not utilizing basal

handWriting textbooks in teaching and learning cah in-

clude.the following:

Teachers .need to be creative and adapt the han

:writing curriculum to the present achievement level of

each learner. The*teacher-is'in- a..better-.position to know

where-each pupil is achieving-compared- to:those.who write

textbooks-in the teaching of.handwriting

2. Handwriting should be taught as the need arises

rather than emphasizing scope and sequence as defi'ned

the confines of basal handwriting textbooks.

Which eisentialsmight be considered basic learnings

in the handwriting currictaum7

Pupils need to form legible upper and lower case

letters in manuscript as well as cursive writing.

within

Woper spacing between letters and a,;irords--must be.

In evidence.-

:Appropriate slant or lette

in communidating,:content accuratel- to others-.-

needa to be properlproportion of le

in writing

It is imp

i_s -necessary to aid



An Activity Cen ered Handwriting Curriculum

There are selected language arts specialists who

advocate an ac ivity centered writing curriculum.. Thus,

handwriting is correlated and fused with capitalization,

punctuation, spellingv as well as the writing of viable

sequential paragraphs. The content for the writing cur-

riculum may come from diverse curriculum areas, includi=ng

social studies, science and_health, mathematics, reading,

art music, arid physical education. Content utilized In

writing is selected on the basis of need of the Invplved

ptpil.

: The teacher may develop learning centers-to emphasize

an activity"centered curriculum... The pupil mayrthen se-

quentially select ta ks from these diverse stations. The

teacher stimulatesand -_tivates pupils Individually to

,achieve Optimaldevelopment:on each:taskbeing_pursued

The:_learner then may choose, from amonvdiVerse optibns

to what tolearn (the objectiv

(activities- and exp

as-rwell as eans

iences) to achieve desired ends. -

One center an the classroom setting may be labeled

Letter Writing tation. T sks that pupils might::

pursue here could pe

Utility&

Dor exar

to vriting business and/or friend-

values are involved in this writin

the business lette is written

frc'oor inexpensIve charts, pictures,



and other information directly related to problem solving

experiences in an ongoing unit of studYo The writer of

'the letter 'actually rec lves a response (or response's) 'to
3

the mailed letter. Or, in writing a friendly letter, the

contentS and.real-; ultimately the completed

letter is mailed to or exchanged with a friend. In writing

business and friendly letters, neat, legiblehandwriting

is significant

A second center-might- be-eptitled Atwriting..Poetry."

-At this c n-er,.pupils individually may select the kind or

kinds of verse to write-- .With adequate readiness experi-

entesla learner may -choose to .write_onmr.-mare.o the.

followlng:

1. -halkU poet y. ..The first line contins five syl-'-

lablis.., The second line has seven-syllables :followed- by-

five sylldblesAn'the third line' Each- poemvimittenmust

have a tttle:Tanka-Toetas'mayal6Obe..written.'-'Tankas

possess live lines with the,following number of
per lin -5,

2. couplets .and triplets. A couplet contains two

yllabl es

written lines, somewhat uni orm in length, with ending

words rhyming. The triplet has three lines with all ending

words rhyming. Preferably, tire lines should possess,

m lengths,degree



3. quatrains and hs. The quatrain possesses

four lines with diverse patterns of rhyme in ending words,

e.g.. lines one and two as well as lines three and four rhym.-

-g -r'or lines one and three as well as lines two and. four,-

.may rhyme

The linerick contains r ve-.1intS. Lines one, two, and

five rhym as-we l as linec three and four rilyind

..Leglble handwritin- becomes a major:goal .to emphasize--

at the-Poetry writing center. The emphasis- however, is

upOn effective:communication of content, rather than a., pre-

planned handwriting curriculum for pupils. Diagnosis.:and

practiceofspecitic'skills in handwriting is emphasized

as.. the -need .arises within the framework of functional-and7

creative writing experiencec.

Additional Iearning.centers.in the . school-class.

..room setting might inClUde the writing plays, announ e

ments, sympathy'notes you letters, book. repprts

outlines,- and sunmari

Conclusion

whi ch method of tcng )indwriting could yield most

effective resqlts for learners

a handwriting curricu

Should the teacher preplan

ls emphasizing precise ob-

achieve these ends as well



as appraisal procedures to measure progress? Or, should the

learner have ample opportunitie .thin a flexible learning

-Henvironment to''choose. his/her OWn goals, experiences, and

evaluatioh procedurea in-handwritin-?

Whichever plan or .combination-of plans is ultimately

selbeteds .each pupil needs to achieve- optimall- to coM-,

municate Written content Clearlyand effectively. Thus-

-the teacher must obtain the interests-of. pupils-indlvidUally

asHwell 16 assist them to-perceive purpose .or reastns f:-

achieving well in the handwrIting domain. . It -is vital to

nrovlde for individual differences among pupils in the

curriculum!



Teaching Handwri ing in the Elementaj- School

The best quality of handwriting Possible from each pupil is neoessar

in order that ideas can be effectively communicated to the reader.

Selected criteria should be followed by elementary school teach q

when providing learning activities for pupils involving handwriting. The

teacher, when following these selected guidelines, should assist punils

to improve over previous performances in handwriting.

1. Learning activities in handwriting for pupils reed to be

interesting. Too frequently through repetition, pupils have been

asked, whether necessary or not, to write certain letters of the

alphabet as well as words until "legible" handwriting was in evidence.

A dislike for improved handwriting may thus result. " ameness" in

learning experiences does not provide interesting learning activities

for pupils.

In varied learning activities involving handwriting, pupils may

write friendly letters to friends, parents, brothers and sisters as well

as relatives. The child may aso write for free charts or pictures fer

cience and/or social studie. units. He can also write thank-you notes

for gifts received or a brief summary of a library book that was read.

In each of these writing activities, the writer can evaluate the quality

of his handwriting,for example, throuih the use of models from a

handwriting booklet.

Learning activities in hr_ndw-it 1-1F.: need to have pur

in nuil handwriting

child ;,ho ha s

ed to be diamosed by the

f f

letters properly sould be encouraged to overcome. the.

s a:t

esses_

92 tit sa CUPYAVAILABLE



throuvh practice. Purpose is then involved in learning ctivities

involving handwriting. A child whose hendwriting,,= reveals weaknesses

in spacing between letters and/or words should be challenged to over-

come this deficiency. Handwriting activities must be based on individuai

needs of pupils.

3. Learning -ctivities in handwritinG need to provide zor each

individual pupil in the classroom. Educators have long kno n t at Pupils

differ from each other, among other things, in capacity, achievement,

wei ht, height, and psychomotor skills. Since pupils differ from each

other in many traits different levels of achievenient in handw iting can

be exTected from pupils. Some pupils write very legibly. Others have

extrere difficulty in communicating ideas to others due to faulty hand-

writing. Each pupil should be guided to improve in the quality of

handwriting he now Possesses. Vot all pupils need practice in writing

a legible, caPital "Or; some can do this well presently. A child may

need much assistance and practice in alignment of letters and worc

others do very well in this aspect of handwriting. Sone pupils can_ write

for longer periods of time and not become tired of the learning activity

in handwriting as compared to other pupils in the classroom. Pupils

with teacher assistance can determine variety in methods and approaches

to utilize in providing for individual differences in handl, iting within

a el sroom

4. Learning activities in handwriting need to provide -Aztuations

involving a transfer of learning. Improved legible handw iting can be

developed only if this skill is practiced in functional writing situations.

Legible handwriting needs to be practiced whenever pupils engage in

written communication in science, social studies, mathematics, language

arts, and other curriculum areas in the elementary school.



In Conclusion

Lea-ning actities for :upils invoii handwriting should (a ) capture

the interests of pupils, (b) be purposeful from the child's Point of view,

(c) help each Pupil to improve in the area of handw lti and (d) hello

pupils transfer the skills of handwriting to all Phases of written

commnication.
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EVALUATING PUPIL PROGRESS IN HANDWRITING

A variety of techniques should be utilized by the teacher to evaluate

pupil progress in the area of handwriting. The teacher needs to compare

pupil achievement now with previous performances in order to determine if

each pupils is improving-in the quality of handwriting exhibited.

Effective communication can be hindered with poor quality handwriting .

reader will take more time in reading content if the writer engages in

poor quality handwriting compared to good handwriting. If the quality of

handwriting is very poor, the reader may need to take much time in deter-

mining content that is being read.

The teacher needs to ask himself the following question pertaining

to each pupil in the classroom -- "Does the pupil exhibit progressively

higher quality handwriting Chan he did in previous times?"

Several techniques to utilize in evaluating pupil achievement

handwriting could be the following:

Teacher

cultiss

observation. The teacher can observe specific diffi-

that pupils have in handwriting. Pupils will exhibit

specific difficulties in daily writing actIvtIeu such as the

writing of outlines business andfriendly letters, summaries

reports and letters f appreciation. Specific problems in the

area of handwriting may pertain to

the formation of letters

few of the capital and/o

The pupil writes

--all letters of the alphabet in.'.

situationsi such,as ih cursive7:vriting,.,,

the "t" is not crossed and may have a loop in it making it

appear,like the letter "1." The letter "e" is made too tall
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Cc)

making it appear as the letter "r."

the spacing of letters and w rds. The first or second graue,

pupil in manuscript writi_g may write the sentence, "He

walked home from school." as "He wal ked home f roms chool."

The pupil needs assistance in spacing letters properly w thin

a word as well as between words. Pupils in the intermediate

or junior high school level may leave no margin on the right--

hand side of the paper while writing and crowd words upward

downward where the width of the pape

communication of ideas.

the proper alignment of words and sentences.

ends, thus hindering

on the line when engaging in

If pupil "stay"

:icing activities more effective

communication takes place compared to having letter

and/or above the line (this, nfcours_ 'does not refer to

those parts of letters which should go below ,the linesuch

as'a part of each of-,the',f011o ing letters goirivbelow the

line in cursive and manuscript writing g, j p, q, and y).,

.;the proper:slant ofletters,..,

hindered with lack of uniformity of slant of letters making up

words

a lack -Uneatness in writing. The child may have an excess

amount of erasure

With the untidy

marks which are not clean

riting that has been,done

.for the reader to read- he content

also haVe ".

the print appear "hea

on .h paper.

difficult

readily. The pupil'may

ertain letters within a word making

for these specific_letters; othe

letters within words may have a very light stroke making

6,.



'Work Samples of4mpila The teacher should keep a folder,

each pupil. Throughout the school year, the teacher -ould place

written work of each pupil in his folder. Each paper added

the folder would have the date it was writ en by the pupil When

evaluatingachievement inllandwriting, the teacher woUlcif,notice

if improvement had been made by each pupil -ver his p evious

performance. Questions that the teacher should answer pertaining

the collection of papers from each pupil could be the following:

Is there evidence that the pupil is forming letters which make

up words''and sentences better no

(b) Does he space letters and

munication takes place? ,

Itii'the child improving overprevious efforts in alIgnment

of letters, wordsi and eentences?

(d) Is there proper slant :J3: letters'whet-er, it is either manu-

than formerly?

-
words cooperly so effec ve com-

script or cursive writing' olthat effective counication

is' not hindered?

Does the child have a:Ueat:an& tidy paper when the writing

a tivity has been completed

-elf-,evaluation. Each pupil should_be eneouraged to eval-

adhievement in the area Of::handwriting'i 'Pupils can

aim folders (evaluation suggestion-number two) and.._lpok at the

4etermine4fprogressia being made in handwriting'.

TeeChe -pupil planning could take place to deVelorvappropriate

,criteriaor standards for pupils to follow in handwriting. Pupils

could evaluate their own finished writing product in terms of these

9,7



criteria. Reputable writing booklets published by textbOok,com7_:

paniep could be utilized by pupils in evaluat ng their,

achievement in areas

slant, and neatness.

Pupils under tea her guidance could view handwriting sampl

formation, spacing, alignment,

of pupils flashed on a creen using the opaque p ojector. (An

atmosphere of respect ,7.nd learning should prevail in all lass-

rooms.) Pupils are guided to evaluate the quality of handwriting

of papers exhibited'. The purpose of,this:activity would:be to

help pupils achieve at an optimu rate in handwriting

negatively criticize the efforts of others.

Pupils can also evaluate their ownachievemen_

and not to

n handwriting

_pletedby proofreading their final writing product such as, a

Pupils can "catch" their own hand-

writing errors in many Oases, if careful proofreading is done.

ecdotal recorde Fromobservations,that are,made:of theAuality

of pupils':dailY writingithe:reacher_can:TeriodiCally record,each

,pupil'sprogress in handwriting, aswell as in other curriculuM

areas. teache:- needs to be as objective as possible in record-

ing what each pupil is doing to improve handw _ting quality.

conaeinutpupil, who asks orm certain letters or show

'The

the quality of handwriting by proofreading his work carefully,

,reveals certain attitudes in wanting to improve his performance

over previous efforts. These would be:exampl'e"P of 'Pupil 'attitude

d handwriting whioh,could berecorded In the form oUanecdotal

record



be

SUAY

Four techniques ot evaluating pupil achievement in ha.radwritin could

teacher obse vation, (b) work samples of pupils, pupil elf-
evaluation and (d)

pupil

necdotal records. The teacher must eir.m.luate each

in terms of continuous improvement in handwriting whn pupils engage

in functional writing activities such as the writing of itera, reports,
outlines cuar1ca, reviews, and invitations.



ALS IN THE SPELLING C

Goals for learner attainment in he spelling, curri

selection. Relevant ends need to be chosen.

ulurn need careful

Each segwiendal objective

in spelling should be ttainable by student Which gc=ials then bec

schi eve?

1. an attitu.de of interest in learning to spell words significant .

Certainly, all facets of the learner and the envir=nment being con -

interest in learning is present, studem.t achievement is

greater than if interest is lacking.
2. a feeling of purpose in learning to s ell words is desirable .

students perceive reasons for learning to spell a ven set of words

all thing otherwise, being equal, achievement in s:Pelling should be

at a higher level.

3. an attachment of meaning to words

aid achieve_aent. Thus, each word needs

being mastered itr polling should

to be wide= tood in term

f definition and/or contextual use within a s

skills in associating , sounds (phon es) with synibo graphemes),

need erapha.sis when applicable. Students need to h a

generalizing on sound-symbol relationships when thft a5SOCiatOn is

not warran.ted .

use of words mastered from a spelling list must be mphasized in

functional writing. Any set of words studied by lerners in a spell-

ing lessori may be utilized in writing business lett..drs, friendly letters

ems, platys,

as letters

ies, announcements,

of sympathy.

use of lirt uistic elements in sDellin iu vital. I a Riven set of

spelling

cites f appreiation, as well

,

ds rhyme may be inherent such as in th following -hich
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possess a definite pattern; bat, cat, Nt, fat, mat pat, and vat.

Thus, an initial consonant is changed,mida new mord result2=s,

bat cat. Linguistic elements may notbees obvious as i the fol-

lowing:set: cable rule, settle, meddle, and little.

ds contains the consistent le ending .

diagnosis of errors made in spelling,nee

a learner -isspell one or mo e words?

(b)

a human error was

carelessness

Eact= of these

e be identified.-- Why does

made which.does mtoccur consistent=ly.

was involved in attampting to spell ords=

handwriting errors

lower case

ade for spelling errors e.g

was not crossed andemtained a loop

letter appear as an "1".

inadequate attention is given in using phonicswhere a grapheme

phoneme relationship is in evidencein words being spe==lled.

--:cursive

inaking the"

Learners need to become profi.cient in spelling

mpetent in written communication.'
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SCOF"E IN THE SPEL ING-CUIM;i1T

A relevant problem fci.r eduaators to soltpe -o d raining scope

breadth) in the spelling :-urriculum. Which 7:mpils master

spelling?

Numerous studies have been made of sperM)Ifie: ,rds tost frequently used

by pupils in ftmctional wrting situation uple in the Fitzgerald

Study, spelling words uti '_zed by pupils most frewntly on the second,

hird, fourth, fifth, and 3_3(.th grade levels were identified. If frequently

used words are identified ffor learners to master, spelling errors can be

greatly minimized in wri

Pupils may be pretestd and then study the cor ect spelling of a
reasonable number of new wc,rds at a given time, from Fitzgerald's .Study or

other carefully controlled studies. A post-test should be given to notice

if mastery learning has ocurred. The test, study, test procedure rn teaching

spelling may be utilized ag -in and again. It is important to asSist pup 1
to pronotmce

also be able to use each new spelling word co rectly in a sentence.

Studies of functional pelling words have been identified and p edetermined

correctly and ttatch meaning ach new word.. Learners should

for pupils to _aster. e+Thally, a variety stimulating experiences may be

provided to assist pupils ii. learning to spell words correctly selected from

carefully designed research studies.

Advantages given by lariguage arts specialists in u ing relevant spe ling

w rds identified in research_ studies might well be the following

1. Scientific studies c an be made of vital spelling words which all

pupils should mastm- to develop proficiency in writing.

1
James A. Fitzgerald, A. Basic Life Vocabulary, Milwaukee, Wisconsin:

Bruce Publishing Company, l5l.
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Trivia spellingwords can be weeded out of the curriculum when

objectively determined lists are identified researchers

Useful spelling words for pupil mastery can be derived from

aarefully planned research studies.

One method, among others in determining s-ope in'the sp lling curriculum

pertains to studying and enume ating spelling

number of pupils in functional

'words may then be

words commonly used by a large

iting experiences. The identified spelling

astered by pupils in the spelling curriculum.

-Teacher Planning-

,

einvOlved pupil witiv eacher guidanCe may Pima a 1 st of words for

the,fOrme_ to learnto spell. Spelling wordS Selected are vital to master,

in a specific activity or experience. For example, if pupil A is w nting

to write a fr endlyletter to a relative or friend in another city, selected

spelling words a e relevant to use in the writing experience. Among others

these words may be the :following: present, birthday, party, friends, prizes,

wrapping theater, and favoxs. The number of words to,master within a.given
,

interval of time needs to be reasonable and achievable. Each pupil with teacher

guidance may then plan a specific set ofwords.to master in th:e spelling

curriculum. Sequentialplanned lists should aid each jearner to become a

better speller; The totalnumber:ofwords -astereciln-spelling:represents

the scope Or breadth oT the 'spelling-curriculm4 The order,in achieVing

mastery of each set of_spelling:words pertains to determining sequence. yor-

optimal achievement: occu- pupils need to experience sequential liarnings.

Advantages given:for emphasizing pupil-teacher planning in determining

scope an&sequence in spelling include the following;

1. Each pupil has unique needs to meet. Thus, a specific set of



ing words,

TlOwolved: lerte=r is in the best position to assist in.

wilichare,functiOn :11 spelling words to maste-

est and parpose,e in learning may weIl come about:when

-raive relevanpe kin terms Of what isbeing learned.

in the offing for each learner.

lJit oE tudy and: the Spelling Curricul

gmay be correlatlt d with othe curriculumareas:in the

class setting. For example if pupils are studying a unit on "Plants and

Animals " thefellowing might-r become

ma ter: gr.oth, see4-

relevant spelling words for pupils

prO-cpduce, ozs,

to

leaves vertebrates, and'inve tp-

brates. Th !Amber of woTd5 a pupil is to learn to spell depends upon his/hr

present achievement lev pupil A can master the cprreot spelling of

seven words ma five day cye _le, the teacher has: a'gauge to-use to:measure

learner progress. After cotre-ectly spelling seven words perweek, the

may be challaged to increase

within a we

number of words to he

Feelings of IL.'ruccess might well motivate

at a :higher optimal level. A)..dequate

average, arid fast achievers .

llordS rhich pupils

pf stue4, sjrnvld be

ReasonSg

H

1. Knouledg- p

°vision
,

needs to

911ed correctly

to achieve

be made for slo

-e eNca learn to spell correctly from ongbingu

eful. Unimportant words should be

-rrelat d spelling cu _icu um include

ived amA

cempued to is 1

of stedy in sr:idle

reflgts correlat

being related i etained more adequate y

ords coming from diverse

athematics and reading t

in the Curr culum.,
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pupLls may study selected concepts in depth if reading =and spelling

f e,ach concept is emphasized in any resource unit. Dewth study

assi__sts in retaining learnings longer as compared surva.n57 means of

acqmzlring cotent.

TheSpelling Textbook and the Learner

mputabl ingtextbooks are_utilized in many classroomE3 i- helping

lea41 to spell words correctly. 'Inherent in these text_books are

lit of apelirag x4orls to master on a weekly basis for a giyen s;_ et of

pupi4 Thert alo,mcdiverse learning activities to help pup I2:s learn to

spell moth wod
to pzeide Eo-

Utllizaton of

ectly in the list. The

idol differences.

spelling textbooks is a

learning activities aw_-re varied

-ather.,_raditional unans in

to loam to spell words correctly. Reputable txtbooks have

I n sne and time in the school curriculum.

komons jVCtt for using reputable textbooks in the spelli'Rg_ cturriculum

rtivide sc0.3pe ineleethe following:

of gbooksilave,spent,much time and effortJn etermining

:ives, Joining activities, and evaluation proc darowas. They are

Pc1.s.a.119ts (their academic area of specialty and a e fEinan

eXcelaerit position to dete:

copanies have spent much money in de clop _

their te%tbooks.

Z.Textbtzpok selection committees comprised of teachers, prirzaciPals, and

ine which words pupils shoul .cmoi

and promoting

mperNdrisozs insehools have ample opportunities to evaluF=mte each

prepoecl bookmd make ultimate choices based on relevant=z.criteria.

4. Resesich res-ults provide input in o developing lists of as
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vities., in reputable spelling textbooks.

Teachers principals-and

_ary

ervisors need to study, analy

of spelling. Criteria used to

ze, and adopt

iable approach in the teaeling

ythe selection :of-a. specific means of teaching spelling should:,

inc udefthe,following:,

ences forTupils should be interesting and meaningful.

Learners:should perceive purpose achieve;optimallyin_tht

spelling curriculum.
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SPELLING IN TIE CURRICULUM

Correct spell ng-of words need adequate emphasis in 1Mteaching-ltarning

situations. Why? , Proficient communintion is aided when,10,..dritten or typed

content con ains words Which are coisKtly spelled. A quall_ity language arts

curriculum then must pl,ace thorough emphasis in aiding studElent to spell words

correctly.

Criteria for a Quaity Spell ing Program

Whatever decisions, ar made in life standards or cri eria a e utilized.

In teaching and learning situation ,he teacher needs to:

I. select worthwhile goals forstudents to attain. TT-rivia must be
omitted in the curriculum. In spelling the words stu-imidents are to master
need to be significant presentlh as well as in the fu---..ture. There is
much for each to learn. It behooms the instructor to choose carefully
those words for learners to spell correctly which are 5_M3 al ient and relevant

2. emphasize the, conoept,of balance in the curriculum--. Thus, in spell-
ing pupils "need to 'develop, vital mderstandings, aS wel as ski l IS and
attitudes. , All three kinds of objectives need to:be Srftressed. Under-
standing, goal s are not adequate in and of themsel yes, S77. uch as learners
acquiring 'facts, concepts, and generalizations related directlY to ,defi-
nitions orHmeanings of spell ingwords. Rather, skills (utilizing the
newly mastered spelling words inAnctional writing) ar=2d attitudes
(positive feelings in wantin'g tolearn to spell words cmorrectly) are
equally significant goals. Skills then pertain to the use of what, has
been achieved within the Framework of understanding,goa _-_ls. Attitudes
reveal a, desire to increase the luels of understandingrs and skills.

guide Pupils to perceiye punsse or reasons _for mas -tering a given
'set of spelling words. When inducdye methods are util ized,' the teacher
guides students, in discovering:reasons for learning to _a.sspell selected
words accurately. With a deducUve method, the lannuaglue arts instructor
explains reasons as to why studegs need to learn to sp,owel 1 words cor-'
rectly within,a spelling unit: lousing extrinsic rewarnrds to aid stu-
dents to perceive purpose in spelling, awards are annoummnced ahead of
time:is to the number of words a learner needs to spell correctly in
order to receive a prize, a badge, or certificate for acz=hievement., Ex-
ihortation ma4,also be used WtheAeacher to promote pelmrceiVed purpose,
Thus,, the ,teacher stresses the i4ortance of learning tc= spell words
, correctly: However, reasons , are not given. With exho riNtati on the -teacher
could say, ,"It's very important for you to learn to spelEll these words'
correctly in unit one in our spellthg
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-The teacher needs to utilize the four aboVe-.neamed means -of guiding

studentS t6 perceive purpose early in a -spellingunit,as well at frequently.

Norton
I
wrote:

Many current articles deal with the writing crisis in American
schools. Poor spelling is often cited as a major problem with children's
writing. The school program must help students learn'to spell the words
they need to know; provide instruction in reliable spelling generali-
zations; develop an understanding of word meanings and vocabulary; equip
the speller with more than one strategy for spelling-word attack; in-
corporate spelling into all areas of the curriculum; proceed from sound
diagnostic evaluation; and provide for the development of motivation,
positive student attitudes and sound habits for studying spelling and
proofreading.

Diagnostic approaches to spelling instruction stress the placement
of students on appropriate spelling instructional levels. In addition to
instructional placement, the diagnostic,teacher also analyzes thetypes'
of errors a child makes in writing. This information is used to ,indi-
vidualize the 'spelling program for ,each child.- Informal tests for spell-
ing placement, spelling generalizations, and error analysis can be
developed by the classroom teacher.

Spelling words are selected according to several different criteria.
The frequency-of-use approach stresses that spelling-instruction should
be based on the words that are the most frequently,used. Consequently,
it is believed that words most frequently used in writing should be
taught first, words commonly used by children in a specific grade should
be taught in that grade, and words'needed in other content areas should
be taught in the appropriate grade. Another quite different selection
criterion emphasizes the phonic regularity of words. The words selected
for this approach would follow a consistent spelling pattern. Some
linguists and psycholinguists also,stress the,consistency of spelling
patterns in words of similar meanings. Thus, spelling instruction should
allow students to compare, contrast, and categorize'words according to
root words, word origins, and similarities in structUral patterns.

Several techniques have proven valuable in a develoPmental approach
to spelling instruction. The corrected-test method allows immediate
feedback; and liberates students,from the systematic study of words al-
ready mastered. The self-study method allows students to master their
own individualized spelling words. An inductive approach to teaching
spelling generalizations allows students to discover and use the re-
liable spelling generalizations.

Remedial spelling approaches have been developed for the more,dis-
abled speller. The Fernald approach has,been useful with learning dis-
abled children. In this multisensory method, the child looks at the
,word, traces the word, then writes the word without looking at it.
Spelling games are useful for reinforcing and motivating the remedial
spelling student. Spelling shOuld not, however, be taught as an isolated
subject. Students, whether remedial, regular developmental, or gifted,
require many opportunities to use spelling in meaningful situations

ponna E. Norton, The Effective Teachine Arts. Second ed.
Columbus,'Ohio 'Charles E. Merrill Publishing-Company,' 1985, pages 108-210.
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.4. choose a variety of interesting learning activities for students.
To achieve interest within learners., diverse activities need to be in the
Offing. The experiences may include

(a) activities contained in spelling textbooks .workbooks, and
worksheets.

(b) Commercial and teacher developed games.

( ) crossword puzzles in which the list being studied in spel ing
provides answers for the vertical and horizontal lines.

(d) computerized drill, practice, and games.

(e) spelling bees where competition is wholesome and educational.

f) purposeful, .practical experiences including writing friendly and
business letters, announcements, plays, poems, storiesAnd
skits.

(g) pantomimes, creative dramati s, and formal dramxtizations.

5. :eValuate.Student achieveMent comprehensively. Diverse procedures
need to be' utilized-to appraise learner progress. The evaluation pro-
cedures may. include

(a) 'teacher developed tests.

(b) standardized tests.

(c) learner abilities to spell words correctly within the frame-
work of functional writing situations.

(d) weekly results from students being tested onlists of words
contained in spelling textbooks being utilized in the classroom.

6. . assist students to utilize -correct Snelling of words. Students whp
utilize what has been learned are less likelY_to forget-subject'matter

...acquired.' The :teecher needs to provide situations'in which pupils,maY
'use that Which has been learned.

Retention in learning is a perennial problem. Human beings feel and

telieve that-an inadequate amount-of Content li'as been retained. Retaining

the correct spelling of words is no exception. Teachers need to_ think of

means..-and methods of helping students remember understandings and skills

.achieveth.

Utilitarian theo ists believe that use

mastered by 'students. If students learn to

been' identified-as beihgfunctional ,errors

h utilitarian words mastered by students

ul spelling words need to be

spell words

in spelling

in spelling

correctly which have

woOld decline greatly.-

learners mi.ght then



study what is useful. What is useful will be Liilized frequently. That

which is used tends not to be forgotten.

Burns and Broman2 wrote:

Some spelling programs are based on the theory of
social .utility; that is, words are selected on the basis of
their importance in the different spelling activities of life.
There are a number of investigations about spelling vocab-
ulary, but perhaps the most important one is by Ernest Horn.
He-stUdi-ed letters of bankers, excuses written to teachers
by parents, minutes of organization! .and committee reports,
letters of application an.d recommendation, the works of_well-
Anown authors, letters writtenin magazines and newspapers,
.personal.letters, business 1.etters--a total of 5 million-
words-and '36,000 di-fferent words. From this, the most im-
portant 10,000 words were selected as basic words, according
to these criteria:-

1. The total frequency with which the word was used in
writing

The commonness with which the word was used by every-
one, regardless of sex, vocation, geographical location,
educational level, or economic status

The spread of the word's use in different kinds of writing

Jhe cruciality of the-word as evidenced by the Severity
of the penalty attached to its misspelling

5 .The probable permanency of the word's use

TheAesirability of the word as determined by the quality
of the.writing in Which it was used.

Horn suggested three criteria for introducing these basic
words, in the spelling program:

The mostimportant words-should be introduced in the be-
ginning grades .andthose.of lesser 'importanCe in the later
grades.
Jhe simplest words should..be introduced in the beginning
-grades and-the mere difficUlt words in the later grades-.
Those mords that are used often or needed in thecurriculum..
activities. of children sho'uld be introduced.when tppropriate.

Pauf,HC, Burns and .Betty L.'Bro an, The_Lanautge:Artsin
.-.--Childhood Education Fifth ed Boston .fleughton-Mifflin Co,
19-8-3,- -Pages 242. and, ,
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7. guide students to perceive patterns in the correct spelling

of words. There are numerous sets or word families which follow

a pattern. For example, fi st grade Pupils need to learn to

spell correctly the following: ban, can, fan, man, pan, van,

tan, and ran. With a change in the initial consonant of each of'

the above named words, a new word emerges. Another, pattern of

words for young learners to master in spelling include bat, cat,

hat, mat, pat, rat, and sat. Inductively (by discovery) and

deductively (through meaningful explanations).p.upils need to

observe that selected English words form a pattern in spelling.

Even the following irregularly spelled words --rough, cough,

through, and thotight follow a pattern emphasized in the Hough"

letters.- Linguists are strong advocates of students noticing

..pattern which assists in spelling words correctly. Young pupils

shouldstudy words which pattern in phOneme (sound)--grapheme

(symbol) reTationships contained in a family such as bet, met,

set, let, yet, and get. In sequence, as learners progress throu h

the diverse grade levels, words containing less of consistency

between phonemes and graphemes can be emphasized such at bake,

cake, lake, make, rake, and sake. Each of these words 'contain a

...
silent "e" ending and might well be appropriate, as an example,

for second graders. On the third grade, students might learn

to spell words which gradually contain less relationshiP between

phonemes and graphemes. 'These include my, pie sigh, island,

aisle, rye', and ride Each of the abOve named words contains

10n.g .
T so-und as linguistit -element. As a final- example,- sixth

grades 'Might well learn to Spell_ wardS whiCh. Patterfi' ith the

--VoweLsound as.iri-Ahe.---w6rci blue. Theletters "ue" in .sound pattern

with to, too, two, rheumetism, flu, .new .apd'soon. .1".here are
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seventeen diverse ways to spell the same sound as represented by

the letters "ue" in the word blue.

Stevirg-
3

wrote:

Having children experience patterns in spelling is not the com-
plete task, howeVer. As they progress through the spelling program,
they must 'be exposed to the idea that in addition to patterns, there are
exceptions. The danger in any generalization is that the pattern may be
overextended or applied to words for which it is inappropriate. Much
inaccurate spelling results_from overzealous application of generalizations.
The child who spells bizzy (for busy), honer (for honor), and ankshus
(for anxious) is only trying to apply what he or she has learned.

Trying to explain the logic behind some.of these exceptions is
la-rgely futile; many exceptions must- simplY be learned on, a rote basis.
For_example, children are often.taughtthe pattern:. When words begin
with an initial /k/sound, -they-are spelled with the letter K-when the
letters i or e follow, and .are sOelled with the letter C in all other
cases.. "The alert child will..soon notice, however, that there 'are ex-
ceptions. In such'words as chaos, character, and chorus, the initial ch
spelling As 'necessary to represent the initial /k/ sound. This is be-
cause such .words are borrowings from the.original Greek spelling,_with
the .ch- retained, instead ofmodifted to fit the more generaL.English
system.(Corcoran, 1970).. Does this_Make sense? Of course not, if_ohe
is .searching for logic in a.system that developed in piecemeal.. fashion.
The child simply has.to learn that.there are exceptions, to, the system.
While it would be more conventent..for everyone concerned if some of
these obscure borrowings..were. changed in written form to conform to the .

. system, this,is unlikely .Therefore the cinus of learning not only the. .

system but also the.. exceptions lalls on_the child. !An .unfair require-
ment? Probably', but one which is unlikelY to be changed! The teather's
job is, therefore, to make the learning of the system as palatable as
possible.

.8. assist udents to develop effective ways in learning to spell words

correctly.

John Warren Stewig, Ex-lorin Lan ua e Arts in the Elemen ar Cla

room. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1983 page 336.



4
Petty, et.al wrote:

The basic goal in spelling instruction is to teach children to spell
the words they ,use, in their writing. This means the writing they do in
school and the writing they will do after their school years. Of course
it is impossible to determine all of the words any person may need to
spell in a lifetime, but everyone should learn to spell the words that
are most frequently written. It is also important to encourage children's
increasing awareness of the structure of their language and how aspects
of this structure relate to spelling specific words. Finally, a positive
attitude toward spelling correctly and habits which support this attitude
need to be developed.

Since spelling requi.res putting into written form words that are familiar
from speaking, reading, .and listening, two important abilities are needed.
One of these is the ability to recell how words lookthe words that

. the
child has studied and those thathave frequently appeared in his.or her
reading.

. The other basic ebility is that of associating letters. and
patternS Of letters with specific sounds. These two abilities become
closely allied in, the .spelling.efforts of most children, and 'both are
influenced, by.the .children's understanding of syntactic and morphemic
aspects .of the language.

Agood-speller naturally must know the letters of the alphabet and
how to write.them in both lowercase and uppercse forms. He or she
should..know how to alphabetize words end how to use this knowledge to
find.the spellings of words in dictioneries and glossaries. He or she
should be able to pronounce words clearly and accuratelyand to use a.
dictionary, 'including its diacritical markings .and key words, as well as
phonetic and structural aids to help with pronounciations.

Good Spellers, no doubt, have Aeveloped quality methods in learning,.

spell words accurately. Those students doing poorly in spelling mey Oeed to

develop methodologies which _work in spelling words correctly. WhiCh method-

-.ology might the teacher assist students in acquiring?

a each student needs to-look-at a word carefully.prior to-studying
its spelling. The sense of sight must be emphasized so that con-
figuration clues might be utilized by.the learner... A student can-
not master a set of Words in spelling unless he/she attends carefully
to each new word.- Some words are longer than others-.-- Selected
words 'are taller or shorter as far as individual letters within a
word are concerned. Thus, distinguishing features must be_observed
prior to learning to spell that word.

(b) students individually need to he able to pronounce each word cor-
rectly. Incorrect pronunciation of words can well make for spell-

4
, Walter T. Petty et.al. Experiences in Lan ua e, Fourth ed. Newt n,:

Massachusetts: Allyn and Bacon,'_.Inc.., 1985,-page 250.



LEARN NG ACTIVITIES IN SPELLING

Each student needs to experience continuous optimal success in the

spelling curriculum. Which experiences might guide learners to achieve

well on an individual basis?

1). A game board may be made. Congruent squares sequentially may indi-

cate a starting point as well as an ending point. Square cards face

down with a spelling word on each card should be located next to the

gameboard. A pupil spins a spinner. The learner may move forward on

the gameboard the number of spaces indicated on the spinnner, providing

he/she can spell the word correctly on the card drawn and held by

opponent. If the word is spelled incorrectly, the learner does not move

forward on the gameboard.

2). Spelling baseball may be played. Two sides are chosen. Congru-

ent square cards, each containing a spelling word, are placed face down.

The cards are placed in four piles, easier words spelled correctly allow

the involved learner a single. Increasingly more difficult words, in

sequence, permit the speller to score a double, a triple, or a homerun.

The first batter up may indicate if he/she wishes to try for a

single, double, triple, or hcnnerun The teacher then d aws the top card

on the designated pile and pronounces the word to the batter. If the

batter spells the word correctly, he/she secures a hit and moves to the

appropriate base. If the word is misspelled or no attempt is made to

spell it, the involved side gets an out. Three outs and the opposing

side gets a chance to bat. Learners and teachers need to decide the

length of the game in terms of inning



3). A fishing game may be used. The teacher need to cut fish config-

urations from construction paper. A metal paper clip should be in the

mouth of each fish. A stick with an attached string and a magnet at the

end of the string can be utilized as a fishing pole. On each fish a

salient spelling word is printed in neat manuscript letters. A student

may then catch a fish from a glass bowl or wooden box. An opposing

player takes the fish and pronounces the word to the catcher of the fish.

The latter attefllpt5 to spell the word correctly.- If successful, the in-

-volved student may keep the fish.-- The student w th the most fish is the

winner of-the game.

4). Scrabble may be played. The ganie may be purchased or made by the

teacher. If made by the teacher, squares one inch on each side, may be

Used. A letter is printed on each sçuare, although the letters "qu

may be printed on a single .square. There needs to be an adequate number

of squares containing vowel letters, as well as commonly used consonants.

Certain letters, if used in spelling a word correctly, ray receive more

points as compared to vowel.letters and frequently used-consonants.

Each student may draw seven squares -:One person needs to start the

game in spelling a word correctly. _The number of points from all squares

used are added for eaeh word spelled cor ectly. For example, if a

learner spells the word correctly in laying sequential square

on a desktop. The "r" letter may have the numeral "1" written on it,

the letter "o" one point, the second "o" one point and the lette ro,

one point since these are commonly used letters in spelling. Thus the

involved student recei es four points. The rules of scrabble may be used

,from then on to complete the game. Wholesome attitudes need development

whenever lea e s engage in competi e endeavor



S). A crossword puzzle may be develped. Words used in the crossword

puzzle might come from the unit presently being studied from a basal

spelling.textbook. The words may also be selected from science or social

studies units of study.

6). Learners might secure as many spelling words as possible from a

given word. Thus, for example, in the word "interdependence," how

many words can be spelled using the inherent letters in any random order?

.A variety of methods in teaching spelling should stimulate learners

to achieve more optimally.

6



IMPROVING SPELLING PROGRESS

Dr. Marlow Ediger

Pupils in the elementary school need to spell words correctly when

engaging in writing activities so that effective communication with

others can take place.

The elementary school teacher has as one important responsibility

the development in pupils of an inward desire to improve their spelling.

Optimum pupil achievement in spelling should occur when pupils are moti-

vated in wanting to do better in spelling than previously. The follow-

g guidelines could be followed by the teacher in helping pupils to

improve their spelling:

1. Pupils should "see" purpose in spelling. Pupils in the elemen-

tary school must understand why it is important to learn to spell words

correctly in writing. The teacher could write on the chalkboard a para-

graph with misspelled words. Pupils could notice how difficult it is

to understand content when reading the paragraph compared to having words

spelled correctly in the same paragraph. When pupils engage in a writing

activity, such as writing a friendly letter which will be mailed to a

friend or relative, words need to be spelled correctly for effec-

tive communication to take place. The words that will be used in this

writing activity can become the spelling list that pupils need to master.

In writing a friendly letter, pupils may use words such as cousin, nuhail,

niece, aunt, uncle, present. and birthday. These words, which could

make up a spelling list, can be developed cooperatively by pupils with

teacher guidance. Pupils would need to learn to spell these words cor-

rectly to assist them in writing of a friendly letter. Spelling text-



books may contain a list of words based on a unit dealing with the writ-

ing of a fiendly letter.

2. Pupils must sense that 'earnings in spelling are meaningful.

Any word that the pupil is learning to spell must be preceded by his

being able to read that particular word. The pupil, through a variety

of learning activities provided by the teacher, needs to attach def-

initions or meanings to the word being studied in spelling. He must be

able to use the words in a sentence (or sentences ). The number of mean-

ings a child attaches to a word and the number of sentences he is able

to develop from using a specific word depends upon his achievement level.

Pictures, filmstrips, films, and discussions assist pupils in developing

meanings for a word and provide opportunities for pupils to utilize new

words in sentences.

3. Pupils must feel that learning to spell words is interesting.

Too frequently, pupils have been asked to write each new word being

studied five or ten times each. If a pupil then writes the new spel-

ling word incorrectly the first time he practices wr ting the word

incorrectly with further attempts. Instead, teachers need to vary

the kinds of learning activities in spelling in order to generate in-

terest and enthusiasm. Pupils can use the new spelling words in writing

a story; they can then check their own spelling of words after the activ-

ity has been completed. Pupils can utilize words learned in spelling

when writing a business letter which will he mailed to a specific desti-

nation. (There are many places that pupils can write to and receive

free posters, charts, and other information which lends itself to units

taught in science, social studies anc./or other curriculum areas in the



cross his and have a loop in them, making them appear as the letter

1. Or the letter e is written tall making it look as the letter 1. These

making for spelling errors.

If a pupil pronounces a new spelling word incorrectly, his chances

of spelling the word correctly would decrease considerably. He may then

spell a different word compared to the word needed in the actual writing

situation. Many words in the English language have consistency between

ymbols and soulds; a child mispronouncing such a word and spelling the

mispronounced word phonetically would greatly increase his chances for

spelling errors.

Words which have an irregular spelling (lack of consistency between

symbol and sound) cause problems in spelling for many-pupils. The

child may be trying to apply a phonetic spelling to a word which has an

irregular spelling. Or, he may not have looked at the word carefully

to notice the proper sequence of letters. It is important for the tea-

cher to assist pupils in determining why words are incorrectly spelled.

5. Pupils achieve at different levels in spelling. The teacher

needs to provide for individual differences in spelling. If a spelling

textbook on the intermediate grade level lists twenty new spelling

words for pupils to master in a week the teacher needs to set realistic

goals for each individual pupil. Pupils with below average intelligence
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spelling words from a text which is above grade level. Pupils of aver-

age achievement may find the new list of spelling words from a spelling

text 000k on their own level challenging.

Pupils differ from each other in many ways including intelligence

and achievement. The teacher must provide for individual differences

in the classroom since different levels of spelling achievement exist

among pupils.



reLLer110 OZ

Selected pupils enter the school setting speaking the English language rather

proficiently. They generally have lit.tle or no knowledge of sentence patterns

and yet effective communi -tion on their developmental level is definitely in

evidence. A rich learning envi et must continually be provided so that learn-

era may enrich their speaking and listening vocabularies to develop further skills

in the Otal use of language.

Pupils in the school setting need to indertand and appreciate how the

Engi,sh language operates. As learners progress through sequential school years,

they nhould experience continuous success in achieving relevant objectives in the

l_nguage arts curriculum.

The :teacher, alert to the p 'sent achievement level of each pupil, must pro-

vide stimulating learning activities to motivate learners in understanding struc

ture and patterns in the English language. The easiest sentence pattern for most

learners to understand generally is the noun-verb or subject-predicate pattern.

The teacher can select a subject-predicate sentence pattern from an experience

Chart developfd by-puPile with 'teacher gUidance. The teacher may alao aak pup ls

to give a sentence of two words pertaining to a picture on the bulletin board or

objects at a learning eenter. Contributions made by pupils must,be respected.

n add Aonal approach ro use in having pupils understand sentence patterns,



the teacher could wrIte two words on the chalkboard resulting in a subject-pred

cate sentence.

The followin- illustrates the noun-verb or subject-predicate sentence pa_

tern.

Lions roar.

Birds fly.

Boys walk.

Girls swim.

Babies cry.

ch of these sen ences pupils may provide words which replace the verb

or predicate. Learners n ed to be actively invelved in presenting these words .

the teacher might ask, "What else do lions do?" Pupils may respond with

the following: "walk", "- "eat" and "sleep". Pupils may then be: ,

guided to notice that phe sentence pattern stays the same; however, other words

have been utilized in place of the o iginal verb or predicate.

. . . . . . . .

In sequence, he teacher could haVe pupils think

noun 'or subject. of the sentence. In the sentence "Lions

mals might take the palce of the word "lions"? Pupils'

uch a '"tiger ' "giraffes" "dogs" and "wildcats". P4dis

concrete and semi-concrete experIences when partlelpa

oar", what _ther ant-

activities, such as in viewing models and pictures of

pond with words

inlet have ample

ongoing learning

A second _entence pattern, not necessarily in sequence t ught

might pertain to pupils developing understandings os the noun-verb

subject-predicatedirect,object pattern.

1. Johnthrew the baseball.

Ralph held the hat.

'Salley met her friends .
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Aancy bought a doll.

.Jneach of these sentences, pupils way present a word which takes the place

-f-the subject, the predicate, or the direct object. The concepts of "sub ect,

."predicate", and "directobject" may be used by the teacher when referring to

spedific wOrdS in a sentence, however, pupils definitely should -not be forced to

use these when oral or wrItten communication is being itilized. Generally,

pupils wIll attach meaning to and use the cone pts in speaking and -riting at

the,appropriate developmental level.

A third sentence pattern to be studied by pupils would pertain to the

noun-linking verb adjective or subjeet-linking verb- predicate adjective patte n.

1. The house looked beautiful.

2, The vase decorative.

The owl was brown.

.4.. The candy was delipious.

Each

one and

f these sentenCes has a sub ect, such as the word ."house" in sentence

vase" in sentence two. The words "house" and "vase" in sentences one and-:

two are nouns Why are these words nouni? They can be changed from singular

plural or plural to -ingular in context. "li_use" is singular, Whil 'houses" iS

pl- "Vase" is singular, while 'vases" is plural'. The word "looked" in en7

tence one and the word

words yerb

tens

-tain

Verbs

" in sentence t o are linkIng verbs. Why are these

o ds wLichicam be changed from past .tense t .p_resent::

and present tense to past-tense in.context. Thus, the word "looked" per-

toa c mpleted .acti n and indicates past tense; however,:the word !!look"

indicates present.tense. The word "was" is In pa _ tense,: however, the,word

n present tense.



,Interesting learning experiences can be provided whereby .understandinga'

may be developed by pupils i a meaningfut way pertaining to the following:

"singular". and ."plural","present tense" and "past tensel'. For example,the

teacher might,have one boy walk across the front of the room. Other. pupils

.could give a sentence such as the following pertaining to tk dramatization:

'The boy walks. Next, the teacher may call for a second boy to.come to the

fr nt of the room and join in the same act. The resulting sentence to de-

scribe the dramatization reads as folio The.boys walk. In learning ex-

periences such as these, pupils may realize in a concrete, meaningful way

the concenpts of- "singular" and "plural".

Again, the boy (or boys) could w_lk across the room and viewers give

the:following sentence The boy walks (present tense). Once the act has been-

completed, the resulting sentence.might be the following: The boy walked

.(past tense). Thus, with a variety of concrete learning experiences pupils

may.develop:understandings pertaining -to "present tense" and "past tense".

The sentence pattern used in illustrating concepts pertaining to nouns and

verbs-pertain t- the subject-predicate or noun-verb pattern.

A fourth sentence pattern for pupils to attach meaning is the.noun-

verb- noun or subject-predicate-predicate nominative pattern.

1.. John was a coach.

2. 'Bill .is an umpire.

3. The man-i: a gr_ er.

4 :Sally is a-singer.

In
.

eachof.these-aenteUce the predicate nominative equals he subject .

thes_ tence joined by a link ng verb. In sentence one John equals coach.

In centnce two, Bill equals umpire while man equals grocer in sentence three.

A fifth pattern of sentence involves pupils inductivelyAeveloping



understandings of the subject-predicate-indirect object-direct object or

noun-verb-noun pattern. The fellowing woUld be examples of this sentence

pattern:

John gave Jerry a gift.

George preaented Alice a present.

3. Hark wrote Jim a note.

Pupils at Christmas time and at the time birthdays are celebrated fre-

quently use the subject-predicate-indireet objectrdireet object sentence

pattern. For example, at Christmas time, a child may say the following:

"paddy gave me a bicycle." Or, when a child's birthday is being celebeated,

the involved pupil may, say, "Mother gave me a basketball."

Sentence patterns that pupils acquire should meet tfie following cr a:

1. Responses should come from pupils.

2. Learning by discovery iS to pe encouraged.

3. Pupils need to relate sentence patterns to their own unique back-

ground of experiences.

4. Learners must attach meaning to sentence patterns.

A variety of methods should be utilized in helping learners attach

Aseaning to diverse patterns of sentences.

6. Learning activities should be interesting to PuPi

Provision must be made for individual differences; not all learners

in a class achieve at the s me level of achievement.

Expanding Sentences

nces are short, choppy, and lack

eept of expna ion

description if the con-_

not utilized in writing situations.

structural sentence pattern lack expaasion :



Boys run. (Subjec -predicate o-- noun-verb pattern.

Abe caught the ball. (Subject-predicate-direct object or noun-

verb-noun pattern

Th- orange was delicious. (Subject-_ Aking verb-predicate adjec-
.

live or noun-linking verb-. predicate adjective patte n.)

Curt is an auctioneer. (Subject-.Iinking verb-predicate nom nat ve

or noun-linking verb-noun pattern.)

Bill gave John a top. (Subject-predica e-indirect object-direct

object or noun-verb-n un-noun pattern.)

Each of the above sentences is complete and recommendable in speaking

and writing. However, clarity in writing in many situations indicates the

need for expanding each of the sentences. In the first sentence above (Boys

run. ) pupils might be asked to tell m -e about the boys. For example, what

ki d of boys were these? The follo-ing exampleo are given as possible learn-y

er responses;

1. Tall boys run.

_. Small boys run.

Tall boys with blue coats run.

Smail boys in the yard run.

Next, pupils may expand the predicate part of the sentence. For example, _

how did the boys un?

Boys run 21221y.

Boys run vervrapidly.

Boys run with &rent ,spend

A further question can be asked of pupils pertaining to whore boys run .

pupils clay giVe responses ouch as the followfng

oya runJn theyard.



Boys run here.

Boys run around_the_buildigg.

the sentenc s ab(;ve, pupils might think of their own personal ex-

periences in terms of where they have run. Learners may also think of

"when" boys run. Examples include the fol owing:

1. Boys run today.

Boys run in the mornin-

Boys run at_ noon.

Pupils with teacher guidance should have numerous opportunities to ex-

pand sentences using modifiers for the subject and/or predicate parts of

sentences.

Learners inductive y may also expand sentences through the use of ap-

positives. Compare the first sentence with the second sentence.

Mr. Jones lives on Line Street.

Ht. Jones, our teacher, lives on Line Street.

In the first sentence, the subject-predicate pattern Is in evidence.

Jones" is the subject while "lives" is the predicate. The words "on Line

Street" involve the use of a prepositional phrase used as an adverb'. These--

-rds tell where Mr. Jones lives. In the second sentence, the words "our

teacher", are another name for Mr. Jones. ._Thus, an _ppositive h59 been.

added.

Dependent clauses may also be utIlIzed to expand sentences! Notic_ the

following 'two sentences:

1. John likes, to swim.

2. John sleeps InuCh.

Thesetwo sentences may be written as __e sentence, thus eliminating short,

choppy atements in Writing:



Although John sleeps much, he likes to s-im.

In this senten the dependent clause is tAlth_ugh John sleeps much".

"John" is the subjeci= and "sleeps" is the predicate. The dependent clau e

does not stand by Ite1f but makes sense when it is related to the indepen-

dent clause. The independent clause is "he l_ke to swim". The word "he"

is the subject and "MALkes" is the predicate. Thus, sentences can be expand-

ed through the use of dependent clause_. The dependent clauses are under-

-lin d in the- following sentences,

Imcanrnenoghmoney, he will buy a new basketball.

The boy who_works_in_the grocery store is our neighbor.

3. The.dog that wore_a new_collar.is my 'pet.

Pupils will reaLize that dependent clauses generally do not make sense

themselves. The dependent clauses add meaning-to an independent clause.

should 'have. 1)1e experience. _in expanding any sentence, pattern



Pupils also need tohave ample experiences when readin -s for learning

:in evidence pertaining to expanding sentences through:compounding. No--

tice.the following sentences.

Sally-sings.

Sally dances.

These entences follow the subje_ -predicate pattern. Monotonous writ-

ing is in evidence if all written work consisted of short sentences. The

two sentences may be rewrItten bycompounding the predicate part: Sally .

singe and dances. Two sentences may also be rewritten by compounding the

sUb ect:

1. Jim played baseball.

2. Owen played baseball.

3. 4im and Owenplayed baseball.

Sentence numbers one and t o above pertain to the subject-predicate-

direct object pattern Sentence number three compounds the subjects of

sentences one and two.

_ress, Pitch, and Juncture

Pupils need to become thoroughly familiar with meanings and applicii-

t on of concepts stress', pitch, and juncture.

When words are pronounced within a sentence, diff rences in stress

Study the following sentence: "Hand me the toysi"

ord 'hand" is stressed more than the other words in the

tence1 this 7-eans that the toys should be handed rather than thrown _ or tos-

ressing the word -" more then the other, words in the same sen.-

tence indicates that the fb9s should go to the person who is speaking Lfl

than to any other individust. _f the word-"toys" is atressed more than any,

nthpr wnrel 4,, th A- 1 --.h..



pamphlet, or other object.

'Pupils should practice speaking using the same sentence in meaningfu

. ways andstress a,diffeient selected word each time more than any other

word in the same sentence. A tape recorder might be utilized in-this learn-.

ing activity... .Pupils may then.perceive how a specific senten e changes i

meaning when a selected word is stressed mor than other words within the

senten-- Linguists recognize four degrees of stress. Pupils with teacher

-guidance should practice using different degrees of-stress when communicat-

ideas orally, in speaking experiences.

Pupils sheuld also have ample opportunities to practice using pitCh in

or-1 communication of ideas. Linguists recognize four degrees of pitch.

:Selected words in a sentence may be pitched higher or lower and.thus change

the Meaning-of a sentence. In some cages, --rds w211 b_ pitched highj-

_the end of a sentence when questions are asked Howeve- not all wordaare.

-pitched-higher at -he end of se-_tence when questIons are aaked,

the following _sentences:

1. Did you- dorany reading today?.

-Bill has moved?

In the second sentence, the ending word is pitched higher an compared

to the.ending word in the first. sentence. Pupils with the use of's. cassette

..reeerder should practice oral communication involving Interrogative sentences.

Learners may notice the degree of pitch of ending words in

may also notice hoW other

sentence. Pupils:

o ds are pitehed within these sentences as well as..

in impera ive, declarative, and exclamatory types of sentences. Attempts

should be made in identifying different degrees of pitch of words within sen-

:Much mlsinterprc r nee meaning occurs when juncture Is



utilized prop _ly in speaking and writing. Consider the following incorrect-

/y punctuated sentence: Atthe Ticnic jello salad ham sandwiches and milk

were served. It is difficult to determine how many different kinds of food

were served. 'The following might be possibilities depending upon pauses in

oral communication or commas in written communication wIthin each sentence:

1.- At the picnic jello, salad,:

2. At the picnic.jello salad, ham aandwiches, and milk were served.

3. At thelAcnic ello salad, ham sandwiches, and milk were served.

Pupils should practice reading and speaking different sentences -he:e

sandwiches, and milk were served.

proper placement of commie (or pa ing adequately between words) is impor-

tent. The meaning of a sentence can certainly change depending upon empha-

sized paUses within a specific sentence. As a further example, pertaining

juncture, considerthe following senten

1. Leon my cousin, works i7 a factory.

2. Leoni my cousin works in a factory.

In the first sentence, the speaker is stating a fact about Leon. In

the second sentence, the speaker is speaking directly to Leon. Using the

same words in a sentence, meanings can change depending upon printed comma

or orally emphas zed pauses within a sentence'.

Generating New Sentences

Puptis should have meaningful experiences pertaining to how a deblara4

sentence, for

-aø an interrogative sentence.

be changed to other kinds of sentences such

First of all pupils on the appropriatede-

understand and attach meaningto a kerns' sentence.--

and declarative. A dedl

_he subject of the kernel sentence he actor,



of ion. The following aie mp1ee kernel sentences:

John plays baseball.

_.. Paul works in a store.

Josephine eats in the neeStaa.

In each of the above senteMen fact is stated. Thus, a declarative

sentence is in evidence. Also, to iachoE the, sentences, the subject per-

forms the action. That is. in EMat nce number- one John does the playing.

In sentence two. Paul does the wOrk5q, while :in sentence three Josephine

does. the eating. Each of these ftelltaMs Way libe transformed or changed t

different kind of senteac- other chmthe de- larative sentence In sen-

tense nt=ber one which reads,

rd may be raised resulting

phy baseb.sall", the pitch of th_ ending

Iderrogative sentence. "John play

ball?" A few changes may al o be Mdain the cm7riginal sentence and result

the question:, ""Does John play lashl/?" ==r0 change the original dec/ar-

ative sentence t- negative, tha feOwing s emitence can -esult: "Jehn does

not play baseball.' The o-iginal dwkstive emaentence might also be rewrit-

en tos- te a request: "Johr- pleancipley ba5mseball." A command may result

when making the:following selected hingeo: "JEFohnolay baseball." Impera-

tive sentences result when requestO ocommandemo are in evidence. Very few

Changes need to be made wh-n changfatagdecla atilLve sentences to the follow-

Sentences which ask quea

Sentences which issue co

Sentences which

the declarative

n be transformed to read tlalopley: hamtseball!" The latter sen

entencr tOSAL hnaa plays baseball", the



reveales strong feeling en_ states an exclamatory sentence. The same words

t.sfed for -he de larative and exclamatory sentences. The only difference

the end punctuation marks. Declarative sentences end with periods

whiid ettclamatory sentences end with exclamation points.

Usage and CommunIcation of Ideas

ThL4e words a speaker uses when communicating ideas orally or in writing

are a maAitter of choice. Hiddle class individuals in society, in most cases,

demand 1:hat standard English be spoken. However, effective communication

also Maces place with the use of nonstandard Engl_ h. Contrast the follow-

ing paLs of sentences.

They have completed theIr work.

They done their work.

I haven t any money.

ain't got no money.

I ran i_ a ra e.

I ranned i__ a race

He is going to town.

He goin to town.

doubt effective commun cation cen take place when using either

standara or nonstandard English. In selected environments nonstandard

English' accepted as good and sounds right to its users

standard English only,

In other en-

acceptable. An Lmportant

IS thar the teacher accept all pupils as having much worth if

nonstandard Engliah IS Seokeri.- Each pergon is important in

he _ is the heart of democratic thinking. Each

achieving optimum d velopment.



be corrected on the scene so that standard English alone might be an impor-

tant end result. Linguists have stated the following for not using this

approach:

The pupil may come to feel that his/her home environment is infer-

since nonstandard English is unacceptable in school.

2. Pupils cannot make rapid changes when switching from nonstandard to

standard English in the school and -lass setting.

Negative attitudes

teachers criticiz

standard English.

Basically, it does

are developed toward speaking a d writing when

the speaking efforts of those who speak n-

not help most pupils in making desired elan es

to speaking standard English.

Pupils who speak nonstandard English can learn

lish in the fol owing ways:

by listening to the teacher who may

standard:English.

by reading library books which utilLze standard English In its

Content.

by listening to pupi_

by listening to tapes

to speak standard Eng-

serve as a model in speaking

speak where standard English is used.

and records pertaining to content in relevant

units pf study where meaningful standard English is used by the

speaker.

by viewing and-listening to content in :lides,

-ips where standard English is used.

by listening

standard Engl

o presentations by resource

sh in communicating idea-s .

lime and m=

personne who utIlIze



as well as use nonstandard English in he home environment. Thus, usage

in speaking and writing pertains to choices of words and word order that

are made in commu icating ideas.

In Sumary

It is important for pupils to ultimately understand patterns of sen-

tences in the English language. These sentence patterns include subject-

Iiredicate subject-predicate-di-ect object, sub ect-linking verb-predicate

adjective subject-linking verb- predicate nominative, and subject-predi-

cate-Andirect object- direct object pattern. Pupils should also attach

meaning to the concept of expanding sentences. Sentences may be expanded

through the use of modifiers, app ives, dependent clauses, and compound-

ing. It is important for learners to attach meaning to con-epts such

stress pitch, and juncture. Meanings of sentences change,when utiliz ng

these concepts.

Learners should be able to cha3ge sentences in-functional writing and

speaking situation om kernal sentences to those involving the asking

qii-eations the stating of negatiye and the issuing of commands or requests.

Pupils wIth teacher guidance need to understand the :_ncept of usage as it

relates to standard and nonstandard En lish in oral and written communica-

tion -f content,



GRAMMAR, THE PUPIL, AND THE CURRICULUM

Each pupil needs to study how theEnglish language works. A lea ner' ay

then be able to describe the operation of. the English language. Linguists have..

made relevant contributions in aaststing teachers to teach thaatructureof the

English language. Hopefully pupils will learn to speak and write with in reased,

proficiency after studying the structure of the English language.

Structural grammar describes diverse sentence.patterns used by.pupil

school and...in society. If pupils understand'and attach meaning to differen

'patterns of:sentences, the _skills of listening, speaking, reading, and

might be developed

arts fits into a certain sentence pattern. The balance if-this paper will ex--

amine five sentence patt(:trns used by pupils in the curri ulum of life.

readily. Each sentence communicated in the language

Structural Grammar

Which sentence patterns are vital for pupils to learn? One commonly used

sentence followa the subject-predicate-direct object pattern Nounverb-noun

may also be used to describe the same sentence pattern. Notice the folle ing

sentences:

(a) John walked a mile. "John " is a noun and Is the subject -f the

sentence. "RalkeW1 is a verb and predicate

"Mile" is a noun and the direct object.

Alice likes ros

f the e sentence.

"Alice" is a noun and subject of -h_ aentence

"Likes" is a verb and predicate of the sentence while

a noun, as well: as ciAirect object.

There are an endless ntMlberof name -that pupils can :provide to replace-

eaciv of the above named subject

placed by selected words. For example, in sentence

wo entences :Each verb-can be re-

ne above,: pupIl may say,



the following:

(a) John ran a mile (c) John trotted a mile.

(b) John skipped a mile. (d) John swam a mile.

The direct object of the same sentence also can be changed- as is true of

the following sentencea:

(a) John walked kilomerer, or other metric measurement.

(b) John walked a dtatanc

A second sentence for pupils to study is the subject-predi-a e or noun-verb

p ttern. Examples of the subject--predicate pattern include:

(a) Nan swims.

(b) Arthur runs.

Pupils with teacher guidance may provide nouns which replace -he subjects

"Nan" and "Arthur" in the above named sentences. Learners can al o replace the

predicate with an endless numb r of verbs. Each sentence still maintains the

sam patt rn, even though the subject and/or predicate is replaced.

A third sentence for pupils to understand ia the subject-predicate-ind rect

object-direct object pattern also called the noun-verb-noun-noun pattern. Ex-

amples of the subject-predicate-indirect object-direct object pattern include

the following:

a) Mother gave Jean a present.

(b) Albert handed Jim a baseball.

AVfourth sentence le the aub -linking verb-predicate ad e

amples :include the following:

(a) The deg is big.

(b) The vase is old.

There are numerous other nouns which pupils may give to replace the sublect

. cat, boy, girl., pleat, insect, and tree. The linkingve b "is" can

t ve pattern.
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be replaced with "was". The predicate adjective "big" modifies the subject

"deg". Many predicate adjectives may well replace "big", e.g. small, short,

large, heavy, old, young, and spotted.

A fifth sentence for pupils to unders and is the sub ect-linkin- verb-pre-

dicate noun pattern--The man is a plumber. The subject "man" equals "plumber".

The two nouns are connected by the linking verb "is". Again, pupils may p

sent additional nouns in place of the subject "man", a different linking verb

other than "is", and other predicate nouns than "plumber". And yet, the pattern

of the sentence remains the same.

Sentences ideally, should come from pupils pertaining to diverse patterns.

The achool/class environment may provide centent to have pupils study the foi-

l° ing sentence patterns:

(a) subject- predicate oun-verb)

(b) subject-predieate- direct objec (noun-verb-noun)

(c) subject-predicate-indirect object-direct object (noun-vrb- un-noun

(d) subject-linking verb-predicate adjective

subject-linking verb- predicate noun

"Interesting learning experiences may be provided in assisting pupils to

expand each sentence pattern.

One method of expanding sentences pertains to the use of modifiers. Single

d and phrases may be utilized to modify selected words. Consider the rollow-

ing aentence:

The cat chased the ball (subject-p edicate-direct object pattern ). Pupils

abovecan be asked to tell What kind ef-cat might one see according to the

named sentence. Responses by pupils may include "large", "yell ',gray', and

Phrases may:also be used to describe the cat e.g ith a red ribbonti

h largebeaming gyes". Learners may also provide words and phrases



Which describe the verb "chased", e.g. "slowl " "rapidly" and "with great

speed".

A second means of expanding sentences involves the use of dependent clauses.

Nottce the following two sentences:

(a) The boy played in the yard (subject-predicate pat e ).

(lb) The boy was tall (subject-linking verb- predicate adjective pat ern

The two sentences may be transformed into a complex sentence containing an

independent and a dependent clause:

The boy who was tall played in the ya d. The independent clauseThe boy

played in the yard--has a subj _t-predicate word group -"boy played". The d

pendent clause--who was tall--also contains a subject "who" and a linking verb

third means of expanding sentences pertains to compounding diverse parts.

: Notice the following two sentences:

(a) Alice sang (pubject-predicate pattern).

(b) Alice played the piano (subject-predicate-direct ob ect pattern).

Compounding the predicate part of each sentence, the transformation reads--

Alice sang and played the piano.

Subjects of two separate related sentences may also be compounded:

(a) Hero d swam (subject-predicate patter:

(b) James swam (sub- ect-ptedicate pattern).

Transforming the two sentences into one with a compound subJect, the sen-

tence reads.--Harold and James awai

A fourth method of expending sentences involves the use o_ qpposi.tives .

Consider the following two sentences:

John is a leader in school:(sub -linking verb- predicate noun :pa

tern of _entence
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J hn receives excellent grades in all subject matter areas (sub-

ject-predicate-direct object pattern).

The two sentences may be transformed into one using an appositive:

J hn, a leader in school, receives excellent grades in all subject matter

areas. The word 'leader is an appositive and is in oposition with John.

Stress ?itch, and Juncture

Consider the following sentence with the underlined word receiving

the most stress as compared to any other word. Bring me a napkin. Since

the word "bring" receives major stress in the sentence, the speaker wants

someone to bring, rather than throw or toss a napkin. If the pronoun "me"

received major stress, the speaker wants the napkin brought to the self,

rather than to

be On the word

recognize four levels of stress. In an exclamatory sentence, each word

may emphasize the highest level of stress, e.g. John hit a homerun!

Words in oral communication may be pitched higA er or lowier. Linguists

recognize four levels of pitch. Notice the following declaiative sentence:

others in the TOOM envirenment. Should the primary stress
/the speaker wishes a napkin to be brought rather than a

"napkin"-, / fork, plate, or some other object. Linguists

John is back in school. A speaker lowers the pitch of voice in concluding
Using the same words as is true in the declarative sen enee4'

a declarative sentence, one may raise the pitch of voice considerablrat

the end of the declarative sentence. The result is an interrogative sen-

tence, e.g. John is back in school? The ending word or syllable in an in-

terrogative sentence does not always receive the highest pitch. Notice the

following sentence: Are you going to tdOn? The word Tote' generally re-

ceives the highest pitch within the above named interrogative sentence. The

pitch of voice is lowered at the end of the sentence .

is vital for pupils to emphasize proper juncture pauses) between

(open juncture), as well as within a word (closed juncture). Words
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are joined together if open juncture is not emphasized. Selected letters

or sounds are omitted if closed juncture is lacking. Adequate emphasis on

juncture needs to be placed when words come in a series. Notice the fol-

lowing sentence: Mary, Ellen, Janice, Sue, and Margaret ate jello , salad,

ham sandwiches, and milk at the picnic.

How many girls attended the picnic? Five. How many different food

Items were served at the picnic? Five. The number of different indivi-

duals and the number of food categories served at the picnic is shown wi h

commas to separate items in a series. In oral communication, items in a

series are separated with pauses of appropriate length. Notice how many

people and food items were served at the picnic in the following sentence:

Mary Ellen, Janice Sue, and Margaret ate jello salad, ham sandwiches, and

milk at the picnic. Three people as well as three food items, were served

at the picnic. The same words used in a different way may show four people

and four food items served at the picnic as is true in the following sen-

tence: Mary, Ellen, Janice Sue, and Margaret ate jello , salad, ham sand-

wiches and milk at the picnic. Showing juncture with appropriate punctua-

tion marks in writing or pauses of proper duration in oral communication

is vital.

In Summary

Pupils need to increase their skills to describe how the English lan-

guage works. It is significant then for pupils to study and understand

diverse sentence pa tern_ as well"as means of expending sentences.- In ad7

dition pupils need to attach meaning to the concepts of's ress, pitch,

and juncture. Hopefully, understanding how the English language operates

shoul4 assiSt each pupil to listen speak, read, and write more,effectively.
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GOALS IN TUE ORAL COMMUNICATION CURRICULUM

Learners need to develop relevant skills in oral communication

to communicate effectively with others. Which goals might

be salient for student attainment.

1. developing proficiency in discussion groups. Numerous situations in

school and in society stress the s gnificance of being quality participants

hin a discussion setting. Each person needs to participate but not domi-

nate a discussion. Staying on the topic and not digressing can emphasize

productiv ty in discussions. Content needs to be presented clearly, concisely,

and in a meaningful manner.

achieving competency in presenting reports. rf a student Is pre-

senting an oral book report, he/she should

'Ca provide sequential content.

(b) utilize suitable vocabulary terms, understandable to listeners

(c) .haVe subject matter well in mind.

(d) develop andmaintain listener's attention.

.3. introducing individuals to others in acceptable ways.

Thus, the introducer

must introduce persons using a clear speaking voice.

--(b) needs t 'know the names and selected items _f interest about each

person to be introduced to share -ith involved individuals. A. Conversion may

then ensue after introductions have been-made.

gaining skills in interviewing pe-ople. To become a skilled -inte

viewer, the .following are salient:

(a) have relevant questions well in mind prior to the interview.

'().) keep in mind comments made .by. the-interviewee pertaining to responses

questions
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(e)

clarify, when necessa y comments to questions.

summarize main ideas prior to ending the interview.

write down conclusi--s of the interview, after the interview has

been ended.

achieving increased skills in additional oral communica ion activities

cz-1 as in

(a) impromptu or extemporaneous speaking.

(b) presenting demonstrations involving a process to listeners.

(c) creative dramatics and formal dramatizations.

(d) a commercial or advertisement.

(e) reading orally. to -A

(f) describing an otject or p ocess.

The teacher pf oral communication needs to use recommended p inciples of

learning

ers.

in guiding :learnerachievement. The approved criteria include

making learnings meaningful to students.

providing for.indiVidual differences.

'developing purpose within students for learning.

4. guiding learners to became successful achievers.

emphasizing attainable goals in the curriculum.

stressing self-appraisal of achievement by invol ed studen

Each learner needs to.attainoptimally in oral communication to be success-

ful in school and in society.



CREATIVE EXPRESSION IN ORAL COM4UNICATION

ch learning activities might be provided to guide learners in developing

feelings of creativity to communicate subject matter orally?

1. Have topics for an impromptu speech on separate slips of paper in a box.

A student may choose or select a title at random. After an appropriate interval

of time the involved I arner may present the extemporaneous speech to other

learners in the class setting. The following topics are provided as examples:

a) My greatest accomplishment in life.
b) A difficult experience.
c) An enjoyable time.

2. Guide students to make a set of puppets and a puppet stage. Sack puppets take

relatively little time to make. Sock puppets are more time consuming to make.

Challenge a set of three to four students to develop a presentation for the

entire class, using puppets of their own choosing. Subject matter for the

p esentation might come from a unit of study in history or other curriculm area

Each committee of students needs to plan relevant -peaking parts for the puppet

presentation. 3: Have students develop a creative dramatics presentation.

Background subject matter may come from a literature unit c_

area. Oral communicatIon parts are not preplanned prior t

-her subject ma

the presentation

to the entire class. Rather, each learner speaks as the need arises. Accuracy,

comprehensiveness and creativity are vital guidelines utilize in appraising

the creative dramatics presentation. A. Implement a continued story activity in

Thus, the teacher states a few initiating sentences in the creative

A student adds a few sentences to Continue thestory. Additional



learners in sequence add content. Novelty and uniqueness of ideas are to be

encouraged. S. Encourage students to present creativs book reports. The following

are provided as suggestions:

a) Sell the library book to listeners by mentioning fascinating content.
b) Tell about the most interesting part of the library book to a committee.
e) Emphasize what might be changed in a book to make for improved literature.
d) Change a character in the library book and indicate the resultant consequences.
e) Develop a unique setting for the book.
f) Supgest a different plausible plot.
g) adapare two library books written by the same author.
h) Analyze a.pair of library books on the same/similar topic WTI. e /tiXo different

authors.

6. Challenge a committee of students to'state orally as many uses as possible

of an egg beater or _ther object. Respect for the thinking of all learners is

important!

The teacher needs to provide stimulating experiences in oral communication

to guide each learner to achieve optimally.
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ORAL COMMUNICATION AND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF...LEARNING

To assist pupils to achieve optimally)teachers need to follow

guidelines from the psychology cf learning in ongoing units of

study. Individuals bascally possess four vocabularies--li ten-

ing speaking, reading, and writing. There are interactions between

and among these vocabularies. Prior to learning to speak, the

-.young childlistens to sounds, syllables, words, andsentenCes pre-

sented by others in the environment. 'Models

learning to speak. Aa pupils develop in the

tation',-.the learner

are then provided in

area., o f oral corn uni-

listens to contentpresented. by others, as

:well as-.to initiate ideas If-the child'has develope&proficiency

in communicating ideas orally 'to .others, the act of reading be-

comes increasingly more sophisticated in achievement. Wh ti/has
been said is recorded in reading materials. Hopefully, the 'learner

will alsD.achieve sequential progress in writing ideas that can

also be expressed orally.
recommended

The balance of this paper,will.pertatn to utilizing prin7

c pleS of:learning ln guiding pupils to achieve optimally in

ing.aptivities..

e inOral 'Communication.
. .

PuPils,need.to-..experience.pur:osa inongoing experiences



and activities. If learners perceive purpose in learninglreasons

are intrinsically accepted for participating in oral communication.

Thus, if pupil's are to participate in the making of introductionS,

the teacher can deductively assist pupils to perceive purpose in

this activity. Reasons are then presented by the teacher as to

why pupils should learn to introduce individuals in a satisfying

.:manner. These reasons may also be accepted by pupils dn an induc-

--Live man er. The teacher then becomes a good asker of questions

to guide.pupils sequentially to.perceive purpose in the making of

introductions. In-the school setting and. in _the curriculum of

life, introductions are made. ;Selected occasions, among others,

requiring the making of''introductions include,tha following:-

1. A: new punil has arrived in the school/class setting.

2. Parents .are visiting their thildl:s classroom during

Education Week.

A resource person is invited to the class setting to

-participate in a specific learning activity.

Interest In-Oral Communication

The interests of pupils need t be developed/maintained in

ongoing experiences e phasizing speaking activities. Pupils

who lack interest and zeal for learning may indeed achieve

adequately in the:speaking arena. To develop interest in oral



communication, among other means, a variety of speaking activities

need to be emphasized. The following experiences may then be

offered:

engaging in creative dramatics and formal dramatizations.

2. giving oral reports and making announcements.

presenting impromptu speeches.

participating in panel reports and discussions.

5. telling stories

6. 'conversing with others.

Pri r to participating in diverse speaking activities, readi-

ness ler learning needs to be developed within pipAls. Background

content must be acquirod-by pupils. Thu's, learners individually.:

have...relevant facts, concepts, and generalizations to utilize in

each speaking -experience.- Motivations or an inward desire to

milat also be.in evidence. Motivated learners }lave a higher

-energy level to achieve vital objectives, as compared to the, non-

. motivated. A teaching learning strategy Should emphasize:appro-

priate- initiating activities. A.carefully chosen film for example,

ay 'well 'provide pupils yith needed models, conte_t, andexamPles
o spur pUpils on dn the area of..participatingin creative drama

.tics. The teacher may also provide an enthusiastIc interesting

model for-.pupils to follow in, the creaive dram tics domain.

,Meapingful Learnings -nd Oral Communication

EaciLpupil'needs to achieve meaning in on (Ding activiti

and experiences. 'Thus, learners individUally can :understand
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which is learned to achieve releva-t under-tandings, skills and

attitudinal objectives. If a pupil, for example is to communi-

cate directions in the making of a selected item or object

volved content and processes must be unders ood. Otherwise, a

quality speaking experience, in general, is not possible. Learn-

ings understood by pupils are.retained longer and transferred to

new situations more readily than those experiences that are vague

or meaningless. Ti e spent by the teacher in guidins pupils to

understand new l-arnings is:Lime that is well spent. The facts,

concepts and generaliza-ions contained in the directions must

be meaningful to pupils on an Individual basis.

To provide meaningful experiences, individualizatior. of in-

tructiori needs to be in evidence. One can perceive of individual-

ation of instruction in several ways:

1. Each pupil 'needs to attain stated sequential measurably

stated objectiveq. The rate of achieving these ends will vary

om learner to learner depending upon capabilities possessed.

2 Pupils Individually may select the learning center and

task sequentially to achieve optimally in oral com unication. The

.1-*Sk .chosen, at a given tigre. pends upon the-n ed* Interests

and purpOses of the dmiolved pupil.

3 .Teacherpupil planning.may be utilized to select 010.7...

jectivesv,activitiesv. and evaluation .proCedures in oral communication.



Providing for individual differences is a key end

pupil planni

Balance Among Objectives

The teacher needs to choose 'diverse categories of objec

tives to assist pupils to achieve optimally in oral communica ion.

Learners do need to attain an adequate number of understandings

objectiv Pupils then acquire necessary facts, concepts, and

generalizations. Achieving understandings endS, hOwever, is

adequate... Pupils also need to utilize acquired understandln

Thus, skills objectives are al o evant to achieve. in mpha-

-sizing .skills endsi, pupils utilize, hat thich has been learned

previously. A third kind-of. objective, to emphasize in teaching

.learning situations is attitudes for learners to acquire. Quality

attitUde6 affect how well pupils i-divAdually at ain under tan- ,ngs

and skills objectives.

Certainly, each of these domai-- of objecives--underStandi

skills, and'attitudes--is vital to stress ih oral communication.

It is relevant for each pupil to dev lop profic ency

nicalion... ltportIon An soc. 1 oty in Oractf

others using diverse kinds of pealung purposes.

nApral

'he. school/claSs

etting must assist pupils to achieve optimally in the oral com-

munication arena!



ORAL COMMUNICATION, CREATIVITY, AND THE PUPIL

Too frequently, pupils engage in speaking activities which stress

conf rmity in thinking. Thus, pupils may have been engaged in learning

experiences such as the following:

1. giving an oral report to the class using ideas directly con-

tained i__ an encyclopedia.

2. presenting a book report to the class containing content as, it

was Written in- the library bOok.

3. taking-part in adiscussion where recall- of previously developed

,learnings.hasically- represents the highest level of cognition.

-_.important for pupils.orally to engage in creatively communicat

ing content to others. Situations in life demand that unique, novel

solutions to problems are in evidence. Old solutions may not work in

solving per onal and social problem

Orally communicating ideas to others is important in the language arts

curriculum. Too frequently, pupils largely develop skills in the area of

writing facts, concepts,.generalizations and main. idea- This..is mportant:

.However, adequate dtphasis must also be given...to develop pupils''skills t

the optimum in communicating ideas orally .to other_

Speaking Acttvities and the Pupil

The teacher needs to structure the learning environment so that it

encourages puPil p___icipation in spontaneously_presenting ideas to others

in a stimulating environment. Thus, a variety of experiences must be p

vided for pupils so that unique, novel creative ideas

end result.

are an important



Learning centers involving oral communication may be set up to guide

pupils to become proficient in speaking. These centers should contain

learning experiences which

) are interesting to learners.

(b) provide meaningful content for pupils.

(c) make provision for individual differences.

(d) stimulate and encourage unique ideas and pr ducts.

(e) guide pupils to perceive purpose in learning.

Thus speaking cente s such as the following may be developed by the

teacher as well as through teacher-pupil planning:

1 A Record Your Voice Center. At this center, pupils may engage

practicing the speaking of selected sentences using appropriate stress,

pitch, and juncture. Thus, for example, pupils may choose a sentence and

practice stressing a particular word more than others in context. This

learning activity may be repeated u ing the same sentence, but each time

a different word is stressed within that sentence. The use of the tape

recorder should provide f edback to learners. Learners may then d scuss

how the meaning of a sentence changes as a particular word is stressed more

than others in context. Four degrees of stress should be emphasized in

this learning experience involving oral communicati n.

Pupils may also choose a specific sentence and practice pitching

selected wo ds at different levels. With fe dback to learners of the

recorded voice, pupils can be guided in identifying four degrees of pitch.

Learners may also record their voices when a particular sentence is

spoken using appropriate juncture at different places within a sentence.

For example, pauses may be exhibited at different places in the sentence --
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"The children at the picnic ate chocolate, ice cream, jello, salad, ham,

salad, sandwiches, and cake," or"rhe children at the picnic ate

chocolate ice cream, jello salad, ham salad, sandwiches, and cake."

There, of course, are other possibilities for using appropriate juncture

in the previous sentence. Pupils should discuss how meanings change

within a sentence as appropriate changes are made in juncture.

2. Reporting a Library Book Center. A variety of library books need

to be available at this center. These books should be on diverse topics

f interest to meet the needs of individual pupils. The content should

be written on different levels of reading achievement. Following the

reading of selected library books, pupils may engage within a committee

setting reporting interesting content of books read.

Creative ideas may also be pre ented by pupils when repor ing on

library books read. Thus, a learner may wish to present a creative en -

ing to a library book, other than the conclusion given in the book. Or,

individual pupils may tell additional adventures or present a different

beginning than that given in the library book.

3 Tell a Story Center. Titles for storytelling may be written

on small cards and placed in a box. Pupils individually may select one

f these story titles and plan an oral presentation to be given to peers

in a committee setting. There are many kinds of ory titles from which

learners may select such as

modified stories relating to Paul Bunyan and Pecos Bill tall

exploring a haunted house (mystery).

-being lost in a- cave -nd attempting to find a way out



(d )
explaining how a lion became known as the king of beasts in a

jungle (myth or legend).

(e) obtaining three things that are de ired most in life (magic).

4 A Problem Solving Center. Pupils with teacher guidance may

select relevant problems to discuss at this center. The use of audio-

visual aids may help to set the stage for learners to identify important

problems. These probl ms should be interesting,
meaningful, and purpose-

ful to learners individually.
Thus, in viewing a

filmstrip or a set of

slides on the Middle East, pupils may be st mulated in asking the follow-

ing questions:

(a) Why i s the Ho y Land area important to Jews, Moslems and

Christians?

(b) What possible
alternatives are available in solving problems

pertaining to the Jews and the Arabs
wanting the same area of land such

as the West Bank of the Jordan?

(c) What events led up to the pres nt disagreements
between Arabs

and Jews?

A variety of refer nce sources including reading and nonreading

materials should be available to learners to aid in attempting to gather

data and solve relevant problems within a committee setting.

5 A Creative Dramatics Center.
Pupils may, first of all, read a

library book of their own choosing and dramatize the content_ Speaking

parts may be developed as the heed arises in the dramatization activity.

-ble titles of books that may be dramatized could include

'(a) Whe e'the Wild Things Are,by Maurice Sendak.

And To'ThinkiThat
I,Saw it On Mulberry Street by Dr Sense..



Once A Mouse by Marcia Brown.

(d) The Egg Tree by Katherine Milhous.

Pupils having completed reading one of the above named library books

would need to discuss comprehended ideas. Ultimately, these learners may

engage in a creative dramatics presentation.

6. Other.Centers. There are many other possibilities to develop

learning centers involving oral communication. Thus, pupils may engage

in speaking activities involving

(a) the.making of introductions.

the giving of directions.

ipating in discussions.

(d ) explaining how an object is made.

(e telling about one s hobby or hobbies.

(f ) sharing an important happening or event with others.

In Summary

Each learning center in the class setting involving oral comat_ical-

tion should be attractive and appealing tO learners Punila must find

Speaking activities at each learning center to be purposeful, interesting,
with teacher gnidance

and mean msful. Thus, pupils should learn to communicate well with others

using the spoken Voice.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES IN ORAL OMMUNICATION

There ae sttulating activities in speaking whicieb might guide students to

achieve more ceptimally in oral expression. Which expere-iences might then be pro-

vided for leaelreers7

I. Assi-t students to engage in impromptu speakireeg. Thus, a student may
select a topic fromumng others printed on congruent s'IClips of paper housed in a box.
The involved larnermight then be allotted three minute_es to prepare the related talk.
Topics for the presentation might include:

a. the resse ofalternatives other then war as a meseans of settling disputes among
naticeens.

b. methds &minimizing unemployment .

c. nuclar weapons in a world of change.

After-- theoml communication activity has beerme completed, the involved
learner with tacherouidance may evaluate.the completecS3 experience.

2. Guidea learners to present novel book reports. Amon° other means the fol-
lowing may chalt lengelearner progress:

a. draw and explain one or more illustrations cov--ering content read .

b. pantmenimesalient generalizations covered in teehe book .

writee a leiter to the author telling what was liked about the content.
Sharee the cmtents of the letter with other steAedents .

writee a playusing subject matter inherent in the library book. Select
other- learners to present the presentation in --the classroom.

Have letudet develop a continued story. The --teacher may start a creative
story. A few 1 eines only, need to be stated orally in theme beginning. A student adds
sequential contnt tthe story. Other learners in seguemence add additional novel
ideas. Within remmable period of time, the story shemeuld have a suitable ending.
Students need ten thinkof original content for the story and express oral content
clearly.

4. Guicle stuhnts to participate in classroom de-e-bates. Criteria for effec-
tive debating neeted divessing. Adequate background infotmrmation needs to be possessed
by involved lezeirreeeim be effective participants. Possesible issues for debate,
depending upon -Inherentreadiness factors within learnersee, include:

a. the pr-os and cons of capital punishment
.

b. econerreeic development of selected areas versus =eons rvation of the natural
envircemment.
solutions toproblems of inflation .

abortion upondemand versus right to life propcmenents .

legal and mnl definitions of death pronounceement in situations involving
utilimationof life support equipment in selecteeed cases.

Developingr appropriate understandings, skills, and attitudinal goals is vital
in learning acti leitiminvolving oral communication.
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5. Assist studnts to describe a process in order to complete a given pro-duct. Which processes- might be relevant for the speaker, as well as listeners, topursue?

a. the making o---f a representative food dish of a foreign nation.
b. the developavient of a model, such as.a miniature oar, boat, or house.c. the use of renewable..sources .of . energy, such as.solar and geothermal

sources.

6. There are numierous other quality orai communication experiences which
need emphasizing.. .The_e include participating in discussions, making of ntroduc-tions, giving of .directZions, advertising a product, as well as conversing profic-iently with others.
-. Each student neels to be guided to achieve optimally in oral communi cation.Success or. failure in -3 ife may be a relevant end result in developing proficiency
or lack of it in 'commurnicating -effectively with others.
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THE GIILD AS A LISTENER

No one would deny that all individuals lose out on gaining importzul

ideas due to poor listening. The teacher can help pupils to become b--tter

listeners. This skill nust botaught. Try the following and see if privils

improve in their ability to listen better.

1. Let each child decideupon an approach he wants to use to impP-x-ove

listening within other children. He may crush a sheet of paper on a t-zdple

in back of the room while the rest of the pupils cannot Sep the action_ with

closed eyes and heads on theirdesks. One of the listeners can say wht

made the sound. Another pupilmay lightly strike a tumbler with a spoiln

The other children in the classwould then identify the sound with eye

closed and heads on their desks.

2. Many pupils have cassette recorders. For homework they coulsa

record sounds in the home or inthe outdoors In class, students cou10.

name the sound. There are manyinteresting sounds for pupils to recona

such as a dog barking, a cat meowing, the clatter of dishes, a baby coca*ing,

and a car engine in operation.

The teacher can take ddldren on an excursion in or near the E;cliool

grounds. A child could challenge other pupils to nano the cause of a stound

just heard in the environuont The sounds could pertain to a hooting canirl,

chattering squirrel, chirpingbirds, and whistling wind.

4. For a change of pace,each child could write a riddle about a

person imal, place or thing Pupils could then give the name requird

to answer the riddle. The follming riddle could be written by a child_



I am a very strong animal
and live in the forests.
I have beautiful stripes and
am feared by most other jungle animals.
What am I?

Pupils must listen carefully to the riddle to be able to give the correct

answer required as a response.

5. Pupils with teacher guidance could discuss ways to help the class

improve in the area of listening. The discussion could end by listina these

guidelines on the chalkboard. Cooperatively, the teacher and pupils could

help to minimize those factors that hinder in good listening.

6. Pupils in a class could help plan objectives and learning activities

for units of study. For example, in a unit on space travel the teacher

could help pupils decide upon questions and problems of interest to learners.

Following the identification of these questions and problems, learning

activities which provide needed information could be selected through teacher-

pupil planning. These learning activities could involve excursions, slides

films and filmstrips, reading, dramatization, and the use of other reference

sources ils must listen carefully if they are involved in selecting

objectives and learning experiences.

7. A listening center is important in any classroom. Here, pupils

would listen to cassettes and tapes relating to different units of study.

The teacher can write task cards to evaluate pupil comprehension in listening.

:The cards should contain interesting questions for pupils to respond to.

8 Last,,but not least. The teacher must present a good modelas a

listener. Thus, the teacher Would be a good listener when taking-part in

oral communication!



HOW SHOULD LISTENING BE TAUGHT?

Two selected psychologies of education can apply to the

teach ng of listening. Good listeners can learn much content

by listening carefully to the thinking of others and teaching

becomes more rewarding if learners listen attentively to ongoing

presentations. Less need exists for repeating directions',

statements, and subject matter if pupils are proficient

listeners.

asurable Ob ectives and the Listen in Curriculum

Precise objectives may be used to assist learners in

improving..listening skills. After instruction, pupil.progress

is measured to determine whether each objective has -r has not

been attained.

Measurably stated ends need to be written sequentially

by the teacher.in,ascendingorder of complexity. Alearner

needs ti achieVe an objective with.:measurable certainty.

before working-to achieve-the next sequential-goal

Learners ideally should experience-success in achieving

each objective. Care ul attention theni- needs to be given.:

to writing objectives which are attainable, neither too com-

pleX nor-too simple.



The following are examples of-specific objectives

involving listening:

1. After listening to c_ntent in a cassette recording,

the pupil will list in writing three facts and three

opinions.

2. The pupil will say, orally, three generalizations

stated in a discussion.

3. After listening to a set of directions, the pupil

will follow these sequentially in preparing a .food

dish.

The teaCher needs to select a variety of learning,-activi-

ties to-assist learners to achieve objectives. Eachpupil

needs to experience activities which are meaningful, interesting,

and purposeful. After instruction, the teacher may then measure

if an objective has been achieved before the next Sequential

goal is emphasized.

General Obectives and the Listenin. Cu riculum

Some educators advocate open-ended goals in teaching pupi s.

Perhaps the most relevant learnings for pupils cannot be measured.

For example, it is difficult or impossible to measu e in a

precise manner interests possessed by learners. But a teacher,

in general, may appraise whether pupils are or are not interested

in learning. Another difficult area to appraise is learner



motivation. A teacher cannot, by any means, measure precisely

how much motivation a pupil has in learning. Further, one

cannot measure purpose in learning. However, by observing

pupils, the teacher can obtain generalized data on pupil

purpose and motivation.

General objectives do .give direction as to which skills

pupils need to develop in listening. Consider the following

skills objectives:

To develop within the pupil skIll in listening to

1. acquire facts, concepts, and generalizations.

2. think critically and creatively.

3. follow directions as well as to _o low a sequence

of ideas.

To achieve desired general objective.s, the teacher needs

to select worthwhile learning activities for pupils. l)upil-

teacher planning.might also be utilized in choosing learning

experiences.

Ultimately, the teacher-and pupils need to appraise.

achievement in .the language arts curri ulum.

The, teacher 'may evaluate the'quality of lis ening expc-r-

'-iencesproVided by reflecting Upon the following questions:

-.1.-..'- .Did 1 :select interesting experiences for pupils?.

,Were the'experiences understandable and meaningful

pupilS?:



Were the activities purposeful for learners in the

listening curriculum

4. Was each pupil guided to achieve optimally?

5. Did I emphasize rational balance among understandings,

skills, and attitudinal goals?

6. Were individual differences among pupils adequately

provided for?

if activity centered procedures are used, pupils with

teacher guidance may be involved in planning, implementing, and

evaluating 'diverse projects. Thus', listening experiences might

1De _emphasized in the following:activities i_volving project

development:

1. developing a mural, diorama, and individual pencil

sketches.

27 making models, objects, and replicas.

3. engaging in processing experiences such as in-making

.butter, ice cream, soap, and candles.

-.participating in creative dramatics,-formal d a a-

tizations- and pantomimes.

5 planning excursions "and exhibits.

Each pupil needs toachieve improved listening skills in

:an activity-. centered curriculum. Learners may then be guided

to answer questionsHsuch as the following

1. Did I listen as carefully as.Possible to others in

ongoing activities and experiences?._



2. HOW might I improve personal listening skills?

Did I assist other learnersto il_rease their listen-

ing skills?

Two psychologies of teaching listening are discussed in

this paper. In the first psychology, the teacher might have

le_rners sequentially achieve measurably stated. objective's

After appropriate learning experiences have been provided, the .

. teacher may measure .wheth=- a learner has or has not attained.

.each measurable goal. If a.-pupil has been successful' in

achieving an objective, he orshe-may-then achieve the next

sequential objective. The e_ds are arranged in ascending order,.

of difficulty. An unsuccessful learner in goal achievement

needs t- have a modified teaching-learning strategy.

In the second, general objectives are interpreted In terMS

of content-pupils are to acquire in thelistening curricuium.

These goals provide general direCtion alto What pupils a

learn. Avariety of experiences should guide pupils in achiev.-

ing flexible ends



DIAGNOSIS, THE .OUPIL, AD LISTENING

Good teachers must possess skills pertaining to diagnos4ng pupil

deficiencies in learning. Thus, pupils may be guided in the direction of

remedying the problematic situation following diagnosis.

Listening, together with speaking, reading, and writing,represent four

vocabularies that are developed in the language arts. Listening is the very

first vocabulary developed by infants; it is an excellent means of learning

during an individual's rfe span. Thus, skills In listening must be

developed continually within learners in diverse curriculum areas.

When learners enter the public schools, they have had many opportunities

concepts and generalizations through listening. However,

negative habits may hava been developed in the area of listening. Thus,

learner achievement may not have developed to optimum development .due,to

being a'poor listener. The teacher then has an important responsib lity in

.diagnosing reasons for pupils lacking in the ability to listen.

Fa tors to Consider in Diagnosing Ability to Li ten

There are numerous reasons why a specific pupil is a poor listener.

Looking at one cause generally is not adequate.-- Seeking multiple causes would

be more realistic. Th the teacher must be knowledgeable of and be able to

diagnose specific deficiencies in selected learners before remediation is

applicable. What are possible causes for a lack of proficiency in listening

skills?

Pupils may not haveadequate background information to grasp content.

'Thus,4t is impossible for,many learners to be good listeners It is impera-

tive then thatpupils possess adequate content tobenefit froman ongoing
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learning activity involving listening where new ideas are being presented.

2. Learners -ay feel that ongoing learning experiences involving listen-

ing are irrelevant. Certainly, pupils must feel that what is being learned is

important in their own lives.

3. Pupils may not attach meaning to learning experiences involving

list ning. Perhaps, the speaker is utilizing concepts and generalizations

which are too difficult for pupils to understand. Thus, the speaker's time

as well as the listener's time is being wasted. Content presented should be

on the understanding level of pupils.

4. Learning experiences may not be perceived as having purpose. The

pupil inwardly must sense that reasons exist for an ongoing learning experience

involving listening. Time that is spent in having pupils develop purpose for

listening in an ongoing learning activity is time that is profitably spent.

5. Individual differences must be provided for in learning activities

involving listening. Pupils must have ample opportunities to engage in

learning activities involving listening in which a variety of experiencec

are being provided. Thus, discussions may follow the viewing of slides, films,

pictures, filmstrips, and models. Discussions are also important when pupils

take excursions and engage in reading activities. Pupils then should partici-

pate 'e learning experiences involving skills pertaining to listening.

with teacher guidance must assess the quality of the learning

s of meeting physiological needs of learners. Thus

mperature reading and general physical comfort are important

in aiding pupils to listen well to ongoing learning xperiences. The quality

of the psychological environment in the class setting is equally important.

Thus a relaxed, supportiv learning environmeflt should be i evidence for

learners.
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7. It is important to diagnose selected pupils in terms of lacking the

ability to hear content properly. Thus, what may appear to be poor listening

on the part of selected learners may actually represent deficiencies in

hearing. Pupils with a hearing loss should be seated as clA,goly as possible

to the speaker.

8. The teacher needs to diagnose pupil achievement in listening for a

variety of purposes such as listening:

(a) to think critically. (e to develop a sequence of ideas.

(b) to think -creatively (f ) to follow directions.

Cc) to obtain facts (g) to achieve major generalizations.

to gain main ideas. (h) to develop conclusions.

9. The child's home environment may present extreme problems to the

learner; listening to content presented in the class setting is thus diffic

,perhaps, impossible. A pupil may face grave problems in the home situation.

He then cannot concentrate adequately on learning experiences involving

listening. The teacher must understand and accept all pupils; provision

must be made for individual difference.

10. Diagnosing pupils in the area of possessing needed word attach' skills

involving listening is also important such as in phonetic analysis, sylla-

1

bication and structural analysis. Following diagnosisi Selected lea ning

experiences can be provided in guiding pupils to make continuous progress.

7a1 Summary:

The teacher must diagnose causes for deficiencies in listening on the

part of pupils.. pnly then, can these.deficiencies be remedied. A-variety

of interesting .and meaningful..learning experiences should..thenbe provided

learners to guide each pupil in achieving to his or her optimum in 1'



COMPOSITICN IN THE LANGUAGE CUIJUM

lay public, parents, and selected educators are emphasizing a

return to the teaching of the three Ws. The thr R's r

writin and arithmetic --have always been Important curriculum areas in

the school setting. t, the inferred intent When speaking about a

return to the basics is for teachers to become more proficient in teach-

ing the three Ws. Thus, within the framework of the thr R's pupils

are to develop skill in writing content clearly and reaningfully.

When stressing the essentials or basics,in acquiring skill in writing,

learning activities rust neat the following criter'

1. pupils should feel successful in ongoing experiences involving

writing.

2. learning experienc s must. be interesting for pupils.

3: adequate related background information and needed skills should

be possessed by pupils to benefit from new learnings in writ:_ng.

4. neaning must be attached to new learnings being acquired.

5. adequate pr vision rust be nade by the teacher to help each pupil

attain optimal progress in writing.

Expository Writing

The teacher nr,nds to p vide rt varl ty of loarning exporienees to

Cach in achi('vinq hinAlor ()pH HD liii lxrtnining to (li Ni(

purposes in writing. Writing experiences should he an integral part of

ch curriculum area n the school setting. 'ibis is true

writing as well as other purposes in writing. Thus, for example, if

pupils are stuyirg a unit on "Living in the Middle East " they may
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engage in expository writing by selecting, researching, and ultimately

writing about a specific place of special interest in-th;s area of the

world. AL pupil or a committee nay wish to write about one of the follow-

ing:

1. the old city of Jerusalem wIth places -f interest such as the

Jewish Wailing Wall (the last remnant of the ancient Jewish temple built

approximately 2000 years ago), the Dome of the Peck (a Moslem mosque

standing on Mount Moriah completed in 691 A.D.), and the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre (built by the Crusaders after having captured Palestine

in 1099 AL.D.).

the capital city of Israel (Jerusalem),

, Jordan (Pffulan), or Lebanon (Beirut).

3. agriculture, urban.living, and/or manufacturing in the Middle

East.

The final written product of pupils emphasizing expository writing

should be accurate in terns of content and contain neaningful information.

Arumantative Writing

ls with te cher guidance need ample opportunities to discuss

controversial issues. When readiness factors are in evidence, learn s

based on res

discuss

1.

rch using a variety of individualized reference sour -s nay

rsial issues such as th following:.

rehabilitation versus punishment and the law violator.

2. involvement in perceived'relevant wars or diplomacy to pr v

or encldisputes between and among nations.

. -3. full emploTment and possible inflation emphasis versus pi

At and receding inflation in Boole



4. emphasis upon the free enterprise system as compared to increased

goverrinental intervention in selected areas of life.

5. a-clean environment vers necessities of obt fling adequate

energy sources

lutions to eadh of the above narred conflicts may be represented by

points on ,a line or line s

issue number one above,

prisoners

Thus, a pupil may, in controversial

believe in rehabilitation for selected

puzii;1nint for others. W.LinbILuiy, Lho pupil

would engage in writing hi, stated Leliefs pertaining to the area of con

troversy being considered-

Descrip ive Writing

Pupils need tio develop .skills of careful observation d to be able

write clearly what has been observed. There are gany learning activi -

ties which nay guide pupils to observe carefully and write related obser-

vations accurately. Stipulating learning experiences RaSt be in evidence

to guide pupils to develop optimal proficiency in descriptive writIng.

1. Piils nay observe a frame from a filmstrip, a picture, a slide,

or a transparency using the overhead projector. Ultimately, pupils need

to write as clearly and accurately as-possible what has been observed.

2. During an excursion to a farm, factory, shopping center, or a

n lc i in Larmfla be guidod to focus their ohse nfions on

object or event. After the observation, related ideas can Lc r

TWo or more pupils writing

ideas expressed ii tten form. 'II

phenorrena may ultimately cut-Tare

lci may notic cep-.



Careful observation of objects Ind events can provide content for

learners in.diverse kinds of writing experiences.

P -try Writing

A stinulating learning environrient in the class setting using a

variety of audio-visual aids nay-provide the necessary stimulation for

pupils in writing poetry. There are diverse kinds of poems for pupils

to write.

1. Cbuple s and triplets. Couplets contain two lines of general

uniform length of content with rhyming ending words . Triplets possess

three rather uniform lines of verse with ending words rhyming.

2. Limericks. -Ibis type of verse contains a combination of the

couplet and the triplet. Thus, in a_limerick, lines one, two, and five

rhyme (triplet) and lines three and four rhyme (couplet).

Free verse. Free verse contains no planned rhyming of line

The length of each line and of the entire poem is dependent upon the

learner's purpose or purposes in writing content in free verse. Th

free verse is very pen-ended rms of specified content and style .

4 Haiku and tanka. Each of these types of poems stresses the

importance of a certain number of syllables needed per line of written

content. Haiku pcetry requires a fivei% seven, five

nurrber yllables for each line of verse. Utie tanka _

in the

little

in writing since two additional lines of writing are needed with

seven syllables inherent per line.

The writing of selected kinds

and challenging as additional ingredients are add



1. Echoic sounding words can be included. Thus, within a poam writ-

ten by a pupil, selected words may be includod which make an original

sound, i.e., "pitter-patter" (the sound of raindrops falUng on a

sill).

2. The use of alliteration adds to the beauty of a poem. In using

alIiteVt. ion, consecutwe words in a poet. wOuict Ivesin with

the sari sound, "nappy narl id it
and, "fabled flower

3. Imagery should ultimately be used by pupils in writing selcc ed

poeas. Including similes, as one foLm of imagery, can guide

pupils to use words rrorc creatively in diverse kinds of written work.

- Similes contain the words "like" or "as" in making creative comparisons

pertaining to people, objects,_events, and things. Examples of similes

pertain to the underlined part of each of the following lines:

e Nan looked lilasion_midets.

Op The clouds in the sky appeared as-illowswinood-bto
each other.

Methphors have a similar use as compared to similes. However,

words "like" and "as" are not a part of written lines in poetry which

include metaphors.

riting

remand'itizens democrac_y should ledrn to rad wean-

ing of content 'from newspapers thoroughly. A well informed citizenry is

important in a democratic setting. Ihus, pupils in the public school set-

ting with teacher gu!..dance should have ample opportunities to participate

in developing a classroom or school newspaper Learners need to observe



oktiTING 1ACHIEVEMENT AND TFL thtICS IN THE CURRICULUM

h emphasis is being placed uzn the sIcs In he

curriculum, Many Individuals perc ive the three is lqrgely

comprisi_g these basics. Thus reading, writing, and arith-

metic are prized highlY RS currliculum areas by individuals

in American society, This paper will deal with one of the

three Ft's, namely writjng in the school curriculum,

1,0

It, of course, is not adequate to merely identify which

curriculum areas constitute the basics, Mditicnal "problems

in this arena pertain to wh Ch objectives -mpils should achieve

in the writing curriculum. Thus, questions such as the fol-

lowing need identification and related solutions sought.

1. Row much emphasiS should be placed upon pupils

learning how to diagram sentences? Do activi-

ties such as these guide pupils to become

more proficient in writing?

2. Should ouplA.s be expected to s the dif

ferent pRrts of speech (nouns, ver ad-

tires adverbs, -toal,), as well as

words are used in se_tenoes (subjec ive,

object; t

Row much emphasis should be placed upon creative

1s, su h as writing

predicate, object, indirect

writing experiences for pUp

diverse kinds of poetry,: including couplets,

triplets quatrains, haikus, and tankas?
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4. Should practical writinR receIve major emphasis

i- the writing pqrriculum, e.g, writin

business and friendly letters,

job application forms, as well as writing

thank you notes and letters of sympathy?

Should learning activities for pupils plane

much stress upon the filling in of blanks

In textbook and workbook exercise-

g to such as agreeTent of subje

and predic_ , and proper tense of verbs?

Do experiences such as these provide for a

transfer of learning to those involving

creative and practical writing?

6. How much emphasis should be placed In teac

learning situations on structural grammar

(e.g. pupils understanding diverse sentence

patterns) as well as transformational generative

n-

grammar (e.g. expanding and transnaming sent_

is quite apparent th_t flexible guidelines for a

commended scope and sequence of ekperiences for pupils
need to be identified by educators and interested lay citizens.

Thus, suggested 15:_sAc: I- the, writing,curriculum may be

critically appraised and ultimately specific adoptions made,

In determinihg the scope and sequence of:the writing cu -icu-
lum, the following problems need resolving;

I. Who largely should be involved

curri ular depisions0 eog.

making

educator

parents and pther inter sted lay citiz ns,
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p_cils, programmers, and/or profess1on.l

writers of language arts textbooks and work-

books?

Should the writing currIculum emphasize activity

centered methods of teachlng and learning,

or should involved pupils be perceived of

as being passive individuals in ongoing 1.1_

of study?

How much of writing aS a separate sub -ct

should be emphasized as compared to correlating

-ritten work with diverse curriculu

such as social studies, science, mathema ics,

and health units of study?

Should all worthwhile objectives in the writing

curriculum be stated in measurable terms?

In the utilization of .;hese kinds of objectiv s,

what emphasis can and should be placed upon

attitudinal ends?

What kind of balance In methodology should

there be between inductive versus deductive

approaches in o going units of study in

writing?

Which innovative procedures can adequately

be justified in the writing curriculum? Should

traditional approaches largely, be minim_zed

in the writing arena within the framework

of the -chool-class setting?



S _uld diverse writing activities be pursued

they are purposeful (learning to write a

business letter when selected itsulactually

need to be ordered) or should writing be taught

as prescribed in a scope and sequence chart?

How much homework In writing should be expected

from learners at different achievement levels?

Or, should the teacher largely encourage pupils

to voluntarily engage in homework writing

experiences?

Concluding Statements

There are numerous issues which need resolving pertaining

to what comprIses the basics in the writing curriculum, Ed-

ucators and interested lay persons need to identify and attempt

to resolve these issues. Hopefully' the writing curriculum

'will be perceived b lear_ers to be purposeful and interesting,

igher levels of-thinkingsuch_as critical thinking, crea_ive.

thinking,
. and problem solving skills should alSo be emphasized.

In_ society, individuals need-to- think critically due to the

explosion of knowledge as well as to think creatively since

utiOue solutions are needed, in many-situations0 in attempting

to .solve personal andsocietal problems. No curriculum,

iting.included, should inculcate negative attitudes within

_earners. Achieving desirable attitudes toward writing,

toward:_self and toward _life itself 18 itadeed.reeommendedl



THE CHILD AND WRITING IN T_- LAGUAGE ARTS

The teacher of language arts must assist in set ing the ,ige for

pupils to engage in creative writing. A stimulating environment for

writing may then be in eviden e for learners. At the same time provisions

must be made for individual differences in the class setting. Pupils do

differ much from each other in talents, abilit es, interes and motiva-

tion. What can the classroom teacher do to guide each pupil in developing

maximum potential in the area of writing7

Learning Activities for ChIldren

Teacher-pupil planning is necessary to select learning exper ences

for pupils in writing which are

(a) interesting for learners.

(b) meaningful and worthwhile.

(c) purposeful on the part of learners.

d) satisfying emotionally.

(e) on the achievement level of each individual a udent.

ing centers may then be developed which harmonize with the

above named criteria.

A Poetry Center Here pupils may write a poem from selected

titles written on a task card at this center. The child may also select

his own title for a poem

study in social studies, science, mathematics, and reading. The poems

may consIst of rhymed verse such as couplets, triplets, quatrains,

These poems may relate to ongoing units of

limericks. Unrhymedpoeii suchas free ve _e may also be an end result



in the writing of poetry.

Pup ls may also utilize techniques of poets in the writing of poems

such as incorporating alliteration, metaphors, similes and echoic words

in the written product.

2. A Story Writing Center. Titles for possible stories for pupils

to write may be listed on a task card. Learners may also select le

of their own in this writtng acttvity. It is excellent to have a set of

pictures at this center for pupils to utilize to gain ideas in writing

creative content. Learners, depending on their interests and present

achievement levels, may select to write content pertaining to the follow-

ing:

1. mystery stories and stories in suspense.

2. tall tales.

3. biographies and autobiographies.

4. adventure.

5 h.storiography and historical fiction.

Pupils in appropriate sequential learnings may engage in the folio

ing writing experiences:

1. choose a story starter from among others in a bowl at a learn

center and creatively end the s y

2. select an ending for a sto y from among other and then write

the beginning for this story .

3. pick a setting for a story as written by the teacher and co

the wri

for div

setting

ng activity.

se stories at

f thei

The teacher should write an ample numb

this learning center; thus, pupils mAy

own choosing. Learners may

plete

ettings

select a

so write their
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for a story.

4. other elements that may be emphasized in writing includa

characterization and plot %sit hin a specific story.

5 write a differen !for a specific story that has be

Creative Writing and the Content Areas

There are many spec ifi. activities for pupi _ relatiwo

different curr culum areas n the elementary school. Thus pupilaamay

experience the following wriZLting activities in the social stude s::

1. In a unit on the "fA_ge of Discovery," pupils may write atteuts

day in the life of explorer such as Pizzaro, Cortez, Balboa, anti

de Leon.

When studying a un 7ei t on 'Colonization in th

mittees of pupils on a rotaacing basis may keep diary entr thrt

bee

the entire unit of study permwtaining tc settlers living in the hazeidusett

Bay colony.

Learner

during a unit of

3 n the

experience:

may write diverse k nds of poe_ry on

study on "a'he Birth of a New Nation.

elementary urriculum, pupils may e

such as the fol lowing:

I Write up the resul____ t _

use of electr magnets in a -unit

had not

science experiments pe

"Magnetism and Electricity.

y on umrhat the United States would be like

een invented . Thi_s writing activity could relate to e

"Inventors and:Invention

3. Develop and write several hypotheses prior to conduc ; jot)



experixca(a). The hypotheses for example could relate to what will

happentoselected liquids, solids, and gases when heated.

tnam mathematics cur iculum, pupils could engage in the following

ctivities:

I, Nvelop sto y problems of t-'heir owi based on mathematical opera-

(addition, qubiraction, multip...lication, and div .ion) being studied

presemay.

2, Wri e an account of prese day conditions in the world if the

Hindu-Arabic system of enumeration Ld not been invented.

Draw a unique picture using geome ric synibols presently being

d edina related unit of study.

Me teacher

In Suftmmmary

of language a-- mu=st use selected criteria in providing

t vities for pupils in theme area of writing. Thus, learning

mean--Ingful purposeful, and make pr

%a-Writing must become an inherent

activldes must be interest n

visiort for individual diffe

Part, rot only of the languege a

matherud and other curriculum arameas in the elementaryAscho-
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CREATIVE WRITING IN THE CURRICULM

These are selected lear-aaing activities which may stitr=ulate pupils 'towrite

creatively. Which experienmes might then be provided foT pupils?

1. Have pupils listen to a anusical recording and write al poem of their own choosing.

2. Write titles of tall tals and place these in a contSi_ner. Let learners

choose a title to write tall tale.

Have pupils select a p5 c-ture, from among others, to strtite a free verse. No
no çcificrhyme of words ana numbex 0± syllables per line uired in writing free

verse Each pupil may clitermine the desired length of the finished product.

4. Encourage pupils to chooe a famous person in history to write a related

legend. Legends written m y be shared with other pupi is in the school/class

setting.
5. Record noise in the envionment using a cassette recorg.cler. Pupils iaytheri

choose which noise or noses to describe in writing-

Have pupils choose a speific word. Additional seq1.ie11ial words need to be

added which possess the same initial sound. Learners night attempt to add

as many words as possible to provide creative sentenes involving the use

of alliteration.

Stimulate pupils to thir

the environment

words which make thei-- own unique sounds in

in the ancient world provided the concept mato-

poi ea" pertaining to words which make individual sound

Assist pupils to utilize similies and

are used learners make

ietaphors in wri=ing. When es

ive comparisons using the words "like" cr !1as" ,

e.g. The clouds looked lLke a smiling giant in the sk Metaphors make

comparisons without the tzse of 'like" or "as", e.g. Th clouds, smi1ngant

in the sky, were shin in appearanc

The teacher needs to set -the stage with a variety of simulating activities

guide pupils in creative w-ra_t ing.



POETRY IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Pupils should develop a thorough appreciation for poetry. Many words

are generally used in a novel and unique ways In poetry. Thus a study of

poe rTshould aid pupils in vocabulary development. Of utmost importance

is that pupils read creative ideas and thoughts when studying poetry. Pu-

pils can then be aided in developing their own creative ideas when writing

poetry.

Poetry comes in many forms. Generally, pup _- have felt that rhyming

words are inherent in all poetry. However, this is not always the case.

Poetry may be either rhymed or unrhymed.

Poetry in the Elementary School Curriculum

Poetry may be correlated with different curriculum areas in the e _en-

chord. The teacher may have pupils study and write poetry as

lates to units of study in science, socia -tudies, athematics health, as

well a_ in : her language arts areas." Poetry might also be taught as a

separate unit of study. An ultimate goal for pupils to achieve is to en o3v.

reading ancl:writing poerry. Poetry should not be analyzed where i

troys pupil interest in lea fling.

Foetry Correlated with Other Curriculum Areas

, It is properrteaching procedure if pupils:per eive that,subjec

_rom-dLveroe academic disciplines is

the firest grade level

related. For example,

:e studying a unit on the

natter

f pupils on

might"dict te

content to the teacher-who in r urn writes the resultingpoem. Pupila
_ _

tend: this kind
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situations. The teacher needs to set the stage so that pupils have an in-

ward desire in wanting to write a particular kind of poem. Us ng discuss-

ions, pictures, filmstrips, and/or slides should provide background infor-

mation for pupils in desiring to write poetry. If first grade pupils have

an adequate writing vocabulary, they may write their own poem. An.inter-

ting kind of poem for pupils to write is a couplet. Couplets contain .two

lines of verse The-two lines are somewhat uniform in lengthwith ending

words rhyming. --The following are examplesof couplets:

The city is filled w_h people.
And the church has a tall steeple.

The_sidewalk is broad and wide..
The boy rides a bicycle on the side.

The children play in the house
Where there is' no mouse.

are-Studying an elementary schocil science unit'oa magnetism

and -lectricity, the following couplet.may be developed by.pupils indivi-

. dually. o- in committees:,

We Made atime-Magnets..in _lie- room.
.Then:we cleaned:the room' with a. broom.

Pupils individually or cooperatively may also write riplets. Thus,.

three lines need to be w- tten with ending wo-d_ rhyming. The'thr

should bp somewhat uniform in length-. Aga

pupils so _tat an inward desire

vironment must be pre ent

for the writing of poetry.

relates to and integrates

"We tward Movement".

to aid pupils in

The following

11 a specific .

The forty niners went to the West
To look_for gold with great zest
HoPing to gain much wealth at bes
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..an.'exampleof a

ciat'studies unit

information

riplet as it

entitled



Pupils way wish to write free verse -ith teacher guidance. No rhyming

of words is required in the writing of free verse. In the writing of free

verse there are no standards pertaining to the length of each line and for

the entire poem. A writing center or the class setting could contain selec-

ted pictures pertaining to an ongoing unit of study. The pictures; of

coarse, need not necessarily relate to an ongoing teaching or resource unit.

Learners may choose and write about a picture. The written Content could

pertain to free verse. The following is free verse as it relates to a pic-

ture on farm animals:

Ea

Pupils

Po

There a

The cow
cen be a beautiful animal.
provides us with milk and c eam.
eats grain and hay eagerly.
may also provide a good supply of meat.
is interested in the pipeline milker.
misses her talf much.
tioes not get along well with pigs.
is eagerly vaiting for the long winter to
end and have summer arrive.
likes to roam in the shed with other co
does not like,the big dog in the yard,
would rather be in a warm shed es compared to
the cold outdoors.

h pupil needs to determine the length of hi_ or her free ye

hould b- creative in thinking _f unique ideas in writing any type

initeadVantages in having Tupils

Learners are not restricted i_ using rhyming, words. Uniformity inilength_

f lines also is not a restriction. The writing of- free ver e can be re,

latad to many unit titles in-diverse:curriculum:areas.. If pupils

the folio- ng free verse could

en by a child individually _r in a smell g

1 4



The Tyrannosaurus Rex dinosaur
ate many other kinds of dinosaurs.
had serrated teeth.
was the king of dinosaurS.
was ferocious.
was taller than other dinosaurs.
lived during the Mesozoic era.
might have been cold-blooded like fish and turtles are today.

Limericks are an enjoyable .type of poetry for pupils to read and

write. Limericks consist of a couplet and a triplet. The first second,

and fifth lines in a.lime ick make a 'triplet. The:third and fourth lines

comprise a couplet.. Generally, it is important for pupils to understand

and attach meaning to a_couplet..and triplet before limericks are introduced.

From-an anthology of children's literature, the teacher may read limericks

to children. These limericks must be chosen carefully to capture interests-.

of listeners. Enjoyment of poetry is of utmost importance! The selected'

limericks =Mt be on the understanding level of children. Learners .with

.teacher guidance could-select which limericks they like best. These _ay.

be w ittennn the .ehalkboard or on..a transparency. Pupils inductively

need t_ arrive at m aningful generalizations_pertaining to what ingredi-

thewriting of limericks. Thus learne--

nce the inherent pattern is understood. The following

limerick pertains to a unit on magnetism and electricity:

There once,wasjt man:ealled. Thomas Edis
Who invented:a bulb which'gave a bright
He liked to inventgreat:things,
From which America_an&the world benefits
And made life easier,moreenjoyable, and

n,

light in the

and sings
much more fun.

ong

ku poetry can al be enjoyable for pupils

are nor_mecessa Alaiku..peetry. Pupils

run

te. Rhyming wo

however, do need t- be able':

poem haa f ve syllables. The sec nd 1 n

-&by five syllables in the third lien. Haiku poetry may 8 :cu,ss



nature. The following haiku poem might be written

in the out of doors:

The rain pattering
on the.window with great speed
swish, slosh, swoosh, slash, spash.

Pupils need to bp praised

writing poetry. Pupils should

lastline of the previously

sounds made byidrops of rain.

and encouraged to

be

by observing rain falling

present novel ideae in

encouraged to invent new words. The

tten haiku poem has unique words which give

Onamatopia is a term given to words which

make sounds similar to those in the natural environment. Alliteration is

al o p evalent in the last line of the haiku poem, in that"the beginning

sound of each word is the same. Numerous poets u e alliteration as a

poetic device in the iting of poetry.

poetry.

Imagery

important for pupils to under tend imagery in the wrIt

Thus, puPils may understand meaningful concepts and gene a iza-

_ainging t- metaphors and similes. This can be achieved

approaches such as the following:

reading poetry containing metaphors and similes to pupils .
discussing with pupila,meanings of metaphors and similes .
developing poems withlearners that contain metaphors and similea .
having pupils find 4ind read poem's that contain metaphors and

having pupila individually or in couinit tees write poetry which
contains metaphors:and simile

Pup lewith teacher guidance might then write lines of verse con-

ta ning imagerY suchas In the fo loWing ekaMPles:

1. 'The rain sounded'like fairied &finding on the
2. ..Thetrain roared like a giant in the
3. The wind:blewAike A sneeZing ogre.'

In,each f these lines of poet-ry

pared to something ,else-joined by the.
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similes are used Something is com-

oreFnike". In sentence nuMbler one,



for e7carsple thewund o :r tw_n" is compared to the pnund of "faries danc-

ing on the windowsill". In aft; ntence number two "The train roared" is

compared to "agent in the while in

is being contrasted with "a slusteezing orge". The

imagery. He c

sentence

as a thief iz_n the night.

three "The wind ble

is also used in

In the caseof metaphors, , the words "like" and "as" are not used in

making creative comparisons. Noti e the use of metaphors in the following

lines of verse:

tie cat, a swlLLing mass-of -colors, runs in the yard.

Thedog, clawi_La feverishly in the garden, finally found

a bone.

Iheelouds ware fluffy pillows racing across the sky.
rlehouse appeAr-wed to float on faries' wings in the sky.

Otherwise,similes and Oemetaphors have aimilar functions _n making

c eative comparisons.

Creative leltNriting and the Pupil

Creative Oinking is au ttimportant skill and attitude for all learners

to develop in greeter depth Atims they progress through the school years. In

every day living, it is imPortrtant to think creatively

problems may besolved.

o that one's own

Too St:frequently, solutions that have worked f

others in the solving of pro1i1ems may not work for us. Unique solutions

in many cases are th.en needed to solve 'probl s. Progress in American

orld has eoMetme about due to individuals .haying been

creative. Thus,progress in e:Imedicine, manufacturing, dentistry, education,

agriculture, andother facets f life has come about throughcreative

of individuals and,grcrNoups. it is of utmost .importance for stu-

to -epgage in creative

The teachermust provid. maipsychological environment wherebystuden

feel free to explore and expez=riment. Learners need to feel relaxed in



the class setting to think of idea which are dfferent and unique. Thus,

a student can present a contribution which is nvel based on previously

acquired learnings. It is difficultto come up with ideas which are

uniclue for all learners in a class, However, Lit is possible for a pupa

to come up with original content onan individeuell basis.

Pupils with teacher guida-ceneed to plan rich learning environent

Students must have expe iences whiehstimulate reative thinking. Stimt-

lating bulletin boards, learning e ters

visual aids aid in setting the stage for

then acquire subject matter which might b

story, :poem, essay, letter, or oth

readitig materials, and audio-*

endeavo . Student will

utilzed to write a

worm of r-tten work.

eative

The teacher

must think of learning activitieswhich will stmulate creative thinkiq.

Too frequently, the teacher Wsassessed s-,&udent progres_ in writing

b_sed on spelling words correctly, demonstrated neat handwriting, using

punctuation marks properly, and -sing'capital ltter_ correctly, Very

'little emphasis may have been p

pressed ' To be

apelling o

capitalize

mechanics of w

the tim- ideas are

, on the:mechanics of writing.

Th- teecher must give careful onsideratiewxm to pra

dupon ideas that students have x-

students nedto make corL inuous progress in correct

legible handwriting correct punctuation and proper

ters. Studentsmay reveal their achievement in the

hey proofread their final written product.

n papa tudent mair not be able to concentrate

ng students

eveal

performance. If creative products are praised 15y the teacher,

impro ed

_tudents

enerally will feel,that creativity is what is -Awanted and desired'. Afth,e

'teacher criticizes students :creative behavior learners might feel tha
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this is not an apDroved way of pproaching learniu1 activi ies A smile

f approvel, saying "th trftrnendousn, or terrific", among other

means, can certainly t mulate mtudents in desirio to express content

tively.

There needs tobe time set asside whereby stud-Oen s can share completed

work. Students individually ttaty perceive hew coricnt differs between and

among finished products. When haring thoughts fiude ts learn from each

other pertaining to ways of epressing unique idees as well as creativity

contained in Mesa in and

lary terms which tan be used irx,

these terms ca

use in writing.

b used. Stud

elves. They may learn about new vocabu-

ting as well a9 creative ways in which

may also learn asaabout inventing words to

The tea her tertatnly needs to be well aecivairited with characteristics

of students reveaUng creative behaviors. There lat=e teachers who have

confused creative behavior of students w th misbehazmvior. That is most un-

fortunate! Teachers then shouLe become well versec in approaches to

setting the stage for learners to exhibit creative behavior, (b)

creative behavior of students, and (c) being highb-s, knowledgeable

characteristics o individuals who a e creative

Mn Summary

eacher us set the stage to have pupils d velop feelings of

desiring to expr

ences can

cre tively. A variety to rich le ring exper

id PUptle inn ereativ- thinking and cr e.ive writing. These

periences must be challenging a rid interesting. PL1ils can then be encour-

aged to participate ia a wide ariety of creative asmtctivities.

Learners hOuld have amplft opportunities rarngage in the ng of



poetry. Learners may then write couplets, triplets, fre,,e verse, limeric

and haiku Poetry. Pupils' ideasin creative writing ned to be accepted

and respected by the teacher aswell as by learners.
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KiETRY AND

by

Marlow Ediger

Creative thinking ,is a major Oective L:=7; ze writ ng nf

In the creative writing curricUum, each ounil should elect the

content, and kind of oen to An emn' ces

-n available to learners in writing novel, unicle ideas. Thus,

involved ' --1-c tint ob jettives. le- activit
in-thee..;-4.4aluatior

in

--Di,erse

p-

The teaa

-2e Middle East" may

of

ting

and

,17Led to st ate pupils to eng

;:am,ie in a corre zed curriculum within

ed slides e slides M

leamernersto wr' e creative cont nt the well around Old -Jeru

Rock (a Moslem mosque, complete

Jewish Wailing Wall complete

chof the Holy Sepu chre (built

mstrip, illustrat ons tapes. and rransr.arencies may equalli

the

xf-a:ely 2,000 yea

f-

on

the Dome

te-rn Wall (also called

,nd/or

Crusaders ih 1099 A.TY. ). 'A. film,

-ist

___tting the stage for pupi _ to enc.--

be appro

writing. The ext1

elY initiated, stingrand c.p ur_ pupil attention.

,erse Kinds

also thej..ind of verse to be written. There are
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of fascinating se ior pu_

re.ins of the folic

1. free vse,. The

left

inheren

kinds of verse.

ngth of

cculets. I writ'

may zhen b r=r.a-ie by

p ern as well as

w rds need be usec

,coup _. ttdo

-erds rhyming need to be in _

. The pupil writes th ee linestriple

in all ending words .

uatra4nsz rr

Four lines of simil

as lines three an rour mdy

5. _ The lentth of

ortant in the writin

three lines.. of verse in haiku poetry

tontaln five svl1ab1es s

'_htee lines.

o.-tanka poetry. Tanka may well be an extensIon o

tonal lines may b added

ng a Lanka poem.

1Lr-niercks A limeri s_

five of the lime..-ick may well

four make for couplet. Many lime icks start with

poet"'

-,a3ent 3

2,5

=ength with

rh

tin

lines zwn as

as well as rhyne 71s definitely

ThP number of nv1lbles in eacn

important. Thus, cad: h iku pnem sho

en svi labl es and ii

iku poem, ch-.con _les

c a couplet and

sidered to be a

one

Lines

ence: ere

whiclv:Jaanirs m.ay select as

verse is very open,endedln erms of emphasizing



no:rhyme, no syllabi

ts, trip

ls who cannot

uliliting rhymtn

(

such as

c' line for the enti

ds may

Cr

words in poetry writing,

Baiku

feel restrained

-* LC sect a different kind of poemto de-

42_c when pupitc attempt to use rhymlin

tank& eM-,1-1"r

line. If learnera can

r a cected nuMter of 1abes

wort:s into lables, a different form of ve-;:

may be written. Creativity enters into the writing of haIku and tanka when

:learners are able to write a certain number of syl1abes for each line of

For any kind

-,raged and rewa-ro

wrltt-en, uniqueness and novelty of ideas must he

Pupils need to -na ve those

In Summar-:

ences which encourage creative thinking.

Theae'ideas even:uailv may be written down in terms c'

Pupils with teacher guidance need to have unde stan

t.ci,diverse kinds of poetry. ,

Learners may also

.containing-the same be

words (e.g. sPlish,

of yerse.

and attach meaning

ted to addalliterarion (consecutiye words

ry snow and echoic sounding

An eddftIonal element that should become

an inherent part of verse'is the use of imagery (metaphors and When

using the writing of p the,WOrds "like" and '_s'

are utilized,in makin creati e com-arisons

_nerally

an like a flash

,lightning in the sky. taphors make,, tive comparisons as __ true,

-



in the skies _th rain.' Ciouds e ;ja,. the

eeds to be in evi derie tc sti alate p:

currit

bcfore its Imp:ementation in the crea=lye

_


